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ber of more private and SpoNtAROLS gath- inch in hight, a vaseof Saracenic workmaneriugs for prayer.
Then there are the ship, Queen Bertha's chalice, anda manu-,
church aud mission Sabbath schools, at- soript of the Gospels presented
to the Abbey
tended by more than ninety thousand chil- | by Charlemagne. Ancient
Roman inscripdren. “These facts (and Tam not joking), tions cover thestower of the cathedral and
may explain the wonder that New York also the high wall surroundingit. Indeed,
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‘the town was fermerlya Roman settlement,

NEWS.

repents

country anggthe

of xe-

a strong army, among whom was a band of

ligion in progress, mostly traced te {dhe
impetus of the January week of prayer.
A gentleman was in the other day from
a trip over the Pacific Railroad, who said
that he had found himself passing through

fix thousand men calling themselves the
‘“‘Theban &egion,” and who were Christians, paused at Agaunumeen the eve.of an
expected battle, and were commanded to
offer sacrifice to the gods of the Romans.
The “Legion” refused $0 do so, thereby
greatly irritating the Emperor, who ordered every teath man of them to he executed.
Again the remainder refused to performthe
idolatrous act, and again every tenth man

world,

of revivals

the midst of great revivals, almost

litepally

all the way from the Rocky Mountains,
The eccentric {and mmach misrepresented)
but amazingly effective labors of Edward
Payson Hammond, have lighted up all that
route with a blaze of religious excitement,
Seven hundved conversions in Bloomington,
DesMoines,

suffered death.

a9
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Agents receive
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sion, or otherwise, with the

to

be

sold on
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of returning

Ia., -amd

in several other nét large cities a thousand
each, and hundreds Ju cach of the minor
towns are among ‘the broad seals of his
ministry. The mintl that can believe all
this to be the work «of human ecloguence,

The Worning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

MAY

21,

try at this point by a strike, eausing

Silent, peaceful, te and fro—
Like a mother’s sweet {ooks dropping
On the little face below—
Hangs the green earth, swinging, turning,
Jarring, noiseless, safe and slow;
Falls the light of God’s face bending
Pown and watehing us below.
And as feeble babes that suffer,
Toss and cty, and will not rest,

to work

Are the ones the tender mother

he

The course of the building trades unions
here is efficient and even powerfulto the
destruction of the common interests of journeymen, employers and the public, limited only by the great strength of the business of the city, which pays, even if it
must pay exorbitantly, for such accommodations as it absolutely must have. But as

By our sins weighed down, distressed,

Then it is that God’s great patience
Holds us elosest, loves us best.
whese loving

Can not hindered be nor erossed ;
Will not weary, will not even
In our death itself be lost—
Love divine! of such great loving,
Only mothers know the cost—
Cost of love, whieh, all love passing,
Gave a Son to save the lost.

for the healthy, steady and

abounding, de-

mand for this kind of labor that ought nat{ urally to exist in such a prosperous com| munity, there is none of it. The ¢* unions”
{ have killed it. Their occupation is stag-

—Seribner's
for May.

Correspondence.

New

cer-

for any establishmentor ** boss”

using such easks.

Holds the closest, loves the best.
So when we are weak and wretehed,

York

a

nant half the time, and a forced, grudging,

ill-natured employment the other half.
The late absurd and unsuccessful gasmen’s
strike illustrates the self-destructive
|
tendency of the union system. If they had

York, May 17, 1873.

CORRESPONDENCE FROM JAPAN.
Having been brought into communication |
with a gentleman of talents and culture |

struck for wages,

they

would

have

won.

in that wonderful theater of Divine Proyidence.
"EXTENT OF RELIGIOUS OPERATIONS IN N. Y.
You seidom think of New York, perhaps,
as eminently a ‘‘ place of prayer.” Auything or everything but that, surely. But
I have been looking into the matter statistically, if you will pardon the Tyndallish
nature of the experiment. And I find that
for every 750 persons of our great popula
tion (disregarding the ¢* suburban cities”)
we hold at least one weekly prayer meeting,
besides a number of regular daily prayer
meetings. And most of these prayer meetings ‘are much meve fully attended than is

usual in the good old moral and religious
villages of New England, and very many
of them are conducted in an exceptionally
able, earnest and wide awake

fashion,

The city has 880 Protestant places of worship, with 260,000

sittings, and

240 regu-

larly incorporated Protestant churches with
72,000

members,

This

is about eight per

cent. of the population, and a regular place
of Protestant Evangelical worship for nearly every 2,000 persons——not an adequate

average, fo be sure, but much more than
adequate for all who ean be induced (by
ordinary means) to attend religious services.
Btill, these figures by no means represent

the extent of evangelistic labor.
tion to the mere

In addi-

formal Sunday services in

the several churches, there are not less than
260 weekly prayer meetings held in conmection with the churches. But this is a

trifle, again, to the work of the (lity Mission Tract Society and the Young Men's
Christian Association, under their present
emergetic
and devoted managers—Mingins

and

McBurney,

Seotch, you

see.

respectively,

These two

and

both

burning and

shining lights of Christian organized effort

—

But no, wages were not the object, but
engaged in the educational service of the |
leisure for loafing—the almost invariable
Japanese Government, I expect to be able |
| employment (if it is no worse) of the New
to give you, monthly or oftener, something |
York working man’s spare hours, be they
more or at least farther fetched than New
York correspondence, in the shape of orig- many or few. This and all the other follies
inal and special observation, made on the of the system result from the fact that unanspot, of the wonderful progress of change imous combination in a trade is possible
only on the lowest ground in the trade.
The

inferior

in

industry,

character

and

sense can not be brought up to the views
and interests of the better class, but the
latter can be brought down to theirs, and
so that is the basis of all unions, and the
lazy, inferior workmen

govern

the

whole,

lift themselves to a condition of easy selfindulgence on the shoulders of their betters,

and

become

daily

a

more powerful

majority. It is time for two things, (1.) a
counter combination of good workmen and
employers, and (2.) a repudiation by the
press and pulpit of the satanic doctrine of
a right

to

naturally;

continue

to force up prices un-

a doctrine

the wickedness of

which any man can prove to himself in an
instant by applying it to the forestalling of
provisions or the artificial depression of
wages.
y
Viol,

reas

mun!

Special Correspondence.
a

‘

ST. MAURICE, SWITZERLAND.
Few towns in all Switzerland are finer for
situation than this from which I write, lying
as it does in the narrow valley of the Rhone,
between

two

mountains,

whose

far-away

peaks are covered with eternal snows.

Be-

hind it, rises the Dent du Midi, immediately in front sweeps thé mighty river, beyond
which towers the Dent de Yorcles. Its surroundings are beautiful, but, like the majority of Swiss towns, its interior is extremely

dismal; its streets are narrow

and dirty,

and everything has the ancient

appearance

80 common in this country. .
Here we find the oldest ecclesiastical establishment north of the Alps, dating back
to the fourth century, and founded by St.
Theodore.
It is a beautiful edifice, in the

interior, confaining many fine paintings
and other works of art. Among the former

is one of St. Sebastian chained to the tree,

in the midst of the darkness of our massed

while his body is pierced’by many arrows.
Several fine specimens of ancient works of
te more than one thousand weekly prayer art are here preserved, and shown to visimeetings, These are regular and standing | tors, among them a pastoral staff’ in gold

heathenism and atheism, disperse their rays

appointments, besides an uncounted num- , With elaborately wrought figures, each one

This is the

resort of the

entrance. St. Maurice is soshoroughly
pretected by natural barziers that it needs ae
| city wall. “The only entrance to the town

| tain class of casks to be imported from
Maine, as they have been ever since. By
the same arbitrary method they have now
been endeavoring to foree the same work
out of the hands of the Maine eceopers and
regain it for themselves,
Their recent
strike had actually this basis: refusal to
cooper any casks not made bere and under
the direet dictation of their *‘ Union,” or

Like a cradle rocking, rocking,

New

has been héwn.

monks of St. Mauriee, one.of whom is always there. It is hewn inte the solid roek,
having only the front built.en, to guard the

at all accessibleis where the

and this life. We have had one of the!
most suggestive of illustrations of the principle of the strike system, here, within a’
week or two. Some time ago the coopers
killed an important branch of their indus-

ee

O great Heart of God!

Dame du Sez, to which a narrow footpath

To come down ‘to mafters nearer home,

~The Love of God.

and

a pretty little chapel is now erected «ver
the spot oftheir martyrdom.
A fttle way out of the town, far up en a
seemingly inaccessible cliff, stands the little
chapel known as the hermitage of Xatre

STRIKES.

1873.

till all

the leader of this Legion, St. Maurice,

against common sense.
The effect is elearly supernatural, and so must be the cause.

them.

repeated

had been put to death,so faithful were they to
their religion. The town takes its name. from

of blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, but
it does seem clearlyto ise to be in rebellion

premiums, ne percentage

is allowed in addition.

books out

This was

_|

mile or more away, and then think,
if, hy some means, such as. the

Number

W'

ered upon the first word,

ly we had mot noticed before, that the water

thank Heaven indeed when

onee

more

we

and

be-

breathe the clear
and bracing wir,

hold the light
of day.

ANNA 'E. MATHEWS,
meme

tf

m——————

Church Holydays.
We think we have for several years seen
a dispesition in some quarters to make

more of Goofl Friday ang Easter Sunday;
as if they weve days claiming the special
regard of Christians. We have before us
several English papers of recent date,
which show us how such ‘days are observ-

ed by the Episcopalians.of England; or at
least by thie largest
of that ehurch, the

of the

three

Ritualists;

divisions

and in their

above the castle, we enter with a guide

the vicar, or pufineipal minister, came in

mouth

of a stalactite grotto, sald

rushes!

the

to be

forgive

ghost,” the reading®was

suspended,

and

221

people ; or beneath his frown—for we

bave

erred from him.—Spurgeon.

Events of the Week.
CAPT, HALL'S FAILURE.

and so
senten-

The Arctic expedition under Capt. Hall,
as we mentioned last week, has met with

ces.
At the close, Mr. Mackanochie bestowed
his blessing upon the congregation, while
they were kneeling, accompanying it with

ceeded in pushing up Smith’s Channel to a
higher northern point than had ever been

forth a similar series of exercises;
also with the other five words, or

the sign

of

the cross,

and

then

left the

disastrous failure.”

The

Captain

had

suc-

reached by any other navigator, and was
preparing to go still further, when he was
stricken by apoplexy and suddenly died.

place at the head of the procession of
priests and choristers.
Afterwards the crew became divided,
a
Similar scenes, though of course, of a -portion being left by an accident on an icesomewhat different character, -were enacted
berg, and the rest remaining on the Steamon Easter Sunday. Those who engage in er. Those on the iceberg have finally driftthese things, no doubt think themselves ed into the limits of civilization, and bring
“very religious.” But do these things tend the news of the disaster, while those on the
to promote spiritual religion? and do we Steamer have not yet been heard from.
not act wisely, while we keep at the far- The calamity befell them nearly two years
thesf remove from them ? - Let us ‘“‘remem- ago, and it is feared that the Steamer has
ber the Sabbath day to keep it holy.” Let been crushed by the ice. Capt. Hall was a
us on that day observe Christ’s own ordi- native of New Hampshire, a hardy, reso-

nance,
keep

“The

in mind

Lord’s
his

Supper,”

and also

resurrection

from

the

mimmegies we see the extreme, and yet dead. Let us observe that other ordinance
the logical resnl¢of the observance of such of his, baptism, which symbolizes our
holydays. First we have the ceremonial death unto sin ; and then let us leave other
of
:
holydays, and other so-called religious
PALM SUNDAY
rites, to those who choose to follow the
at St. Pauls (mot the cathedral of that inventions of men.
W. H.
name) . in- Lomimore
Square,
London.
The account is a long one, and we can onKnowledge and Grace.
ly sketch the prineipal parts of it.
The services commenced with the chaut““ A man,” says Dr. Guthrie, *‘ may know
ing of some psalms by twe ef the clergy
and the choir boys. During this service, all about the rocks, and his heart may re-

wearing
a erape veil, as a sign of mournbetween two mountains, and thence through | ing. After a season, two beys, in surthe town. Therefore it was pecessary to plices, came in bearing large dishes of
‘only, and the whole palm * branches,
fortify this entrance
whieh
they distributed
place would be seeurd, So near together among the people, who stood up, holding
are these two mountains, that a hridge of a these palin branches in their hands. A
single arch spans the river, one end resting boy clad in a white elerieal vestment then
on g spur of the Deut du Midi, and the removed a purple cloth from the top of
other upon a spur of the Dent de Morcles. the altar, above which were six exndles,
This bridge is seventy feet in length, and two of them lighted. Then a stream of
dates from the fifteenth century. The surplieed boys went into: the gallery, and
hights on either side are strongly fortified, the offieiating clergy gave the incense to
so that it was almost impossible to take the some boys who bore it down the aisles,
town. Heye are two Swiss states (or can- the clergy following in procession, the
tons), Vaud and Valais, separated by a lofty choristers meanwhile singing
a hymn.
range of mountains, their only means of The tour of the church being finished, the
intercommunieation being by this narrow clergy returned to the vestry; and soon
pass. On one side, the mountain rises ab- after emerged again, preceded
by two
ruptly from the water's edge; on the other, boys bearing large candles, one of the
dame Nature has graciously left a narrow clergymen being dressed in purple and
-road-way of about a dozen feet in width be- crimson ; and his attendants in albs with
tween the lofty river bank and the almost girdles. The “Communion” service then
perpendicular ledge, In olden time an im- commenced, the vicar first imcensing the
mense iron door closed this road-way, and altar.
At the reading of the gospel for the
presented an almost impassable barrier to day (Matthew 27), the book was held
any southern invader even after he should by one clergyman, the narrative was read,
have subdued the Canton de Valais, Besides or rather sung by another, a third sang
the principal fortresses, long, high walls ex- the words of Pontius Pilate, and a fourth
tend from the fortified hights downward to the words of Jesus Christ; while the two
the river, behind which soldiers might hide boys with the candles elevated them, and
from the guns of the enemy. Climbing up the two others stood
near by, with palm
mount#in side to a point about half a mile branches. At the words, ‘“‘yielded up the
®hone

Fathes,

of them, for they know not what they. do.”
u shattered ledge, the subterranean outlet Then followed a meditation, a voluntary of
a hymn, and a response, Then
| of this lake should be obstructed wo that soft m
our »own way of egress should become the came the second word, “To-day shalt thoy,
only outlet? and observe, what so particular- be with me in Paradise; which called

&
is already wearly on u level withwour standof : the ing place,—we turn with a shudder and

“Theban Legion.” In the year 286, the
Emperor Maximinn, marching to Gaul with

tinue fo send it nutl paymentis made, and cellectthe
whole ameuat, w!
er the paper is takes from the
art, or, of all things, charlatanry, amongst
~lice or met.
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take | the intelligent, practical, shrewd, materialnewspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
istic and skeptieal population of our, West,
pote
aad leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie avidente of iwtentional fraud.
~—1 won't say whether it is not in danger
on moneys sent
for the Star

and bore the name of Agannum,
Here occurred the wartyrdom

still coming up from different parts of our
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main as bard as granite or adamant; he

may know all about the winds, their courses
and currents, and be the sport of passions
as turbulent and fierce as they; he may
know all about the stars,

and

his

fate

be

lute man, and

his

death

is

a

loss

to

the

cause of arctic navigation.
MILITARY REUNIONS.
New

Haven, Ct., was the scene

military festivities

last week.

of great

The

of the Potomac rallied once more,

Army

and

did

valiant service in the line of eating, drinking and making speeches. Grant and Sherman and Sheridan and Chamberlain and a
lot of other military heroes were present,
and there is no doubt that the occasion was
highly enjoyed. There was a poem by Van
Zandt, of R.I., an oration by Geneial

Devens,

and any

quantity

of

toasts.

The Cavalry Corps also held reunion
cises, and so did the fifth, sixth,

other corps.

president of

Gen. McDowell

the

Potomac

exer-

ninth

was

and

elected

organization,

the meteor’s that blazes for a little while,
Chamberlain of the fifth corps, Shaler of the
and is then lost, quenched in eternal night; sixth, and Sheridan of the Cavalry corps.
he may know all about the sea, and be a
FORGERY IN BOSTON.
stranger to the peace of God; his soul may
State
St.,
Boston, was the scene of quite
resemble its troubled waters which, lashed |
by storm and ruffled by every breath of a sensation last week, created by the discovwind, can not rest, but throw up mire and ery of an extensive forgery. The amount
dirt; he may know how to rule the spirit involved ranges from one to two hundred
of the elements, and not kflow how to rule thousand dollars, and the principal villain
his own ; he may know how to turn aside
the deadly thunderbolt, but not the wrath
of an angry God; you may know all, in
short, man’s ‘genius has discovered or his
skill invented, but, if you do not know
Jesus Christ, if your eyes have never been
opened to a saving knowledge of the truth,
what will that avail you, when they are
fixed in their sockets, glazed

by

the

hand

is one Mr. James A. Coe, who has

hitherto

shared the confidence of the street. The
forgery was mostly on certificates of rail-

—

Things Unseen Certain.

from one, two, &c.,

to

ong

hundred,

min-

——

3

two

thousand, &c. When will rascals learn
that their evil deeds will surely find them
out? To the sanctimonious villains who
may read this, and who are fondly imagining that they are safe enough,we would like
to say that you will as surely be detected
before a year as you live.
THE MODOCS.

with

some

loss,

and at last

accounts

they were being
closely pursued
by
the troops. Capt. Jack appears on the field
with all the assuranceof an old veteran,
being adorned with the uniform of the murfered Gen. Canby. It is hoped that the disagreeable business of exterminating them
will.soon be over,

While sitting quietly in our pleasant
two miles in length. The hight of this utes, after which the reading of the gos- dining halls, eating sweet and delicious
subterranean passage varies as we pass pel was finished, During the singing of oranges, we know that somewhere beyond
along, from four and a half or five feet to the ‘‘Sanctus,” some hand bells were rung, | our cold and frozen climate there are sunny
perhaps ten feet, so that often we were and also when the elements were consecrat- spots,
2
THE CODE OF HONOR.
forced to stoop in passing through, and so ed, a deep toned bell at the other end of
narrow, that two could not walk abreast, the church being added during the latter, “Where the flower of the orange blows,
A duel was fought in Richmond, Va.,
the fireflies glance through the myrtle
Of course total darkness reigus,and lanterns and some ladies -prostrated themselves in And boughs.”
last week between J, B. Mordecai and one
Smail the middle aisle of the church at the same
McCarthy.
We are not informed as to the
| must guide the traveler through,
stalactites hang from the roof, and tin dip- time, The serm- 2 followed, in which the So when our souls feast on the love of Ged, point of honor involved. Of course, it was
pers placed at intervals catch. the water as preacher dwelt iargely on tbe religious | joyously reveling in the fruits of the Spirit, some matter such as only fools are troubsoul mingling with soul in holy fellowship ; led over.
Mordeeai was mortally woundit drops from the sides of the grotto. A hole symbolism of the palm.
Then we come to
in
spite of the storms: of earth, and the ed, and died Wednesday night in great
in the bottom of these dippers allows the
GOOD FRIDAY.
McCarthy and all the Seconds are
water to escape at once, thus keeping them Passing by a number of others, we ask our chilling blasts of death, we know that some- agony.
always empty. The loud sound of dripping readers to go with us to the church of St. where, beyond the cold river, there are | arrested, and will be held for trial, Virpoint Albans, in Holborn, where the famous Rev. calm and peaceful latitudes, ‘‘ realms ever ginia having succeeded to the dignity of
one
water serves to diveet from
to another of the passage, the guide being A. H. Mackanochie is the principal min- bright and fair,”—where these precious framing a law against such folly, making
fruits will be eternally gathered; to which it a capital offense.
thus enabled to determine the distance from ister. The walls of the recess in which the
we shall come in the maturity of probation
the mouth of the grotto, and also, to distin- altar stands were draped with black cloth,
FIENDS IN KANSAS.
in
gladness, to enter anew into Divine felguish the main passage from others leading and immediately behind‘ the altar was a
A
terrible
murder affair has recently
from is. Itis strange and weird enough black pall, on which was a large cress of lowship, and partake. of the full fruition of been brought to light in Cherryvale, Kanblessedness, only foretastes of which are
within this grotto, for one can see nothing white silk.
A brass crucifix, veiled in
sas. A family named Bender kept a mean
but the shadows which the faint light from black crape, stood on the altar, and a can- given us here. A holy God does not mock sort of a hotel on the prairie in that town,
us with intense longings which can never
the lantern casts around him, and every dlestick was placed at each side of it. Near
and people traveling that way during the
sound is multiplied indefinitely. Presently by was a crucifix, on which was a colored be fulfilled. He who creates the appetites, winter and - spring suddenly disappeared
will
be
sure
to
fill
them.
‘*
Blessed
are
we hear a slight sound as of distant thun- life-sized figure of Jesus Christ; wlsich
from human sight. The brothsr of Sender. This grows louder and louder as we was also covered with a veil of black crape. they which do hunger and thirst after right- ator York was one of them. Finally search
advance, till it seems as if the very rocks Still another crucifix, also covered with a eousness, for they shall be filled.” Hunger was instituted, and the bodies of eight pexrover our heads are cracking and quivering crape veil, hung from a column on the and thirst are uneasy. sensations, unless sons were found buried under and around
with the terrible rumbling of an earthquake. right hand of the sanctuary. The pulpit gratified. And the intense desire for spirit- the house. Most of them had their throats
ual things would be no blessing unless satiSuddenly we find ourselves within an im- also was draped in black,
ated.
The existence of such desires as- cut. Meanwhile the murderers had fled,
mense cavern containing a small lake,
At seven, A. M., the church bell, muffied, sures us that they will be filled.
Unseen and are not yet found. It is a terrible ilwhose boundaries we can not discern, and summoned the congregation to the first
lustration of the way they do things in
things are certain,
:
from beyond which the terrible noise pro- service, which was called “a meditation | ",
’
Kansas. But then we do about as bad as
ceeds, Our guide tells us there is a large on the passion.”
At eight, the bell was
that in New Hampshire.
Witness
the
cataract, oue hundred feet in hight, in the rung for the second service, called ‘‘MatNorthwood and Isles of Shoals murders.
God Regards Us.
darkness beyond, but of which we are un- ins,” and at nine, for a special devotion,
A CHICAGO JUBILEE.
able to catch more than the faintest glimp- called “The Reproaches,” which are a series
rod might, if he pleased, wrap himself
The Chicago people are preparing for
ses by the dim light of our lantern. This, of exercises which are sung kneeling. with night as a garment; he might put the
almost in the heart of the mountain, would The principal service of the day, called stars round his wrist for bracelets, and bind a grand musical jubileeto be given in that
It will be
naturally waken many wild echoes, Our “The three hours’ agony,” commenced at the sun around his brow for a coronet ; he city the first week in June.
under
thé
direction
of
P.
8.
Gilmore,
and
attendant offers..to take us out wpon the twelve at noon; and continued till three might dwell alone, far, far above this
lake to inspect the cataract move closely, in o'clock. First, an acolyte, in cassock and world, up in the seventh heaven, and look held in the new Depot of the Michigan
a small bopt which we find in readiness. surplice, came in, and, removed the crape down with calm and silent indifference; Southern and Rock Island Railroads. The
This honor we decline. ; The roar of this from the crucifixes. Then a procession of and I, as one of his creatures, might stand building is capable of seating fully forty
volume of water, falling from: so great a priests and choristers entered the sanctu- by night upon a mouutuin-top, and look thousand persons, and Chicago expects
that all the dwellers on the prairies round
hight, is terrific, and the very ground on ary, and took their places near the altar, upon the silent stars and say,
Ye are the, “about will come in to hear and see. Gilwhich we stand seems shaken to its inmost Mr. Mackanochie ' then. left the sanctuary,
eyes of God, butye look not down on me; more is the man for such an undertaking,
center with the violent concussion, We and kneeled before the largest crucifix, and
God, the mighty Creator, has forgotten me’; and the lake city will be likely to sustain
are obliged to shout in each other's ears, at having crossed himself, engaged in silent
1 am an’ atom in the mountain of existence.
.
the top of our lungs, in order to make ‘our- prayer. The “Litany of the Passion” was He knows me not; I am alone, alone, him. THE POSTAL CARDS.
selves understood. This heavy rumbling then recited.
Mr. M. then entered the! alone.” But it is not so, beloved. Our
Five million postal cards were distribseems caught, up by a thousand iifvisible pulpit and engaged in silent prayer; the
God is of another order. He notices every uted from Washington last week,
and
messengers of the air and carried from point extreme silence being disturbed only by one of us; there is not a sparrow or a
by
this
time
they
are
in
circulation
all
to point, till all these rocky corridors bes the slow ringing of a mufiled bell. He worm but is found in his decrees. There
through
the
.country.
They
sell
rapidly,
come literally filled with it, and we seem to then rose from his knees, and asked the is not a person upon whom his. eye is not
be in the presence, not of one, but of a congregation to prepare to hear ‘the seven fixed. Our most secret acts are known to, one firm in Boston buying 20.000 at once.
They will have a ‘great run, like all new
thousand cataracts. It is as though an last words of our Saviour,” Father Faber’s
him. Whatsoever we do, or bear, or suf- things, and then we shall doubtless see less
hundred mountains were falling, and when hymn, ‘Jesus our love is crucified,” was
fer, the eye of ‘God still rests upon us, and and less of them. Which last is for the en~
| We consider that our nearest daylight is a then sung, and then a discourse was deliv- we are beneath his smile—for we are his couragement of Postmasters.
the congregation knelt for about two

%

road stock, by raising the denominations

of death?
Equally, by the death-bed of
the greatest philosopher, as of the hardest
miser that ever ground the fuces of the poor,
there is room and reason for the solemn
After so long a time, the troops seem to
question: What shall'it profit a man, if he
gain the whole world—all its learning, its have got a slight advantage over the Mowere
driven
from
the
wealth, its pleasures and henors—and lose docs. They
lava
beds
the
first of
the
week,
his own soul ?”
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“good things of Egypt" we understand
fine linen or silken garments to be meant.
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QUESTIPNS.
19. Who is here speaking? State what he comWhat kind of wagons is meant?
manded.
90. The meaning of ** regard not your stuff”?
For what reason were they to do this? What
Joes the Lord promise to those who leave all for
;
Jo
Matt. 19: 29.
him?
What is meant
21, 22. What did Joseph do?
Benjamin
Why was
by ¢ changes of raiment”?
How much money
more generously treated?

“did be receive?
93. What did Joseph send to his fagher? What

Why
is meant by * the good things of Bn
What character do
was the provision sent?
genhis
does
How
these gifts reveal in Joseph?
~~
©rosity compare with that of Pharaoh?
24. What injunction did Josepn give? What

grounds for contention

they

would

have?

De-

:
scribe the character of these men.
95. Where did they go? How long a journey
:
was it?
What did they
96. What did they tell Jacob?

omit to tell him?

How was

he

affected?

Why

did his heart faint? What is said of the disci
Luke 24:
ples when told that Christ was alive?
Luke 24: 41.
What when they saw him?
il.
was
what
By
him?
tell
27. What else did they
Why was it difficult to believe
he convinced?
that Joseph was alive? The meaning of the last
clause of this verse?
What
did Jacob FEpress himself?
28. How
ow is the heart afwere his feelings then?
When
fected when it first believes in Christ?
should we give up unbelief and go to him? Heb.
3:1.
NOTES
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prevalent

since it mentions,

HOWE.

FATHER.

HIS

FOR

SENDS

J.

the

fruit

dréught

must

fail. The next clause in this verse precludes the idea of delicacies for the palate,
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HINTS.

Pharaoh was undoubtedly acquainted
with the early history of his Grand Vizier.
To his fellow-prisoners Joseph told his history. There was more reason for telling
it to Pharaoh. Hence the king was glad to
_Jearn that the Jrethren of Joseph were in

as

and

a distinct

gift, .** corn,” bread”

and

addi-

** meat.”

The character of the presents bestowed on
his returning sons, and the general custom
of the East, favor the idea that raiment
entered largely into the *¢ good things of

Egypt” which Jacob received from Joseph.
If any one wonders that * ten asses” were
necessary to carry a’ present of this description, he has only to consider the extent of Jacob’s household, as

described

in

the following chapter, to be reconciled to
this supposition. Besides, Joseph would
be desirous of having them well attired as
they appeared in Egypt before its people,
its lords and its king.
Joseph evidently reciprocated his father’s
Jove. In early childhood.and in his youth
the envy that annoyed him on the one side,
drove him to the arms that sheltered and
He carried
caressed him on the other.
sweet remembrances of his father wherever
he went. He yearned to see his face again.
How touching ‘and beautiful the inquiry
made to his brethren while vet they knew
not that be was Joseph: ‘Is your father
Is
well, the old man of whom ye spake?
he yet alive ?”
In these gifts, and in the unrecorded messages sent back to that ** old man of whom”
they *¢ spake,” a filial heart, ardent and
tender with affection, appears.
24. The brethren of Joseph constitute
quite a caravan, as they leave Egypt. They
have with them wagons, twenty asses laden
with good things and provision, and their
own animals with which they came from
Canaan. The lawless, turbulent spirit of
his brethren was so well understood by Joseph, that he admonished them to go back
in peace to Camaan. The presents he bad
given them, especially the gifts to Benjamin and those borne to Jacob, might excite the cupidity of such wild wen, and
draw them into robbery and quarrels. He

el
’

0

subscriptions (who knows but they may be ed to the city by officers, and at all times help. We know there are aching hearts carcould easily sever every association with 9 thus inspired for India?) With little effort when.there, whether preaching, ot writing, rying heavy burdens there, So few laborers,
Mebron, and go two hundred miles, in his and very litle sacrifice the subscription or praying, or sleeping, or working, he and a harvest over which angels might
age, to a foreign country, if thereby he reaches more than $20 per month, and was ever in the presence of the vigilant weep. So much need of an abundant treasfor Roman soldiers; moreover, as their own ury to build up, and widen and extend this
could look once more on the face of his $200 in the year, with due allowance
delinquency. But this n'a small, poor soldiers could testify, he continuallyptirged great field where souls are perishing.
dear son.
.
San
It was not the magnificence of Joseph's church ! Thus the mission “tax,” both Home the converts to Christianity that they must Apatn we ask, iS not God loudly calling
ties which hold the aged to their homes, he

-

Department,

By the

marily as tokens of filial Jove.

ages.

S

VTi

—

from Hebron.
So it is not our
greatness, our
ourselves that

and Foreign, is easily paid in three months,
with a fair prospect for further benevolent
service.

God seeks and loves. Having such a father,
why should we be away from him? Why

for missions. This is the distinguishing feature of Christian enterprise. None pray
more earnestly for the opening of the doors

fortyne that atteicted Jacob
It was love for his child.
earthly position, our human
wealth, talent, fame,’ bat

dwell in a land where we can not see his
face ? Oh, in humliity and eagerness let us
prayerfully invite him to come utito us, and

make his abode with us,

-

All ean and should contribute something

to these wide

fields than”our denomipa-

tion. Now that they are flung Wille open,
let us with zeal enter into the whitening:
harvest.

In the name of the Master, for the

for men

«do no evil, &e.

have,

céll to await another stage of trial.

women

to give

up all for

until

the Master said *‘ it is enough,

.
The samg spirit that cried out with ref- ‘come up higher.”
But
were
such
spirits
ready
to go, are the
erence to Christ, ‘crucify him, crucify
him,” was

evinced in the

days

of Paul;

and on a second trial, the jurors. are’ eager
in conversation, and soon the presiding
judge receives their verdict. ‘Painful sus-

encouragement of our toiling missionaries petise hushes the vast crowd to silence;
—pressing forward with depleted ranks; and *‘Condemno” rings forth from the preand for the love of perishing souls, we plead siding judge.
:
that our churches, led by their faithful pasThe day of trial is past, and the day of
tors, may inaugurate some systematic effort -martyrdom ushers in; the sun is shining
Pastors and Missions.
in behalf of the mission cause. Thus, while forth in its glory, and its brilliant rays_of
we pray, * Thy kingdom come,” we will mellow light are shed forth to make all
The cause of missions is too much out of hasten its onward march,
that is left of the fated city luminous and
sight.
It deserves and demands promA PASTOR.
joyous,
inence.
Heulthy agitation will bring it
The sun of righteousness is an inner
:
\
into favorable notice. We accept the statelight to the soul of Paul, which is nerved
Paul
versus
Nero.
ment of the H. and F. Mission Secretaries
for the occasion; his feelings are trinmphtl Oe
when they assert, in their annual circular,
We are not ashamed to put in contrast ant; his last utterances were worthy of
that the mission interest in our churches
the cause; *‘I am now ready to be offered,
depends very largely upon the course pur- Paul's life'and death and character with
the time of my departure is at hand.
those
of
Nero.
As
specimens
of
humanity,
sued by the pastors.
This is what we
Paul was a I have fought the good fight, 1 have
should expect. The pastor is the legiti- they were two opposites.
finished my course, I have
kept
the
mate center of such enterprises.
Those grand specimen of manliness, and noble
faith ; henceforth there is laid up for mea
Christian
heroism.
Whether
student
in
churches need not be named (nor the pascrown of righteousness, which the Lord,
tors) that, led by one pastor, have done the school of Gamaliel, or tentmaker, or
the
righteous Judge, shall give me at that
nothing for missions, and led by another traveler, or preacher, or being stoned by a
day
y and not to me only,
but unto all
mob,
or
in
prison,
or
in
the
midst
of
reshave done liberally. Such instances are

Communications,

noticeable. We can not suspect any anti- ceiving stripes, or of the four shipwrecks,
mission spirit, certainly not to any great or answering the charges of false witmessextent,but why this disinterestedness? Why es, or on trial for life at Rome, he carries
this almost fatal lethargy ? Is the mission with him the same noble, lofty bearing,
cause undeserving of our aid and sympa- shows himselfto be truly a chosen vessel
thy ? No Christian thinks this. Its the of the Lord to carry the Gospel to the
4
cause of Christ. Is it not dependent upon heathen.
Though living in the world, he lived
the churches for its support? Certainly.
Under God this is the distinctive work of above the world; he possessed a lofty
the church. Are not our funds wisely and motive power, which enabled him to surjudiciously used?
No- one who knows mount all obstacles, win the affections of
doubts the wisdom or the integrity of-ouar multitudes for Jesus, and prove a victoriofficers. ~ Why, then, is so worthy an en- ous champion for his Lord. He possessed
a nature that was pure, lovely, lofty and
terprise allowed to suffer and languish ?
The earnest appeals which have recently of good report. But, though Nero was
enthroned sovereign of the Roman world
been made to the churches through the

and

By thus defending himself against the Christ's sake,—men and women who I8ve
false charges, he escaped a death of linger- ‘the mission cause, who could toil for it, live
ing agonies, and was shown back to the for it, die for it, a8 Bro. Smith and othérs

them also that love his appearing.”

Should not Paul's Roman citizenship have
saved

him. from

being

scourged

death ? Yea, verily! But we

before

are assured

that he was severely scourged, and hurried to the place of execution outside the

city wall, fastened to a stake and behead-

churches ready to sends them? Can not
Christians here make any sacrifice P Must

ease and wealth and

luxury lighten our

toil, and home and friends cheer and encourage, while we occasionally do an ele-

gant bit of work in a dainty manner
console ourselves’ with the thought

and
that

we are the pillars of Zion ?
When the poor churches already burdened with debt give liberally, they Tidy feel
that an added donation would almost
crush them; lft verily Christ wants us to

give until we do feel that

we've
a heart

somewhere in our bodies that throbs in
unison with his great, loving, yearning
heart.
:
Ob, I wish I bad wealth to pour into
God's treasury. ‘Sometimes I long to fly
to

the

far-off heathen lands, and

Christ.
in the
Haselton

labor for

Hanging, where I can every hour
day see it, is a picture of Anna
Judson.

Sometimes,

when

1

shrink from bearing the cross, or murmur
or complain at Ged’s just discipline, I look
at that face and wonder that I could dare
to think of doing mission labor when I
so feebly respond to God’s urgent promptings to duty here.
;
;
I'm sure there are hearts to whom
God is saying, ** Go ye into all the world,
and preach the gospel to every creature,”

Do these cling to home and friends,and beg

the Master to have them excused? It seems
within
a bugle blast of the Gentile capi- to me that one thought of the little mission
band laboring in India, with tears and
tal.
:
prayers
and entreaties for more help,
The last words he penned were addressed
He became interested in them,
the city.
to Timothy,—*“Grace be with thee. Amen.” would make the responsive utterance quickand be gave immediate directions ‘Tor the
In spite of Nero's fury and that of his ly spoken ‘‘ Lord, here am I, send me.”
that recriminations which
Ard the slumbering churches that at are
removal of the whole household of Jacob might fear, also,
charioteers and his associates in vice, and
to Egypt, where Joseph could enjoy their ‘he had overheard them utter, would be
the mob which he excited to perfect rage, ease in Zion, can they not make one effort
kindled anew, now that his magnanimity
society.
we are rejoiced to know that Paul's Roman worthy the name of sacrifice ? Let all the sis19. The language of this verse was spok- had won their hearts to him, and so their
citizenship saved him from the lingering ters in the church dispense with flowers
on their hats, and flounces on their dresses
«en by Pharaoh to Joseph, as an order to be journey-homeward be hindered or disturb- Star, by our missionaries, should stir every at the age of twenty-one, yet his infamy death of crucifixion.
and other similar superfluities just one
given by Joseph to his brethren. It reads ed. Besides, Joseph felt that, by harmony, Christian heart to its depths. How strange was already wide spread, and his crimes
The
contrast
between
Paul's
last
hours
as if Pharaoh and they were face to face. the hour would be hastened when he should ‘that Christian churches, in the sacred name continually increased, He murdered many
year, and the amount formerly used for
and those of Nero is very impressive.
banished
the
these things be sent to aid this Mission.
Wagons in the East were generally un- look on the venerable face of his father of religion, will rest under such a reproach ! courtiers in cold blood,
Not
all
the
congratulations
of
the
inTwenty-two years had elapsed It is needless. If each church and each in- Queen from the grandeur of her noble
Perhaps a good many of their husbands
known, but the drawings on ancient mon- again.
furiated
mob
which
he
had
raised
against
position and caused her to live in cruel
usc
tobacco freely, while they complain
aments show that they were early used in since he had enjoyed that privilege. Is it dividual would do a little, the aggregate
exile, sought to destroy the life of Lis Christians, and those of his soldiers, and
that they've nothing to give to missions.
In construction they were rude strange that he was impatient to have this would be astonishing. Many plead povEgypt.
the
Senate,
could
calm
the
guilty
horrors
mother, and finally was the means of her
long separation end ?
If God's cause is worth anything, itis Worth
enough !—of two wheels, without springs,
erty,—** we are too poor,” ‘we are in
assassination.
At one time, fearing a re- of Nero's conscience from the day Rome
without
taken
was
jolirney
Their
26.
25,
to be drawn by cattle, a cheap cart. By
all we can sacrifice for it.
debt,” &c.
How slow the disciples still
was
fired.
Often
did
he
confess
that
covering them with straw or other yielding disaster, or trouble. Long had Jacob been are to learn the divine economy!
With- volt against his infamous career, he threatI believe God will call us to a strict ac“burning torches scarred his skin and that
substance, they wouid, however, relieve watching for them, his impatient spirit say- holding from God's cause always tends to ened to poison the Senate and consume
count for every dollar he entrusts to our
the furies lashed him with their whips.”
the severity of a long journey. That they ing, “ Why do they delay their eoming? poverty. ‘He that watereth shall be water- Rome by fire. Time passed on; whole
At Tength the Senate became satisfied keeping, and if this is true, the sooner we
Has any evil befallen my youngest son?”
ed also himself,” This may be shown con- streets and buildings were swept away, that it was Nero that fired Rome (and not are willing to dress plainly, and live plaivwere given to convey their ¢* little ones,”
In the distance the dust of an approach- clusively from the history and “experience and new palaces were erected with mag- the Christians); and wearied with his ly, for Christ's sake, the better will our dyand their “* wives,’s and their ** father,” but
Conspicuous among
not for able-bodied men, reveals the limit- ing caravan appears, but as its size and of our churches. Those that do are devel- nificent grandeur.
crimes,
they agreed that he should be ing be. Plain churches, plain homes,
them
was
Nero's
golden
palace, in the
man,
old
the
to
distinct
become
character
oped
and
prospered
by
doing;
while
the
Strong
ed use generally made of them.
scourged to. death and hurled over the plain clothes and a full treasury will start
His anxious inactive and penurious perish for want of vestibuleof which was bis statue, one hun- ‘“Tarpeian rock.”
men needed no such effeminate means of all his hopes are dashed.
the lagging wheels that never before felt
heart asks again, ¢ Where can my children that nutriment and comfort which come to dred and twenty feet in hight; the colamns
When this intelligence reached Nero, he the motive power of money.
locomotion.
be ?” But the leader shouts to him, and the soul only through the channels of active and porticoes of the palace extended a mile
Who is going to work for God in India,
resolved to put an end te his miserable
"Thre king invites the whole family of Jain length, and his chariot horses were
presses on to his tent, and a familiar voice benevolence.
servant.
existence, and sought for his golden box and who is going to make a feeling sacricob, from oldest son to youngest
permitted to stand in golden stalls.
Now, we ask candidly and anxiously,
of poisons, but his servants had secreted fice that somebody may go without begging
He rightfully judges that in such a famine, | greets his ear. It is his son; all the chilNero's career and delight were in things
there.
are
included,
Simeon
with
dren,
why is it that so many of our ehurches do
BESsIE BEACH.
it. © Finding himself friendless, in rage, their passage ?
and in view of Joseph’s supposed death, it
They tell him, in explanation of what he nothing for missions? And why is it that sensual and earthly. But~Paul’s delight
agony and terror, he covers his face that
would not be difficult for Jacob to cut
sees, that ¢ Joseph is yet alive, and is Gov- many others do so very little? It is not was in the love of the Lord, and in the
Abraham.—No . 1.
he may not be known, skulks away ‘‘bareevery association with Hebron, and move to
ernor over all the land of Egypt.”
for want of ability. Think of the luxuries, service of Christ, and in ‘‘a building of footed” in the darkness
Egypt, where food was plenty, and Joseph,
of midnight,
God, a house not made with hands, eternal
This announcement nearly cost him his —many useless and some even harmful,—
springs upon his horse, and, with an
One of the most remakable men of whom
the ** son that was lost and is found, that
in
the heavens.” Nero was dissatisfied
was
gladness,
of
full
so
news,
The
life.
indulged in without regard to cost. Want
«escort of four,” leaves the Capitol, in the we have any-account, in sacred or profane
was dead and is alive again,” could be met.
obviously true. But nature puts us on our of interest and want of opportunity, on the with the narrow streets, ordinary houses,
90. Household furniture was anciently of |
midst of a storm of thander and lightning, history, is he whose name heads this article.
other
| guard, when unexpected intelligence * of part of the churches, wegelieve to be the and ancient appearance of seme
abanof
loss
The
character.
and the horrors of a guilty conscience.
the simplest
He was originally called Abram (a high
Instinctive- only explanation. The churches lack in- buildings in the older part of the city.
great joy” is announced to us.
His soldiers with vengeancé pursued him, father), subsequently changed to Abraham
doning it would be trivial. Hence Pharaoh
ly it makes us incredulous. We can not terest, and very naturally, because their Suddenly the Circus Maximus of Rome, be- and, being hard pressed, he “took refuge
(father
of the faithful). According to
commanded Jacob not to regard it, as he
Because ‘itis too good pastors have little or no interest. They twixt the Palatine and Aventine, was dis- in a vault, and by the aid of an attendant the received chronology, he wus born A. M.
it. Why?
believe
better.
and
other
would furnish
to be true,” that is, too good to be embrac- do not preach and pray in this direction. covered to be in flames; the fire raged and plunged his dagger into his throat, and 2008, only two years afer the death of
« The good of all the land of Egypt” |
ed only to be found false; for to be sudden- This * branch” of religion is fearfully neg- spread rapidly for six days and seven long
not
died.”
Thus ended the career of the Noah.
He descended from that patriach
awas laid at the feet of Jacob's family;
ly raised to a great hight of expectation on- lected in the most of our churches. It is nights; and many inhabitants of the city world’s most youthful, foul and infamous in the line of Shem.
He was born at Ur
that they could enrich themselves indefily to be dashed from it to the ground is pain
no difficult thing for a pastor who has the were forced to find shelter among the tyrant.
of the Chaldees. We are not told whether
witely from it, but that they might choose
tombs of the dead. The indignant people
and cruelty from which we shrink.
mission cause at heart to devise measures,
But the same truths that Paul propa- he was an idolater or not, but his ‘‘fathers
a residence in its richest quarter, and make
n
this
of
effect
the
with
compariso
In
to inspire his people with the mission spirit, believed that Nero was the monster who
gated
aud died for, are still blessing the served other Gods beyond the flood,” the
themselves whole for their sacrifices to |good news on Jacob, notice the effect on and lead them forth in the way of doing. caused the dreadful calamity; for he show- world, and are blessed to people heaven river Euphrate$.” The inhabitants of his
reach it.
aged Eli of hearing that his two sons were Doubtless many of our churches do noth- ed himself delighted at beholding the
native land, leading a pastoral life, were
with redeemed ones.
Having these promises why need they
slain, and the ark of God captured in bat- ing because no opportunity is given them. flames and hearing the shrieks ofthe peo|
What a vast contrast between the mo- naturally inclined to observe the motions
fear to abandon * stuff” that would burden
tle. 1. Sam. 4: 17, 18. Or consider how Contributions are not solicited. Most of ple. When he saw, however, that the fury
of the planets, and the elements of Astronothem on their journey? and why should
of the Romans was aroused against him, tives, career, life and death of the two!
|
men, under the promise of ‘‘ an hundred the disciples were moved when Mary told them would do something, and be blessed as the guilty wretch, he tried to charge Both are candidates
for -two separate my are tracedto this country. Here, too,
{ them that the Lord was risen, or, as he ap- | in doing, were they simply given a preper
worlds, accordingto the “glorious gospel was found one of the earliest forms of idolfold” return for sacrifices, and *¢ of life
peared suddenly in the midst of them, so opportunity with the cause set before them the guilt of firing the city on the innocent
atry, the worship of the heavenly bodies.
everlasting,” hesitate to *‘ forsake all” that
Christians, whom he hated because their of the blessed God.”
that ** they believed not for joy.” Luke 24: in its true light.
Nero dies a self-murderer.
But, it is Traditicn among the Arabians and Jews
hinders them from going in the way of the
‘noble doctrines and holy lives were antagAnd then the want of system in most of
joyous to know, that Paul was the bright- tells of his early idolatry,his conversion from
Lord?
onistic to his awful wickedness. He even
97. The narrating of Joseph’s messages
our churches that do contribute is certainest luminary of the infant church, and it and his zeal in destroying the images of
91. The children of 1srael resolved, on
caused some of the Christians to be beand of his instructions concerning their reidolatry. But these are not worthy of confihearing this generous proposition, to accept moval to Egypt had weight in the mind of ly one reason why they do so little. To -smeared with pitch and at night to be set ‘finished his course with joy."
depend
upon
a
collection
now
and
then
is
inthe
dence.
While in his own country, “The
out
Reader,
is
there
a
choice
in
these
two
carry
to
proceeds
Joseph
' it.
Jacob. He ceased to be ‘confounded by much better than nothing; but there is on fire that they might be moving luminarepresentative characters ? If so, choose, God of glory appeared unto him saying,
«. structions of the king. See what access hg
ries, to dispel the darkness, in his favorite which of the two ?
what his sons said, and received the evi- so much uncertainty about it. It may rain.
Get thee out of thy country, and from thy
has to the treasury of his sovereign! And
garden.
Others were
encased in skins
dence
of
its
truthfulness.
In
confirmation
Deacon
A.
may
be
absent.
Brother
B.
A.
M.
RICHARDSON.
counsels
kindred,
and from thy father’s house, unto a
his
not
had
for
have,
might
well he
of their words the ‘sons of Jacob had but may forget his money, or what is worse, of wild beasts and chased down and torn
land that 1 will show thee.” By faith he
filled ~it with. deeper volumes of revenue
in pieces by dogs. But it is said that
to point to the wagons, and to the beasts be feeling very poor. The pastor may
went out, ‘‘not knowing whitherhe went,"
both from foreigners and subjects, than
Missions and Money.
heavily
laden
with
‘the
good
things
of
:
not be sufficiently pathetic in his appeal to Nero manifested exultant joy at witnessbut believing that his footsteps were orderPharaoh ever had before ?
Egypt.”
to reach that class who never give, except ing their screams and burning agony.
ed by God. Several of his relatives accom922. The ‘‘ changes of raiment” were suits
Week after week we read the stirring
The fate of Paul, the champion leader of
The Egyptian carts have the credit of their feelings are stirred up powerfully. In
panied him ; among them was Lot, a deof clothing, which it is the custom of
the noble Christian band, was not the most appeals of our missionaries, We wonder censed brother's son. Subsequently he beconvincing
the
old
man.
Even
these
rude
this
way
the
few
give,
the
many
do
not.
upon
presents
as
bestow
to
persons
wealthy
cheering in a worldly, point of view. He as we read, if God is not silently calling came a man of great wealth. *‘And Abratheir friends. As the style of dress is fixed, vehicles were so luxurious, and unused out- Here is the mission spirit, but to be more
was charged by wicked Nero and his as- laborers to this vineyard where these faith- ham was very rich in cattle, in silver and
aud the garments are loose, many of the gide of Egypt, that he knew they must have efficient it needs to take on form. It needs
come
from
that
land.
Besides,
it
was
intobe reduced to system. Into this pulpy sociates as having laid the plot for the ful servants of our Master are toiling, in gold.”
n. 18: 2, Lot also had great
difficulties that would render such a cuscredible
that
his
sons
should
have
collected
mass let us puta simple frame-work (not burning of the ¢ity when he was previous- while their spirits are yearning to do what flocks, and" #t Abraham's suggestion they
tom in modern society impracticable were
their temporal strength will not permit.
No doubt the and purchased them for the sake of impos- a complicated ‘machinery), and we have ly in Rome, and was arraigned for trial
“then not at all experienced.
separated, Lot choosing the rich and fertile
before
the
great
tribunal.
The
large
hall
He
We have a vivid remembrance of a scene
gifts.
princely
were
something
comely,
efficient
and
reliable.
They
him.
on
plains of Sodom, Abraham remaining in
* raiment given was of fine texture, and each ing
and their lowing Thus rainy days, absences, the ‘blues of Judgment, with its spacious galleries, that occurred at Whitestown Seminary in the land of Canaan. Abraham was a brave
present costly. The love of Joseph for was not able, before them
is crowded to its utmost capacity. The 1858. Two lads, foreign in bearing, sons
Benjamin was warmer than for the rest of kine, before the other costly presents un- and faltering appeals will in a great measand skillful warrior. When Lot and all his
presiding
officer is on an elevated tribune of the Rev. Mr, Phillips, were one day
rolled
in
his
sight,
before
the
accounts
so
ure
lose
their
woful
effects.
Our
Foreign
his brethren, and found expression in the
family and possessions were carried away
Mission forces may thus be largely in- in his ivory chair, surrounded by his as- safely landed at the Seminary. . Eager eyes
captives, he armed his 800 trained servdarger presents given him, The three hun- frankly given, any longer to deny that Join office.
The aged apostle .is “watched these little strangers, and a thou«creased, with ample funds to sustain them ; sociates
geph
was
alive.
Belief
filled
him
with
joy.
dred pieces of silver were worth, in our
ants, and pursued the victorious army, de* spirit revived.” So does that faith and Bro. Phillips be spared to the Santals, brought forth for trial. The jurors are sand questions were asked as to what
feated them,and rescued Lot and all that had
mopey, as is supposed, twenty-five cents His
gworn
according
tq
law,
and
the
false
wittheir feelings musi be, and what the great been taken away with him, and generously
apiece, or seventy-five dollars in all. What which is required of every man toward our which he has so long desired.
i i future would brin® to these lads so early
Saviour, fill with gladness the heart, UnNow, lest this may seem altogether vis- nesses are admitted to testify.
refused any share in the spoils captured.
the value of a change of raiment was we
They wax bolder as one after another schooled to sacrifice,
belief
is
cold
and
cheerless,
In
faith
joy
jonary
to
some,
we
will
state
a
fact
and
an
.
Returning from this battle he met*Melchisehave no definite means of knowing.
takes
the
stand,
and
the
legal
advisers
dwells as its beating heart.
| experience which fully verify our proposiWhen God poured out his spirit there,and dec, and received his blessing. But it is
Benjamin was dearer to Joseph than the
tion.
Our church is small and in debt; on the part of the infuriated mob are wide
98.
Jacob
declared
that
he
was
satisfied
and
young
saved sinners, an exclamation from one of not as a man of wealth, nor as a military
was
He
west of his brethren,
awake. Their plea is made.
these strangers answered in part our quesfair, too young, as Joseph remembered his of the truth of what they said. He beheld has never been able even to bear its own
that he elaims our study, but as a
: But no one iy found to detend the case of tioning. Speaking of what first induced officer
burdens,
and
has
dome
little
beyond
the
incontestible
proof,
and
said,
¢*
it
is
enough,
petty
own boyhood, to participate in the
man of faith. But we will ¢énsider that in
We adopted a sys- Paul,save “the Captain of the Lord’s host;” them to seek Christ, one of them said, “I another article:
from which he suffered, —too Joseph,'my son, is yet alive.” His soul, limits of the parish.
persecutions
Wn,
with the rest of the children painfully enopty since the day when the tem with a view to greater efficiency, es- for many brave hearts are terror-stricken thought of my dear father and mother in
to be g
_youn
when they committed the omtrage of De- bloody coat of Joseph was presented to pecially in the cause of missions. With in consequence of the burning and rending India, and knew they were going to heav-,
If a day of great intellectual darkness be
than. Hence Joseph had always loved him him, was now satisfied. He had mourned articles few and brief, and the necessary of the Christians in the Emperor's garden. en, and oly, I thought, if I never met them favorable for Popery, so may be a day of
But
Paul,
in
the
presence
of
his
malicious
for
his
favorite
boy
with
longings
that.no
officers, the wheel was set in motion.
A
here, I must see them in heaven.” From
reat intellectual light. We may as well
ashe could not love his other brethren.
foes, with the vast array of legal talent
dazzled as
_ Bul principally Joseph loved him as his one knew. Now he hears thal the ¢* dead monthly subscription was our plan. Any that could be combined against him in a that hour we apprehend God revealed to fn into the pit with our eyesIgnorance
is
cup
His:
blind-fulded.
eyes
enough.”
person
belongs
to
the
society
by
paying
is
our
It
‘¢
with
again”
the
this
lad
his
great
work,
We
remember
that
alive
of
is
child
a
as
brother,
4
own and " only
than
religion
false
a
for
element
better
Roman
court,
plead
his
own
cause,
and
no
Thus
month.
is
full.
One
thing
remained,
to
¢
gb
and
per
later, the missionary and his family were
‘not less than five cents
‘same mother. :
knowledge when it has generated conceit of
:
)
j
reunited, but the passing years brought the
all the elildren are eligible, which is a vital that of his Tord the Christ.
gee him before I die,”
‘of
Joseph
to
his
father
«our own power: and intellect, which is a
28.
ghey 0
Ie showed that it was impossible for severing of innunierable ties, and home and defender when duly honored and employed,
For nearly, if not ‘quite a quarter of a consideration. Many adults pay fifty cents
oofs that his son. was not
him to be guilty of the charge preferred friends, bade adieu, and now from ** India's becomes a betrayer when idolized as omuip=
ora
dollar
per
month,
A
few
young
ladies
century,
Jacob
bad
dwelt
at
Hebron,
"But
and
authority
in
alive, and high
pri- though bound to the place by the strong canvass the parish, solicit and collect the against him, inasmuch as he #was escort- coral strand ” come repeated ‘appeals | for otent.— Melville.
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Selections.
Burdened.

hand

fall.

No burden ever had I
That [ would not have had,

hie

laden
go,
m; neighbor's back,
(woe.
That mine was the I
Unladen, heedless, unbent,
I never had known

I saw, by

you

They build with unwearied

It makes us conscious of our Father's
ce, so that we hear his voice in the

It

calm.

and

And, if on my aching neck
Another his burden laid,

Strength given for his day then he threw away,

of Spain.

which

*¢* Come

unto

me,

all

that

Lived not Himself to please.
And they who learned of Him

though we

the receipt

publican,

of

custom, * Fellow

our

work

tele

Living with Ben.

ness to our faltering resolution.

animate corpse,

P-—,

who

And when

their

shortcomings;

but

he

took: us,

Christian charity and forbearance,
made very plain to us the beam in our
eyes.
On this occasion he might just as
have said: ‘‘My hearers, my subject
morning

is,

living

with Ben

on

and
own

Moor; the im

possibility for a Christian to de it.”
.
Mrs. Moor was a kind of intermittent
Christian, Or, as one of the deacons said,
“she did not seem to be converted all
through.” She seemed to think that religion was something that belonged with
Sunday.
And Ju yerameptio 18;
something too spiritual for every
day. It did
not appear to oceur to her that her life
ought to be regulated by it; that there was
a principle in it, which was able to keep
her steadfast. It was
a state of mind, an’
experience, which came and then was all
over with,
as a dream

is.

When

she

was

Christian

in meetings, and was

with

ple; and when nothing

especial crossed her,

peo-

she “enjoyed her mind,” as she called it;
and nobody doubted that she did try to
live a Christian life.
But her *‘thorn in the flesh” was Ben.
He had an irritable disposition; and she
never appetied to think that it was to be a
part of her discipline to bear it.
He was
often absent for many weeks at a

business; and then she was a good

time

on

Chris-

tian, consistent, cheerful, contented.
when he came home, she said she

from grace;" and if she

But
‘fell

had not once had

clear evidence to that effect, she should
Shai she never had been converted

be
at

all.
He found fault: and she retorted; and
they had some bitter experiences of recrimination, till neither of them had any
respect for

her

character

as

a

which was the saddest

part

for somewhere

woman's

in the

Christian;

of all to ber,
counscious-

ness was a feeling, which at times amounted Lo a conviction, that she truly had repented of her sins and accepted Christ;
and she would not for the world have been
shut out from her hope in him,
“And oh!” she said to Father P—, “if
I was differently situated, I think 1 could
live a consistent life. Bat I can’t be a
Christian and live with Ben,”
Bo the dear old man preached about it.
He had a homely, direct way: and the
first thing he said was: “We have among
us some of the old-fashioned kind of saints,
who speak about how they ‘got religion.’
And nobody doubts that they
did get it.
But what was it? What do they mean by

«And the excuse of some, that they
many
provocations, that they are
hard

place, is of no avail.

Isit

have
in a

any

merit

to be amiable when there is nothing
to
hinder? There
are families in which it is

$0 easy to be good, that it would
of utter depravity not to be,
where

are

all

Christians,

be proof

In the homes
are

there

so

many mutual helps that the members fail
of some of the strongest tests of their
Christian lite, and likewise of some of its
deepest and. richest experiences, And I
apprehend that our Saviour watches with
a more tender solicitude the Horelytried
ones whom he has sat solitary in irveligious
households.”
And he went on to say: “I have failed
in one of the most vital points in my ministry, if [have failed to make it plain to
my people that the spiritual life can not
be a separate thing from the natural life;
the two must go along together; they
must be incorporated,

till the

ment, working all through

diviner

the ‘other,

ele-

like

the leaven, shall be constantly making us
more and more like him into whose image

we hall one day be changed.”——Congregateonbulist.

The

Force of Prayer.

race to use this talisman ; once for the sanc-

tification of the day, once for the sanctifi-

the

the night. The morning prayer
with the joy of the creation, with
world as it awakes aod sings. It
bind itself up with the rising of

sun, the opening of the flowers, the di-

vine service of the birds, the glow of cloudy
bars on which the rays of light strike like a
* musician’s fingers, and whose notes and
chords are color. The voice of the world
is prayer, and our morning

be in tune with its ordered

worship

hymn

should

of praise.

skeleton

of

a

giant.

ers, but upon his own children, because

the GerWar and

Catholic

shall listen to his voice, * Love one another

cothe physicians, and by

establish pelish influence, and bring the
empire and nation into subjection to the

whence, within the brain.

protege was killed, and they had to quit
the country. In Poland they dominated

Hallow these
possible yoyijes by committing your spirit into the hands of God.

the kings,

still more we need his watchfulness,

But

or, since he

is always watchful, our

consciousness

pressed

of

it,

but

their

proselyte

the higher clergy,

bility for
a long time : and

sup-

when

Rome,

and

and

the

the no-

Poland

is des-

In Portugal, they had King Sabastine
entirely in their hands, -and he lost his

opens the ivory
gate, and we flitter through
the fairy life of dreamland.
.
army and his life in Africa, in a foolish
Iv is not beauty alone which we encounter campaign suggested by religious enthusithere; but mystery more mysterious than asm, and plunged his country into an abyss
that of earth; strange words which seem of misery and ruin, from which it has nevto be warnings ; impressions so vivid that i been able to rise to its former prosperithey stamp the day; pain and pleasure so
sharp that we cry or dread to dream again ; Ye In France, the Jesuits were the con-,
noble thoughts, pure shapes of the imagina- science-keepers * of the Bourbons. And
sion,

unremembered

which,

in

detail, yet

their

leave behind an inspiring sense of the infinite things the soul
may do; temptations
to

sin, cruel

and

impure

even #hd horror which

this wild

land

tion and the destruction

thoughts, terror

rather,

open to us more

every

of dreams,

night, and

who

loves

it will

the

us.

sanctifyin

Claim

attend

to

children,

Louis

XIV.

Louis XV., paved the way for the
one may

say,

of the

made

and

hallow

Words

battle.

of

action

Let

that

and

which

REAL

of the

will not tell, upon
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have even here become realities,

to words and sentiments, who yet never
plone any of the ripe fruits of beneficence.

Old

They

and when

we step across the-drawbridge of death, it
is wo foreign land we enter, but our native
home. Only the communion with our Father whieh we have felt here through prayer,
shall there be so profoundly greater that
rayer will be no more, and praise be all
in all.—Stopford A. Brooke.

Lifting Both Hands.

During the winter season a young
while crossing the ice, came to a thin

lady,
place

you

draw

not

Were I to take one I could
out,”

She then raised up both hands, he caught

them, drew her out,

and

she

went

on her

way rejoicing.
Are there not many who, while walking up the sea of life, come to some point,
when they!

see

cry for help?
The Saviour

their needy condition,

hears

3

:
the cry

and

with outstretched arms to save

and

stands

them,

but,

like the young lady, they are unwilling to
both hands, saying in the heart,
ut up
f not in words, ‘‘Oh, werel to lose my
hold upon earthI should surely sink, for
he might rot save me; then what should I
have to lean upon ?”
But the Saviour stands waiting, sagivg:
“Trust me. You can not cling to both.
Let the fleeting world go. Look to me,
I will take you from the ‘horrible pit and
miry clay, and set your feet upon the
rock,’ where Jou can

hauds,

both

Some obey the voice, lift up

time

for

secure

rest

aud eternity.”

crying, ‘Lord, save me or | perish,” are
saved, and go their way rejoicing,
But, alas! too many would be saved by

“Leave

And when Christ says,

follow me,” they turn hack and

are lost;

et into worldiiness and
forever.
If men

would

but

hate

sink

som

into the

most

tender

expressions

of

ity and compassion, and often into nice
ittle notes of condolence—but that is all.
There is no helpfulness in them for the
poor and needy. Now, such good wishes
-and fragrant blossoms of sentiment will
not build
a fire in the stove in the poor

widow’s home, when there are no coals in
the cellar ; nor put bread and meat on the
table when the pantry is empty; nor put

warm clothes on the backs of shivering
children, nor shoes and stockings on the
feet

that

are

bare

when

the

snows

are

falling.

[want

to

say,

finally,

that

God

has

a

mother’s way of putting a child to sleep.
You know there is no cradle-song like a
mother’s.

After

the

excitement

of

the

evening, it is almost impossible to get the
child to sleep. If the rocking-chair stop
‘a moment, the eyes are wide open; but the
mother’s patience and the mother’s soothing manner keep on until, after a while, the

angel of slumber puts his wing over the
pillow. Well, my dear brothers and sisters

in Christ, the time will come when we

will

Be/wantins to be put to sleep. The day of
our life will be done, and the shadows of
the night of death will be gathering around
us,

Then

we

want

God

to soothe us,

to

hush us to sleep. Let the music at our going not be the dirge of the organ, or the
of a mother's

lullaby.

themselves

as

the promises.

When

“ Asleep in Jesus!

-

/

ranted

satisfactory.

and

are

now

making

Large

Illustrated

sent free on ap; lication to JONES
¥

4

TRY,

public.

N.Y,

are

intended to deceive the

notice

to church. The good old man; in his dying dream, thought he was on the way to
church, as he used to be when he went in
the sleigh across the river; und as the evening bell struck up in his dying dream be

there!” And
there now.”

the river, but we will
Nellis," we will soon be

he smiled and said: ‘* Just
No wonder he smiled. The

or making

over.

Engine can afford to have

it repaired.
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tate to say it will cure them again. Any form of
Heart Disease will readily yield to -its use, and we
have yet to learn of any case where the Heart Regulator has been taken firoperly and the party not received a marked benefit.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart
Regulator, and the demand is still increasing
We
are confident we are doing the public a benefit, and
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparation.
Send for circular containing testimonials, &c., to

FRANK E. INGALLS, sole Agent, Concord, N. H.

The price of the Heart Regulator is ONE DOLLAR
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Beware of parties claiming to
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
Foundry i8 ror, and NEVER has been located in

Far from thee

Thy kindred and their graves may be:
But thine is still ‘a blessed sleep,
From which none ever wake to weep.”

It is cold crossing
soon be there,

steps of the malefactor.

twenty years)

cradle-song: ‘* As one whom his mother
comforteth, so will IL comfort you.”

The evil consequences of crimes long
survive their commission, and like the

the

past

into that last slumber, I want this to be the

thought it was the call to church. He said :*
¢«« Hark, children, the bells are ringing ; we
shall be late; we musl make the mare step.
out quick!” He shivered, and then said:
+ Pull the buffalo-robes up closer, my lass!

forever haunt

the

bells, annually, than any other foun
in the country, for Churches, Academies, Plantations, &c.,
made of ‘genuine tell Metal (Copper and Tin.)
Rotary Mountings, the best in use. All Bells war-
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ner, will be gold upon reasonable terms to a cashpaying customer.
:
The Engine itself has an extra finish and is but
little worn. The boiler is damaged by rust and will

Address,

we are being rocked

they do their neighbors, it would be a
good step toward loving their neighbors as
they do themselves.

ghosts of the murdered,

Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have
made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and
which have been made at this establishment during

Oh! the cradle of

all and

lost

Foundry

the grave will be soft with the pillow of all

was Sunday evening, and the bell of the
Scotch kirk was ringing, calling the people:

yes,

Bell
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Engine, which was made by the Swamscott Machine
Co., in the most substantial and workmanlike man-
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of a‘ dead march,” but let it be the hus
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deep-
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all

give up

ures, feeling they'can not
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erishing. Their hearts bleed for them.
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when any one is in trouble. They blos-
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Fire.

There are many trees that every year put
forth thousands of blossoms, and yet no
fruit ever grows upon them. And there
are many men who blossom beautifuliy* in-
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not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
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Aunt Matbie,

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by the author, ha
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a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper covers

the universe forever.
Eightevn years of silence, and then—the
regeneration of the world accomplished,
his Father's business done.— Stopford A.
Brooke.
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May Bell,
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intense,

work of the day, it becomes also a part of
every dream.
To us, then, it will be no
strange thing to enter heaven, for we have

been living in the things of heaven.

Address,

infinite ; not one word, not one deed, which
did not tell,

on
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Master and Pupil,

48 cts.

solemn

concentrated,
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alized it, that even in the eighteenth century it was powerless to cope with Voltairism, and was already falling to pieces before it was finally overthrown by the Revolution.—Dr. Dollinger.

the fancies of‘sleep, to save us from the
baseness of dream-fear, to call back the
wandering fancy from impurity.
For
prayer, continually lived in, makes the
presence of a holy and loving God the air
which life breathes and by which it lives,
so that, as it mingles consciously with the

tion, but

it inevitable.

royal patronage, so devastated

it

front of the

After the Chicago

Revolu-

dynasty, or

ing the time they ruled it by means
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lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Kstablishment.
These Books are now ready for sale and de«
livery.
i
Prize Series.
Andy Luttrell,
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Shining Hours,
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per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents ; per
doz., $3.84, Price per single book, when bound in
pasteboard

Cornhill,

Superintendents
Catalogue of

has been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type throughout
It has a large number of selected and choice Tanes
as well as many of our best Hymns. It is compact
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and
is well adapted to use in social meetings. ' Price

Postage

& CO., Pub’s,
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The Sacred Melodies

thick
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TO PASTORS

ENTITLED

thought of dread, yet kindling expectancy,
fill the cup of your life with the inner work
of self-development which will make you
ready and prepared when your name is
called. The eighteen years at Nazareth,
what was their result? A few years of ac-

And here, too, we must say of the French
Church, that it was the Jesuits who, dur-

dreadful depths of guilt and pain than we
can realize awake.
Take, by. the power of prayer, through
presence of One

spiritual

TEE

own

No time of seeming inactivity is laid pe
on you by God without a just reason.
It
is God calling upon you to do his business
by ripening in ales all your powers for
some higher sphere of activity
which is
about to be’ opened to you.
The time is
coming when you shall be called again to

troved.

sleep

their

Price $1.75,

Twelve gdditional volumes of the $1000 Prize Se

SOMETHING NEW!

become skillful bone-

TOM.

ries are now ready. Price $1.50 each. They have
received high praise from eminent critics.
Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes: “They meet the want o
‘the day for Looks which instruct and improve, while:
they
fascinate the reader.”
:
Catalogues free.

kyl

be-

honestly

The second book of the $1000 prize series is no less
Ropar than the first. The Boston Traveller says:
is quite
as well written,
as pure and goodin its
teachings, and whoever
one will be anxious to
read the other, and he w
both
w'll have read
two of the best Juvenile Stories of the season.”

rer day! Arents wanted! All clanses of working peo1]
$H to $2
ple, of either sex, younger old, make more money at
work for us in thelr spare moments or all the time than atanything
else. Particulars free, Address G, Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine,

The Waiting Time.”

of
to

entwined with it—thoughts of which we
are not conscious, but which appear like
strangers afterwards, we can not tell from

of

SELENT
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As Christ said

they

that the author hak

Globe.
gi
.
1t is undoubtedly the best book of the kind in the
wor
> GEO. T. ANGELL.
40.
“ ftriking
for the Right” is an admirable work o
its kind, and Promises well for the character of the
series to which it belongs.—[New York Times.
I wish is were in
powerto place it in the hand
of every
man, woman usd child iy the land, as it de~
serves fo be.—~[ HENRY
A
»
Here are boas
sentiments whose
is above
gold. The book
is bright, and witty
wise. We
give it our hearty praise.~[Springfield Republican.
It perpetuall
ts God and duty
and soul-culture
into the vi
ort of its pod
and lessons.—
[Boston Daily Journal.

bt EE or

Office, over Quincey Market.

to

are convinced

earned the sum.—[E. P. WHIPPLE, in Beston Daily

oF

wants to make from $40 to $75 a week, We want
such agents, local and traveling, in every eity and
town in New
England. For pattieniars, call on or
address, W. F'.
STETSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

When therwind blows hardest, the traveler girds his cloak to him the closest; when
temptations are most violent and impetuous,
we cling fastest to Christ lest we fall, and
Christ clasps us fastest because we shall not
fall.—Frances Roberts, 1657.
2

under their guidance. Sigismund, in consequence, lost his croyn, and they were
banished forever fromthe country.

See

We

“Wine, Women and
Song,” Ne w

Gems

setters unto others.

was

Iu Russia they undertook, by means
their instrument, the false Demetrius,

provoked

having

bones out of joint,they

of misfortune and oppression they Yolled
down on the shoulders of their hapless coreligionists.
Zuey tried to’ re-introduce
Catholicism into Sweden by means of a
liturgy forcibly imposed on the clergy, and

things without a soul, we need the presence and protection of God. In dead sleep

hereby

gressors thy ways, so of patients,

sveight

with the help of King Sigismund, who

OPINIONS EXPRESSED. .

after

oe. Blan Danube,” 1.00)
Nights,” “Manhattan,”

en thy brethren; and as David promised
after his recovery, then shall I téach trans-

lics was for a century molded by the influence of the Jesuits at Rome and the
intense hatred which they excited at home ;

rother death, or wander-in the land of
«¢ footless fancies,” where the brain and its
servants, having escaped from their master, Will, play at their wild pleasure, like

and
the po

sold ince November }

to Peter, when thou art converted, strength-

Catho-

and we have seen what a monstrous

they are

helpfulness towards others,

Germany

In England, the destiny of the

as 1 have loved you.” * Peace I leave
with you, my peace I give unto you.”
And day
- being hallowed thus, do not
omit to make holy the night. For whether
we sleep a dreamless sleep, as if sleep had
iven us for the time to the arms of his

has achieved a great s
edition has been issued
[

more watchfulness for the future in regard
to themselves, and are enabled to more

owes the decline of its schools and its
consequent backwardness in cultivation
and long intellectual sterility.
It was
they who completely undermined the ancient German and Catholic Empire, and
paved the way for its fall.

the circle of the Apostles, we

STRIKING
FOR THE RIGHT.
Price
$1.75, for which the ugequaled premium of $1000
was given,

This extraordinary collection of Strauss’s best music

he

temptations,

to them

[:[250 Yages) .

A Paying Business

France.

raising one hand to Christ, while cleaving
to the world with the other, placing it
t either upon its riches, honors, or pleas-

It has the power of sanctifying life, because it brings God into life, Twice in the
day it has been. for (ages the habit of the
cation of
chimés in
the quick
ought to

Talmage.

of its own, bas to feed on the literature of

and fell through.
A gentleman sitting by his office winit? They are in possession of something,
dow, hearing a cry for help, hastened to
which has not only given them great com- the spot. He immediately
put out both
fort and support all the way along, but has hands, saying: **Clasp my
hand tightly,
made them better than they were before, and I will save you.”
A woman may have a hope in Christ, and
She replied: “Oh, I can not lift up both
still not be any more lovable for it; a man hands ! one rests upon the ice; were Ito
may have faith enough to save him and raise it T should surely sink.”
yet be no kinder, no more considerate; but
He answered: “Let go your hold upon
in such a case, religion is not doing its the ice, trust me, and
I will save you.
work,

me die the death of the righteous,

loves them; and such afflictions, though
bad things, are good signs.
If God's people be sometimes @iled by

who can tell where the spirit has been,
what worlds it has seen, what lessons it
has received, what thoughts have become

wel:
this

the

its results, and

charity which is the dew of life, cne prayer
will sweep us back to Palestine, and, stand-

been settled over the parish twenty-seven
years. He used to preach right at us, not
over our heads.
He never
shot at random ;
he never wasted any of his arrows; they
all went straight home to the mark—they
hit. When be came round calling
on us
in the week, if he heard us com ain that|
BrotherA. or Sister B. did not doas they
‘ought to, he came down upon us. the next
Sunday. He did not allude to Brother A.
or Sister B. though.
Not a word about

powerful

They it was who brought on
man nation the Thirty Years’

health, have Tisturbed: our temper, and we
are in-danger of being false to that divine

ing among

once

in every department of life, is still behind
every other
country in Europe except
Turkey, aud having no healthy literature

ties which sting like gmats, the intrusions,
the
quarrels, the slight derangements of

had

that

monarchy

bankruptcy

cation has been crushed,
the scientific
spirit strangled, and the country, ruined

he has

the petty troubles of life, the small difficul“] can’t be a Christian and live with
Ben.”
:
Mrs, Moor said it.
And Ben was her husband.
5
She told the minister so; and the next
Sunday be preached about it. That was

of

the

In Spain itself they co-operated with the
Inquisition for two hundred
years in impressing their spirit on the life of the people, with this result, that the higher edu-

me ;” and

is where

was

Strauss Waltzes, Polkas,

‘Strauss

and

after another, so that, by the end of the
seventeenth cemtury, to“ cite the language
of a Spanish writer, it had becomes an in-

know we can not rise as did. the
for

of the universal

all the best

of
ongs,
Marriage Bells "and
eof
spots ; God’s fan to blow away our chaff.
The storm tries-the building, and discovers which is built upon a rock, and which
e storm tries the pilot. "
upon the sands.
e touchstone tries the metal whether it
Mi
H
choice Polkas, Mazurkas,
be 2d or copper. The furnace tries the
0 whether it be pure or drossy. So af-|
a
overs ;
ol
; Hp
n
gilt, Als 0
ictions and
persecutionstry the Christian.
Pl published : “Strauss Dance
usic for Violin and Fiano,” being
Paint will rub off’ with washing, but true
a collection of the best Strauss Music, effectively
hessury by washing will appear more beauti- arranged
for Piano and Violin, Price $1. Sold by
Book and Music Dealers. Published by
ul.
As the strings of an instrument make no Oliver Ditson & Co.,
Horace Dodd,
melody till they be struck, or as the birds in
BOSTON.
20tf
spring sing most sweetly
when it rains
most sadly, so sufferings draw forth the activity, beauty, and fragrance of a Christian's
ses.
God will not spend his rods upon strang- is offered to every emergetic man or woman who

kingdom, and its loss of one possession

placed us, yet we know its meaning. ' We
seem to feel his hand in ours in the
passion of our endeayor to do right when duty
and interest clash, and his grasp gives firm-

— Independent.

Father

* Let

and let my last end be like his.”—

throughout

for the spread

The result

and depopulation

are

T know that we are not here
For our selfish ease;

How a burden can give rest,
And joyfully share the great human care,~
- They have learned life’s seeret best.

consolidation

becomes

weary and heavy laden; I will give you
rest.” We hear him as we sit at our business, speaking as he spoke to Matthew at

The kingliest One that the earth has known

urope ; they labored

not seen. It is not left comfort
prayer brings the Saviour to our
the hour of our grief we hear the
Christ coming down the ages to
tender as the morning
light on

flowers.

‘Wherewith 1 was stronger made.

played their Spanish feeling

the

from

beautiful with that beauty of God

eye hath
less, for
side. In
voice of
our soul,

Some sofrow should fall;
No trouble alone is the trouble of one,
But each has a share in all,

minister,

but

building,

sh raee, and inheritors of the Spancharacter, for sixty
years they dis-

Then life is hal-

hour to hour,

wakeful

lowed,

© Just
as it was that
on me

our old

the

Gems of Strauss,
Mazurkas,
z
5 Galops
Pp im adrilles,
* : vi &e.

ress OF die
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nian to sleep! *¢ Asone whom his mother
Containing
comforteth, so will I comfort you.”

or a flood breaks in and washes it away,
or the worm-eaten edifice fallsto pieces

‘* My child,

prayer sent yoiceless

heart from

way
a
I his upward

at

No

assiduity,

a storm comes and shatters

Prayer, not only in the morning

real.

watch, but

advance.

el

shows

blessing ever rests on their undertakings.

that cowardice. Iam by your side.”
That is the thing which prayer makes

That the fardel borne by each weight forlorn
Held something that was my own,—
Something he bore for me
3
?
u

it and

have no lucky hand.
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Not the

old Scotch kirk, but the temple in the skies.
Just across the river.
How comfortably
did God hush (hat old

your side; in their hands. The Oriental proverb
Afflictions and Temptations.
Bridle that about the Turks may be applied to them:
passionate temper; restrain that excite- “Where the Turk sets his
fo t, grass never
Afflictions hunt us again into God's par
ment which is swheping xo
ond the
‘lor when we have leaped out. They are
8" +
:
:
h word | 8¥OW
power of will; keep bac
t
Above all has the Society of Jesus de- God's furnace, to burn up our dross; God’s
which will sting your neighbor's heart; do voted its best service to its native home files, to rub off our rust;
ys soap and
of
guilty
mot
nesty ; be
not do that
of Spain.
Themselves children of the fullersearth to fetch out our stains and

:

To ook up to Heuven hd be glad,

-

neglect

this morning you called me to
do®*not drive’ me far away.

I thought never

in

And hindered bh

temptation;

our of our folly or our sin.

. Though times there were when

ri
h Fioowiote
wa e my

for

that the Jesuits

before-

It prepares us

is the guard of life.

The experience of three centuries

yer

Such a

watchfulness by humility.

| good old man had got to church.

The Ill-luck of the Jesuits.

Bat in joy we should recall our Weakness,
and ask his presence who is strength and
redemption, so that joy may be married to
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gold.

This simple an-
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others think the work a good one and
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sale thie whole Edition will soon be on
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Postage,
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to agents who sell 100 or more.
Or
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like to have

“Would our Sunday Schools

the Questions on the International Series of

S. S. Lessons, now appearing weekly in the

lt is

coming to that, sirs, and it is going to be
a dear piece of business for you. We are
going to yote—peaceably if we can, but
with war if we must.
Now we submit that vituperation is not
and

audacity

and

bluster

are

not the weapons by which real and valuable
victories are won, There is hardly more
virtue in such frantic tirades than in pulling
hair and flourishing the broomstick. Mus,
Stanton might about as reasonably hope to
Flanagan

as in the use of her tongue like

Xantippe.

She might as well scratch like

a fury as to scold and threaten like a vixen
and a shrew, It must be by other, wiser
and womanlier methods,

if at

all, that

the

Monthly

on

Star, published by themselves

into their own homes.

triumph in the use of her fist like Mrs.

to be Answered.

Question

war

argument,

an

sa All communications dgsgned for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &ec., should be addressed to the Publisher.
SE
J
.

A

carry the

gospel of female suffrage is to be effectually
Lesson Papers, and furnished in quantitiedy preached, and hailed as good tidings for all
"at cost? Quite a number of persons have people.
asked for such a publication. Is it wanted?
Will pastors, superintendents, &e.,

by writing to this office, and state the number of copies they would respectively take ?
Please call the immediate attention of those
interested to this matter, and let us hear as
early as possible.
R*

Intense

Woman

Death’s Great Harvest.

answer

rr

ones during the last fortnight.
Orr, the able

southern

James L.

statesman, and

to

Russia;

tured New

James

York

Brooks,

the

principles,

methods

and

conduct

shocked

.all propriety and repelled many good people from a service to which their hearts inclined them. Some of the hugest and most
unequivecal villains of history have been
foremost in arguing and fighting for Christianity.
:
The cause of woman's political enfranchisement suffers in a similaf way. Whether

this

cause,

whose

real character

and

meaning are. yet in dispute, is set down as
good or bad, adapted to do good or chiefly
prophetic of mischief, it does not escape
this experience. It certainly has some of
the noblest men and truest women enlisted in its behalf, and the vigor and eloquence, with which it is urged would be
anywhere noticeable.

Bat not a few

of its

supporters hinder -instead of helping its
progress. Among these are men with radical

and

destructive

social

theories,

who

do not have the public confidence, and who
are

in

danger

of

touch.

Still more

women

who either

defiling

whatever

prominent

they

are certain

lack, through

their

en-

dowment, a large part of what goes to
make up a true, graceful, winsome womanhood, or who have discarded

more

or

less

of this in the contest for political power.
There are a few characters of this sort so
outre and notorious that the mention of
their names stirs disgust, or shame, or pity.
And, looked upon as exponents of the
movement and examples of the fruit it is to
bear, it is oot strange that they awaken
prejudice and repel those ‘who are inclined
to give co-operation. Let them pass without a specific mention.
But there are not a few unwise, not to say
downright foolish and absurd things said
by more or less of the woman suffragists
whose personal worth, practical experience
and sense of respomsibility should have
suggested disereeter and more becoming
things. For example: At a recent’ meeting of these people in New York, Mrs. M.

J. Gage offered and urged

the followinz

preamble and resolution, which were enthusiastieally adopted :
Whereas, Ulysses S. Grant gained his
first laurels in the army during the Tennessee campaign, which campaign was planned
oy a woman and. adopted by the War Detment of the United States Government ;
and, whereas, in the taking of Fort Donclson and the capture of Vicksburg, where
he first came into

worked

under

the

notice, Ulysses

S. Grant

war plan of a woman;

and whereas, during the whole rebellion
.this woman continued to send in various

. plans of campaigns, which were adopted
by the Government, and under which Gen.
Grant

worked, thus through the brain of a

woman gaining the reputation

whieh

seat-

ed him in the Presidential chair in 1868;
and, whereas, the influence and work of

women

placed

him

again in the Presiden-

tial chair in 1872, therefore,

Resolved, That the ignoring of women by
Ulysses 8. Grant in his late inaugural address shows him to be ungrateful, a man
to be feared and watehed, and a dangerous
foe to Republican institutions.
;
The woman thus credited with the military genius which not only throws Grant

and Sherman and Sheridan wholly into the
shade, ‘but also brands them as so many
thieves, stealing and keeping a reputation
to which
woman

they

have

is said

no just

claim,—this

to be Mrs. Ella Carroll, of

Maryland. © Surely, somebody showlfl at
once go to work and re-write the history of
the war, that Mrs. C.

may

have

her

due,

and
t Mrs. G. may Lave the fourteenth
and fifteenth amendments to the Constitution so construed as to secure her the ballot
at once,
%
And, as if this were not enough for a single oceasion, and as if no one woman must
“be allowed to provide all the thunder, Mrs,
E. C. Stanton is reported as delivering herself on this wise ;
3

Let women assist themselves now as they

have never assisted themselves before.
Let them take care of their own interests.

They have too long

let their benevolent in-

stinets work toward the church and men ;
let them now attend to themselves. Let
the o
es alone; don’t carpet churches ;

~ don’t

have fairs to deck them with painted

* windows ; don't give your pastors donation

Nation's
storm

main

of war;

cul-

Congressman, but whose

| culture failed to save him
from a
No great movement, however high may
disgrace; Salmon
P. Chase, the
be its aim or urgent its necessity, wholly
peachable Chief Justice, and one

public
unim-

——

-.escapes the ill fortune of having unreasonable supporters and doubtful advocacy.
Total abstinence is pleaded for by those
whose daily lives contemn almost every
precept in the decalogue.
The anti-slavery
struggle drew out men and women whose

dis-

tinguished as the first Rebel appointed to a
prominent foreign mission,—that of minister

Suffragists.

—

«“AWhether ‘Death loves a shining mark”
or not, it has certainly chosen conspicuous

stays

during

the

of the
driving

Oakes

Ames,

the

Massa-

chusetts Congressman, to whose remarkable sagacity the Union Pacific Road probably owes its life, who failed a little while
ago under a clean debt of two millions, but
whose shrewdness
enabled him to pay
every cent of it within two years; John
Stewart Mill, the first among English philosophers and modern political economists;
the Right Hon. Thomas Dundas, Earl of
Zetland, and for many years chief of the
Masonic fraternity in England, as well as
a prominent member of Parliament ;—all
these have died within abou! ten days of

each other.

Add to this the

of Capt. Hall of the

sudden

Polaris

dition, the news of which

death

Arctic expe-

has

just reached

us, though occurring eighteen months ago ;
acd that Admiral Winslow,

of

Kearsarge-

Alabama fame, fell in an apoplectic fit on
the 9th inst. while leaving his hotel in
Washington, and we have a list that is
quite appalling to one who seriously contemplates it.
It is noticeable that-the most of these
deaths occurred in a sudder and unexpected manner.
All but one or two of the list
fell by apoplexy,
gtricken down in the flush
of health, while # vital forces were seemingly in full play. There had been no
previous warning, that the world knew of.
Death shot from behind the
invisible arrow, and while

door, with an
the hand was

pressing the point that was pierced, it fell
lifeless beside the dead body. |

It must be difficult to find a parallel for
thislist. And yet, the ineyitable statistician pretends that sudden deaths, in proportion to

the

population,

are

no

more

numerous than ever.
In proportion to
the intensity of life, we grant it; but in
proportion to the population of the country, we must doubt it.
Where are the
records of all these sudden deaths, which,
if the statistician be correct, occurred thirty

and fifty years ago? We can not find them.
And if there are not more sudden deaths
now than there were

even

ten

years

ago,

for the Chris-

bi s, ‘the husband’s shirts with-

out
' buttons, the home without eave, until
the men give in. When they find: their
comfort.
on allowingus the ballot,

el into line and give it ‘us.

bo BA

TR

it, 6 1

OR

find

much

more

ap:

The Inhospitable North.
:

4

something

done.

But this constant boiling of the blood and
the rushing of all the life currents while
about one’s daily business,—these are the

towards

the

North

brothers Cortereal

Pole,

till

at the

very

now.

of the sixteenth century, Sir

The

beginning

Hugh Wil-

oughby in the middle of the same century,
and the Dutch navigator, Barentz, at its
close; Henry Hudson at the beginning of

the

seventeenth

century,

Behring

and

Shalaroff in the middle of the eighteenth,
Sir John Franklin in the middle of the
nineteenth,

and

now

Captain Hall,—these

are but a part of the leaders who have lost
their lives in ineffectual attempts to find
a north-west passage, or to solve the geographical problem of the northern polar
regions, while few or none of the scores of
expeditions have’ escaped without -serious
loss of life.
But we can hardly eall Capt. Hall's attempt a failure. He had already, Ly a.
sledge expedition in the autumn of 1871,
reached a point as far morth as latitude
82 : 16,—the highest northern point attained by any navigator,—and had gathered his crew into the cabin of the Steamer
on his return, to encourage them with the

in that high latitude.
Doctor Hayes, who
is a successful Arctic explorer, reports that

this?

We have mo doubt that it will be

with the e

the

p that some

summer,

fuller ex-

planation of the failure will be made.
Meanwhile, Capt. Hall's death not only

disappoints the many who
circle of relatives

and

were

friends.

expecting
His

pur-

pose is suddenly cut off, and we know

of

worst phases of the society

fever of to-day,

no one as well qualified in all respects as he

and the phases

awake

was, to find out all that could be learned

that rarest

in the

patient the proper interest in his condition.

would seem
most."

to be, ‘‘devil

take

the

hind-

On

the

can afford,” is chargeable

other

hand,

that which he
with

*‘ extrava-

‘gance which is culpable.”

wot

winged Peace eventually
war-cursed world,

hover
:

over this
ge

Sc

—TEMPERANCE IN BostoN.

.

*

Massachu-

setts is like a good ‘many other states: it
has a law which expressly and unqualifiedly forbids its citizens to manufacture or sell
any intoxicating liquor, and yet intemperance is one of the greatest evils in the Com-

monwealth.

Boston has “lately movgd

an enforcement of the law.

for

The Governor

recommends it, the police force, both
and

munidipal,

is instructed

to

of

the Polar regions.
He had inured himself
to exposure from early life, so as to be
fitted for the rigors of such a voyage; he
had already made two or thrée trips to the
same regions; his energy and will were

indomitable,

and

men justly

What better task could the pulpit sé much from this, the grand voyage
itself for the next ten years, than that of life.

and

equally high notions of style and gen-

teel living. But he knows full well that to
gratify these, and especially to enjoy social
equality with the former, he must, at least,
make a show of means he does not possess,

state

show

mercy, and the fight has really begun,

though it be by *¢ shams and pretenses,”
if not by fraud and defalcamion. And so
his downward course,commencing in moral
weakness, ends in crime, though others

must share in the responsibility.
The influence of men of fortune and position by way of example is exceedingly

great. Simplicity of life and economy in
living on their part would do much to lead
others to curtail such expenditures as now
exceed their ability, and threaten to bring
disaster, if not utter ruin.
;
During

President

Polk's administration,

a man from a country village visited Washington, and reported back to his neighbors,

that the first-time he saw the President, he
met him on the street with a basket on his
arm, going to market to purchase supplies
for his dinner.
After that, more than one

of his

his sub-

scheme

is the

proposition to separate the government of
cities from State and National polities,
governing the former in the interests of
their social

and

business

relations, to

above named is maintained,

and $he«prac-

tice justified, by no amiouut of preaching
will the evil be remedied,if even checked.
—J. FP.
?
+o

—

Current Topics. .
——UN1vERSAL PEACE.

Mrs.

Julia Ward

Howe has beén at work for some time
endeavoring

to

Peace Congress.

inaugurate

a

past

universal

Mainly through her ef

forts a prospectus has just been

issued

by

the Boston Women's Club, stating that it is

the design of the friends of the Peace movement to hold a festival in that city the second of next month, and to have similar festivals'held, as far as practicable, throughout the civilized world. According to the

the

partial exclusion of those questions of policy which have so large a sway in the affairs
of the latter. ' Considering the evils which
it might avert, his plan certainly merits
careful
attention.—~Thomas = Wentworth
Higginson contributed a very able paper on
the Higher Education of Woman.
He began by quoting Voltaire’s well-known mot,
“Ideas and beards are alike,—women and
very young men have none,” and proceeded to defend the women of to-day against
the charge that they are void of -ideas. On
the contrary, he finds that in all instutitions
of learning the girls press the boys to their
utmost, and often come out ahead of them.
But they lack application. He said: that it
is indolence, and not over-study, by any

dell Phillips, Mrs. Howe,and others.—There
was also an essay on the Restoration and

should be revaccinated every five years,
maintaind that it was a publie duty, and
that each individual should “regard himself
as personally responsible for the spread or
control of the disease.—There were other
interesting papers, that by Dr. Jarvis of
Boston, on the Influence of Sex

on

Crime,

lig is yearly becoming more interested in
the topics which abound in its peculiar field

They should sing

a still more prominent position.

The pub-

of study, and the Association is evidently
pursuing a.line along which it will be fol
lowed by a great and eager throng,

still be, bow to bring God's peace on earth.

A record of the proceedings

in each

place

should be made and preserved, and a copy
of this should be sent to a central committee, charged with the publication and circulation of an appropriate report.” Moreover, the literary women of the country are
asked to speak at these meetings, It is to be

no man’s affair. Mrs. Howe has already sent
letters to her English friends on the subject,
and it. is understood that they are well at
work to promote the same object. She herself
read a paper before a large company in
Boston last week, which set forth her ideas

of the Congress, and gave an account of her
recent visit to England in its behalf. The
project is cértainly a harmless one. And
perbaps it may do good, who knows?
We
don’t see how suclua topic could be fairly

discussed throughout

the world,

without

for

of his

And ifonly that were done,it would be a: good

déal.

God bless the effort, and may white -

~— FRIENDS IN CoUuNciL, Last week witnessed the annual pilgrimage of the Quaker brotherhood to the City of Brotherly
Love. They went up in force, they and
their meek visaged. helpmeets, and communed with the Spirit in a business-like
way, conducting themselves quietly, and
bringing to pass a good many creditable
things. It is surprising, with how little
bluster they accomplish greater results than

would the great Xfnerican Congress,

We

shall not undertake to report the exercises

at the last Congregational Reunion. They

Each denomination gives prominence to
its own peculiar truth—a truth which ma
by othersbe very apt
to be lost sight of.
So by the union of all denominations.
we
have the grandest and most complete realization of Christian life and Christian

with

several Congressional Globes and any quantity of bombast thrown in. The Indian

powor

that we could have through any single de-

nomination.. I have seen a carte “de visite
which bad on it four miniature likenesses

of the countenance, taken by a process
from different angles.. One was a front

view, another a side view, another the third

side, and the fourth from yet another angle.

At first sight it might seem as if the faces
hardly belonged to the one individual. And
yet, when you have put them all together

you get a better and more perfect and

vivid

idea of the personality of the individpal
represented than you get from any one of
them alone. So I believe it to be with the
different denominations, So it was in the
case of the Master himself, Hie biography
has come to us not through the writing of

one individual alone, but through the four

Evangelists, each giving what he individtally saw and Sought of the great Master.
And by putting
them together we
get a
fuller view of the real and true Christ than
we could have through any one of them individually. So it is, I judge, with denominations. Each has its pecnliar aspect of
truth; each its peculiar note to sound. If
I might venture to give an illustration of it
in Li ; form olan anecdote: There was,
when 1 lived in Liverpool,a
sea cap-

tain who lived in my pose

dy

He

was in the habit of crossing
the Atlantic to
and fro in one of those immense Canard
steamers. He told me that he had a great
many clergymen going to and fro with
him, and he was always able in a very
short time to find out what particalar de-

nomination each belonged to without put-

ting questions to them. His experience,
he said, was about this: ‘* The
Methodists
were always crying, Fire! Fire! the Bap-

tists, Water! Water!

the

Presbyterians,

Order! Order! and the Congregationalists
were continually shouting, Fredeom ! Free-

dom!”
Now, each of these things
is good
in its place, and by the combination of
them all we get the real thing. We shall
have it here to-night. We shall have the
digwity of the Episcopacy; the order of
Presbyterianism;

the fire of

Methodism;

and, if the ** bearings™ get a little too hot
in the working of the machinery, there will
be the Baptist with the hose to keep it
right.

The Wants of our Foreign Mission.
The mission has
sore trials in the

laborers.
male

Been passing through
reduction

ofits

foreign

Three years ago there were five

missionaries, now there are

but

two.

A few months since, the report

reached us

that all the male missionaries

were pros-

trate by disease,

two

of them

near

and

a sad

their end,

apparently

disaster

was

feared.

Then followed the slow recovery

of one,

while

our

esteemed

Bro.

Smith

wus called to his reward.
Balasore, our oldest station, with

its five

hundred thousand people

is, for the first

time in thirty-five years,

left

missionary.

Mrs. Smith,

without

a

with peculiar

fortitude and devotion, determines to remain by the grave of her husband, carrying on her own most interesiing zepana
work, and,as far as possible, superintending

that left by him.

Balasore

forced,

speedily,

and

that

must
if

be
we

peinwould

save the fruits of former years.
* The Sanlal work is opening up with constantly increasing interest.
Bro. J. L.

already in progress to require two

was

followed by an essay on Public Vaccination,
prepared by Dr, F. Foster, of N. Y., who
argued that at least one half of the people

should come

tion, an essay, an odé.

—

paper would well repay

reading.—He

these

——THE CONGREGATIONAL REUNION,

Phillips is anxious to devote

together in a hall, church or parlor, as
should best suit their numbers and inelinations. 'I'hey should hear a sermon, an orahymns and offer prayers, if they choose.
But the theme of all or any of these should

ways, if we look for examples among
drab-coated disciples.

Reform of Currency, by J. S. Ropes, Esq.,
who urged that the country prepare for resumption of specie payment with the utmost.care and patience. Mr. Ropes is good
authority in this particular branch, and his

being especially noticeable. This meeting
of the Assciation has only helped it to take

plan proposed, “the women

body else would only lose. The
Spirit
leads its subjects in very common-sense

were ofthe usual interesting order,and the

man held up his head higher than he was
wont, and walked with a more independent means, that ails American women to-day,
step, when engaged in service which before He finds that the best educated American
he had regarded as somewhat menial,if not girls are the daughters of mechanics and
clergymen in country towns, and believes
servile.
:
‘
|
that
if the folly of following fashion could
On the other hand, bad example is even
more marked in its influence.
And so men be eradicated, the women ‘would soon need
in their folly imitate the rich in expendi- no written argameat to show that they have
ture, and, getting in beyond their depth, brain power of the highest order. His esfind their career ending in crime or bank- say produced sharp discussion, participated
ruptcy.
And so long as the principle in by Prof. Agassiz, President Eliot, Wen-

impressing. the value and the blessings of
peace upon the attention of great numbers.

ed

key-note

calcu-

lation, you have won what almost every-

purpose which the mdéting has in view,
that of fostering a hia Christian union,
was well illustrated, There were speakers
from the various deno
tions, and we
give here an extract
the address of
Rev. Dr. Taylor; which took its flavor from
the spirit of ‘the occasion. Fe said:

Curtis on the Civil Service Advisory Board,
and the tenor of his thought and observaThe

any matter that invelyes down-right

Al-

ready numerous seizures have been made,

tion has well fitted him to discuss

artful diplo

And yet, if you get around them in

no

and if the Courts are true to duty, the lawviolators will wish they had behaved themselves,
And why shouldn't they? The

ject.

they have no need to employ

macy.

The Genius of the North has a heart of ice.. farniture, pictures, table provisidns, enter- laws against intemperance are systematiIt has yet given no welcome: to such as tainments, equipage, travel, amusements, cally trampied under foot there; the enterhave visited its domains.
It has either &ec. So that, as herein taught, the measure prises which these laws prohibit are only
punished all comers with death, or sent of lawful expenditure in living, is one's evil; they destroy numbers of all classes,
means, or income, however large, however and many of the best} they éndanger every
them home baffled and disappointed.
:
The Exploring Expedition under Capt. small.
virtue ; they are confessedly the source of
Now, is this in accordance with Christian the most of she crime that curses the City;
Hall has met with no exception to the
general rule.
About two years ago he ethics, or, ns to that matter, with any other pauperism, disease and mental imbacility
sailed in a well-appointed steamship, un- kind of ethics, of any practical service to follow after them; taxes are increhsed, acder Government sanction and with Gov- mankind? With the suffering, ignorance cidents are multiplied, the ‘efficiency of
ernment aid, determineds
as he said on the and degradation witnessed around us every- churches and schools is impaired by them ;
eve of departure, to
find the north-west where, and the avenues freely opened on and there is in no sense any good in them.
passage or die in the attempt. News just every hand for affording relief, can a man Boston pretends to be a law-abiding City.
comes to usthat the heroic Captain has innocently spend on himself and family, Let her show that jt is not all a pretennow been dead nearly two years; that the five, ten, or twenty thousand dollars per sion. And let her not be discouraged over
crew soon afterwards became divided, a annum, or even more, because he can do failures that may be inevitable at first. No
Is this in City has any right tu cast a stone at her,
portion reaching the borders of civiliza- it * entirely within his means”?
Does and she will have added another wonder to
tion after almost incredible exposure; and accordance with the law of Christ?
that the Polaris, with the remainder of “the it meet the very lowest demand of the the seven universal ones, if she succeed in
crew, has been for twenty
months ice- «genius, spirit and precepts of Christianity ? strictly enforcing her temperance laws,
locked in the Polar sea, if indeed it has I will put it lower still, does it meet the
and promptings of our comnot already shared the fate of the scores convictions
that have never escaped from the same mon” humanity itself, as perverted and fall ——THE SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION.
en as it is? Do not even worldly men The American Social Science Association
prison.
Capt. Hall's method was a novel but feel that there is a common brotherhood held its eighth general session in Boston
seemingly practicable one. He had stored among men, so that the strong ought to last week. This has already hécome a nothis ship with every possible supply, had help the weak, and the rich the poor, and ed osganization. Its membership comthinkers of the present day,
familiarized himself with the Esquimaux N not wholly to please themselves”? Nay, prises 3
nore, is it not this sumptuous living and and all the current social questions’ receive
language and habits, was to live with them
and use them as guides, and depend large- *¢ profuse” expenditure on the part of the at their hands the ablest and most exhaustly upon their hardiness and acquaintance rich, which by way of example prompts ive treatment. Questions which relate to
with the north regions to guide him in his the less fortunate, as the extract hasit, “ to mental phenomena, the condition of woman,
work of exploring.
He didn't exactly attempt to live as they do,” and thus ren- political problems, medical theofies, phases of
burn his ship, to prevent any possibility of der themselves chargeable with that kind morals, the whole range of topics connected
return; but he entered upon his mission of extravagance, which it truly says, * is with our every-day life, are championed by
these gentlemen aud ladies in a spirit and
with a pluck and resolution that seeming- increasing in our cities”?
with an ability that must place them in a
The man of ample means * fares sumptly would allow ouly death to baffle him.
His failure will open anew the question uously,” ¢“ spends profusely” in maintaining clearer light before the world. Among the
of the folly of such enterprises. Failure what is called style in household arrange- papers read at the meeting lust week was
has been the regular order of such ex- ments, equipage, entertainment, &c. His one on Municipal Government, by Dorman
peditions from the time of the Cabots, neighbor, in more moderate circumstances, B. Eaton. This gentleman is well known
who made the first voyage of exploration may be equally intelligent, have equal taste, just now as the successor of Geo. Wm.

interesting disclosures from his voyage, but
it brings grief and mourning to a wide

have

means.”

here intended in both cases are limited to
“what” is lawful, at least in'kind, say, dress,

—

gician:

and

his

It is fair to assume that the . expenditures

anxiously looked for during

rties; put all your en gies into earnest Men rarely deliberate now-a-days. They
work
for your own eman
on. Make a
They go headlong, and if
social revolution. Carry
the war, if need precipitate.
be, into your own families; let the baby they bother themselves with a motto 1b
go without

of eternal life would
preciative hearers.

within

tian church, to tone down these rushing
activities,
and coax the world into a quieter mood.
Welive in a constant fever.
Its worst phase is not when it assumes a
typhus or a bilious form. We get a phythen,

"

he *¢ who is living beyond

ing of the deluge of trash that is not worth this is the first case of the kind that he has
noticing ;—all these draw out the nervous known about. In the next place, the parand vital forces to a tension that only the ties who bring the information of the death,
report that they soon afterwards became
strongest can endure.
Death follows very closely the order of separated from the Polaris, which had
life. A person who has lived slowly is started for home in August, 1871, that they
rarely hurried off by apoplexy. It is like were cast upon an iceberg, and that upon
a train of ears: going at the rate of ten such a craft the whole company, cousistmiles an hour, a stop can hardly be made ing of twelve men, two women and five
to seem as sudden as though it were going children, drifted at the merey of wind and
at the rate of fifty. A harp string snaps wave, for six and a half months, through
were at
just as the tone is the finest. And so, in nineteen degrees of latitude, a
accordance with that rule of contrasts that last picked up by a passing. Nessel forty
‘is noticeable in almost every department of miles from land, no lif# having been lost
life, the greatest vital activities have the and no one’s health seriously impuired on
most sudden cessations. There weére no the voyage. Unparalleled rescue; certainly.
Richmond switch nor Revere disasters when
It looks as though there might have been
railroads were novelties, and only a few
trains run, and they at a slow rate and al- foul play on the part of the crew, and that
ways in the day time. It was not till ex- a mutinous outbreak had helped to bring
press must be hurried on to the heels of. the disaster upon the Expedition. Why
be the first to die thus
accommodation trains, and the night as should Capt. Ball
well as the day be filled with their motion, suddenly iu that region ? Is this story ofa
that these ealaniities came.
Andso it’is six months’ voyage on an iceberg, in good
not till
a whole era is crowded into one health, a probable one ? Where is the
lifetime, that these sudden calamities of Polaris, the boat that was supposed to be
life occur.
‘
amply equipped fora longer -voyage than

Here is un excellent work

-1,-18¥8;—

MAY
w»

et the pulpit bend itself to this task, and
we hiave no doubt that in the end the words

.

-

inducing a state of rest and quietness in
Extravagance.
the minds of men ? The world needs to be
soothed. It is like the ocean ‘in a tem- | { Under the above caption, and over the
pest. This needs to be calmed by the signature of ‘one of our most popular writcoaxing that comes out of blue skies and ers and religious teachers, a brief extract
sunshine. And that needs the ministra- recently appeared in the Star, purporting
tions of strong bit loving and sympathiz- to set forth the true principle of expeundiing spirits to put> in a quieter mood. | ture in living, the substance of which is
It needs to be stroked with hands of this» A man may spend ** bountifully,” and
mildness, its throbbing temples
stilled, even *“ profusely,” without spending exand its pulse reduced to the normal rate. travagantly, provided ** He lives entirely

it must be that their occurrence failed to fresh prospects of eventually entering the
impress us then as it does now.
open Polar sea, when he suddenly fell
Considering our manner of life, what dead by apoplexy. But he had added fresh
else could we expect but an inerease of testimony to the theory that by Smith’s
these sudden fatalities? The hot struggle Channel, if at all, the through passage will
for place and power; the multiplicity of be made.
In the meantime, there are several mysduties and cares that beset one; the mental faculties kept constantly on the alert terious circumstances connected with the
by the new and startling discoveries in failure of the Expedition, which we hope
In the first
science ; the competition with the various some time may be cleared up.
kinds of machinery that is pressed upon place, death by apoplexy is extremely rave
the head and hand; the flood of excellent
literature that merits attention, to say noth-

wm——

r

Worning Star.
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MORNING

~ PHE
Women have too long petitioned and begged of men; let them now make siege and
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:
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—
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himself

en-

tirely to this department,
but Midnapore,
without
the Sautals, has work enough
aries, and
if the Santals

are

mission-

to receive

the

whole attention of one man,then a new missionary must be sent to Midnapore. _
The zenana work for the Christian education of the females of the higher classes
is becoming more and more interesting
and promising, and if we would be true
to our responsibility in this direction, then

we must have a female teacher for Mjdoapore and another for Balasore.
»
Now, all this means six new laborers
for India,~two ministers and their wives,
and two single female teachers. Our F.
M. Board, true to the
and
that is

upon it, has decided to send out this sddi-

tional reinforcement, just as soon as the
means ean be secured, which
should
be by next September.
To send out this
reinforcement and put the Society on an
easy working hasis, five thousand dollars
should be raised by a special efforh It
may seem difficultto accomplish this, but
one small section of the denomination has
already come forward with a proposition
to send out and sustain a mar. and his wife
and

one

female teacher, and

ia

another

section some half a dozen churches or less
are making an efforb.to sustain another

female teacher. If
parties ean be ‘met,
six already provided
provided for by the
This gives

the thing

the’ wishes of
we have four
for, leaving two
denomination at
a

more

these
of the
to be
large,

practicable

question came before the gathering, and
was discussed ina way that both betrayed

an ample knowledge of human nature, and
proved that small pretensions may often be
accompanied hy a shrewd acquaintance with

look, certainly.
|. Now, what can we do? I have been taking special collections during the winter,
and have raised about $1600. I have found
in many of the churches more than a readi-

affairs that insures success.

ness to respond to thé call made upon them,

Somehow, one

feels renewed confidence in the final successful solution of many of these vexing problems when our ‘Quaker friends put their wits

to work.

Sharp and shrewd

but honest,

but only a small proportion of the churches can be visited by an agent.
me time thought of making

I have for
this propo-

sition, that special collections be taken imik
Y
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wot

‘gent
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EATERS
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hold its next
Y. M. will
WESTERN church,
MAINE
Burnell’s ofcampaign
Mr, auspices
of the
closing meeting
18, at 1
Juno session
commencing
March
the Portland
with
Q. M.—Held
the Y.
a
Massachusetts
snow- || in The
asession
and
Bad itsroads
| yo
Clerk,
Wizaay,
H,
Lo
ra
oclask
Sl
IW
P
"
Pid
fo
30
|
the
storm rendered the attendance small, but

may

$ reinforcement

tha

intexoa was good,
mn
seti
ngs,

have

‘Some

September,

next

out

| Next arg

to the wants of the mission, Now let us
see if the churches will ‘sustain the Board

M

.
THE f ollowing letter from REV, E. 8. BEST,
Received, 5
Letters Ani
Pas a
with
read
be
will
Mass,
Natick,
fade=D W Bond | tor M. E. Church,
!

reinforced.

|

O.R. BACHELER.

.

The Lowell Young Womer’s Christian Association, in Lowell, has opened a home for young

‘RELIGIOUS

edand forin girls
comingto the, city during the. duy,
which the children of mothers who are

a
established

Indian rectors,

«ceived the following ‘letter, which shows

in

deed, in nearly all the

Ed

Pndia, and
Baptist dewearied, by
as a copsewithout’ de-

of Missionaries, but for the cure of Cholera and Fevers, prevalent in the East. It is'used internally for

all diseases of the bowels, and externally for wounds,
Sold by Druggists generally.

burns, bruises, &c.

A methodist preacher in Georgia had his salary cut down from the $800 allotted to him to

Rev. John

Howe,

have

sent

two

and Rev. David McClellan,

of

cared for. . They drift into other churches,
or away from all churches, and backslide.

thers was perhaps never more strikingly demonstrated than by the last report ofthe society for

They feel lonely when they move into cities,

their conversion, in Philadelphia.
Its local missionary states that during the past year he made

Some men, without medical knowledge, advertise
their unskillful preparations to cure very disease,
which is impossible; nor can they always cure the
same disease. While Dr. Pierce’s Family Medicines
have their legitimate range, and have proved the
most valuable curatives ever given to the public, yet
he is fully competent to use any necessary auxiliary
treatment. that all may recover. His private practice is enormous.
Patients from every quarter wait
on him, while thousands are treated by letter, and

special medicine sent by mail or express. Address,
with stamp, Dr. R. V. Pierce, World’s Dispensary,

fa-

Nos. 80, 82, 84 and 86,

W. F. Eaton.

A

—

Revivals, &ec.

afternoon and evening and Thursday

converts, rejoicing in their new

in Christ,

Zora,

found

At

2d

23d.

life

Zora church,

Nine missionaries are

now

the society. Thirteen schools are aided, in
which the whole number of pupils is 453. Oue
native preacher, and four Bible women, are also

year were 469, nine a

and

The

week.

meetings for a time, have appointed a Committee

122

to take steps toward the security of a permanent
location and the erection of a house of worship,
&e. This will be most gratifying intelligence to
have longedto see these
We trust a large success
struggling church,

decisive
i8

in

years

steps
store

past

taken.
for

that

y

“REV. D. 0. WHEELER has received and deeepted a ¢all from the F. B. church in Westford,
«C#., and had already entered upon his labors.

guage, but it is true.
its

120 Testavisited.

been

had

boarding-houses

Meals had been given to 369, and lodgings to
168 persons. The conversions had been from 15
nationalities, as follows: Danes, 6; Swedes, 6;
English,5 ; Prussian,d; German,5; Scotch,4; Hollanders, 4; Norwegian.d; Finlanders, 4; Russian,

3; Irish, 8; Spaniards, 8; Americaus,8; Krench,
2; West Indiamen, 2,and 2 backsliders—one Rus:
;
sian and one Nova Scotian.
Mr. Spurgeon’s church in London

bers 4,417 members,

NOW

nume

During the past year it has

formed one new church by colonizing.
Five
hundred and seventy-one members have been
Waupun Church.
added within the year to the present church, and
Bro. ‘A. H. JL, in the Star of April 9, says it 263 have been removed by death, emigration,
“has not been long since the Waupun church was
and ehange of residence, making the net gain for

practically a Mission Station.

In the spring

of the year 808. Connected with
alms-rooms for aged women,

the church are
members of the

1861 I became a member of-this church, and continued my pastorate for nine years, and Bro,

H.

«J. Brown has just commenced his fourth year,
and we can positively say that no such station

has existed during. the

above

time.

Further-

more, this church, so far from being a Mission
Station during the last 12 or 14 years, gave for

the erection of our first two churches in Chicago
. $600, and has also given very benevolently for
Missions and other charitable purposes.

.

E. N. WRIGHT.

House.in the
Valley church at the Bailett School
Business
Valley, Catt. Co., N.Y,
Sugartown
Conf. Friday, June 8, Persons wishing to come
by RR. willbe met with teams at Great Valley,

by notifying me one week prior.
L. C. MILLER, Clerk.
Mramr Q. M.—Held its last session

with

the

Pro
nee church, ‘April 19. Reports from the
churches were encouraging, and an interesting

with

the

church

therefore, the inmates

at Pleasant

J. ¥, Torts,

Clerk,

a somewhat

are

and,

heavy

As
charge upon the poor funds of the church.
a token ‘of brotherly fellowship, Mr, Spurgeon’s

church

has contributed

hundred

one

Independents,
© A“ National Council” of the

church

been

laity, has

of Eng-

from

proposed.

the

A

large meeting at Birmingham the other day
took strong ground in favor of the establishment
of such a council,
\
The (Dutch) Reformers are beginning to make

reprisals upon the Congregationalists,

Tn Oak-

land, I11.,, the Congregational church has accept:
od an offer from the members of the (Dutch)
Reformed church to pay ‘its debts and take its
property.

The Observer's rousing protests against sanctified stupidity in the pulpit bas bad the effect to

{ncredse the thoroughness of the exuwminutions of
cundidates for
New York.
3120

licensure

by

the

purest

materials, safe

to

Sold by all Druggists.

~~ 4t21
a

Liniment.

effects

are

Where the parts are not gone,

marvelous.

It has

produced

more

one year than have all other pretended remedies
since the world began. It is a counter-irritant, an
all-nealing pain reliever. Cripples throw away their
¢rutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites are ren-.
dered harmless and the wounded are healed without
a scar. It is no humbug, The recipe ie published
around each bottle. It is selling as no article ever
before sold, and it sells because it does just what it
pretende to do. Those who now suffer from rheumatism, pain or swelling deserve to suffer if they will
not use Centaur Liniment. More than 1000 certificates of remarkable cures, including frozen limbs,
chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors, &c., have
been received. ‘We will send a circular containing
the recipe, &c., gratis, to any one re:
certificates,
questing it. One bottle of the yellow wrapper Ceitaur Liniment is worth one hundred dollars for
gpavined or sweenied horses and mules, or for screwStock-owners — this liniment is
worm in sheep.
worth your attention. No family should be without
Centaur Liniment.

J. B. ROSE & ( 0., New York.

guineas

towards the building fund for Newman Hall's
new Surrey chapel in London—Baptists helping

land, to consist of representatives

CATTARAUGUS Q. M.—Held its’ last session
with the Lyndon church.
Noxt session with the Hulbpbret, and Great

Plain, Aug. 6.

These are not properly endowed,

clergy and the

Quarterly Meetings.

season enjoyed.
Next session

church.

and

cures of rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
sprains, swellings, caked-breasts, scalds, burns,
galt-theum, ear-ache, &c., upon the human frame,
and of strains, spavin, galls, &c., upon animals in

ate

ments and 1044 invitation cards; 786 vessels and
sailor

reme-

There 18 no pain which the Centaur Liniment will
not relieve, no swelling it will not subdue, and no
lameness which it will not cure. This is strong lan-

np for prayers, and there had been 68 convergions; 56,414 pages or tracts had been distribut-

ed, 5,467 religious papers, 86 Bibles,

best

Centaur

564 had stood

tending these meetings was 5,233.

the

a...
se

during the
number

from

company each bottle.

treasury.

the

in

about twelve dollars remained

The whole number of meetings held

become a household

ered by the natives, as well as European residents
in those climates, a sure remedy; and while itis a
most efficient remedy for pain, it is a perfectly safe
medicine, even in unskillful hands,
Directions ac-

supported. The receipts of the year are $20,158.67.
The balance in the treasury April 1, 1872, was

rented Freeman Place Chapel,~located near the
State House,~in which they will hold their

for

by

receipts for the yeur had been $5,152.70, of which

society at Boston are taking steps that are full of
¢heer and promise.
They have sold their church
property on North Bennett St., for $25,000, have

who

morning,

supported

ALLO BI UION em

ation

business ;

on +P

AK

OH10

Y. M. will

Co., June 6.
S121

convene

at

Maineville,

of

Presbytery

a

Castorin

It is the only safe article in existence which is
Oil
certain to assimilate the food, regulate the bowels,
cure wind-colic and produce natural sivop. It contains neither minerals, morphine nor alcohol, and is
pleasant to take. Children need not cry and mothers
bt20
ed
may rest.
...
—.
lL
Ee

~W

at
» WISCONSIN Y. M. will hold its next sessionthat
Itis sameslly hoped
Warren, Ill, June 27-29
and
ter
Q. M’s will promptly Teport y le
the several
A. N. RUE, Clerk.
full delogations.
.
3

CENTRAL N.Y. YM. will hold its next session
with the Hadley church, in Lake George % M. comThose promencing Wednesd iy evening. ‘une 25.
osing to attend thissession. vy B R will, by writng

Dr.

Hyde

of

their

intantions,at

Y. ba provided
Saratoga Co, N.
from Hadley Station to the plice of
“1hiy &
Troy.
ing trains from
nect with trams on thd A Lloplik
at Saratoga Springs.

onklinville,

with conveyance
orn.
meeting
8:ha 166 ay con.
ke Qe for Ladley
Bow | Clerk.

birdpolly Smith

Mrs W 8M

~-B n hopin

Ta

MM

En

Sti)

lor—A

right

err

W

Al)

E

Rev 8

C Kimball,

Le

some

J W Ingerick, Stony Fork, Pa.
HH Worthi
n, Toledo, lowa,
A
, New
as.
A

o’clock, A.

(2)

W

H Jaques, Haverhill, Mass.

Home

Tues

Mission Society,

be soon noticed.)

Fon

—-M,

&

—T. H. Partridge.

i

SILAS CURTIS,

AND

SUMMER
7.30 A. M. train

MAINE

from

Boston

Junction

DOVER

M.

&

The church is a few miles from

for our

Brethren

report

for

$

the

for

and truth

TEE

TT

¢

Rochester,

«

Gonie,

and

‘ fi

o

\

morning, to convey all that may

Satw da

come to the Q.

M.

report for the Register at
JOHN J. ALLRN, Clerk.

WHI TESTOWN Q. M. will hold its next session with

the Prospect chuigh, commencing at 2 o’cloek, Fri.
pening
day, June 6. Bro. 3. Hoxie is to Brauch the
sermon.
} A nlL irs,
Clerk.

Morrow, N. YA Q, M. will hold its next session

with the Shelby Cénter church, June 6 -8. “he an.
nual ws and full returns tor t: ¢ Register are exvect
ed.
A. Z. MITCHELL, Ole k.
:
a
LAKE Grora®, N. Y.,, Q. M.
gion with the Hadley ch rch,
1
crthe Y. M at that place,
W.
25.
ass

OMce

will hold its next see.
beginning directly afL
he Y. M. be.in< June
" H. H. Davis, Clerk.

Addrasces,

1
H. P. Lamprey. Coneard, N. Hl.
“LC, Foster. New Durham, N. H,
vB. Pi Parker, No; Berwick. Me.
0. NL Rich, Box 98, Taunton Mass,
CH
Partridge: KK:Ovan ze, Vi.

“NR

Evans: Apalaehing Yy

Oldest

9.25
9.45
i
nea
y Fe

11.15
11.33
1147
11.55
12. 00

6.50
7.08
7.23
7.31
171.35
.

25

»R

10.10

will be exhibited
to our citizens
HOUSE in DOVER, on the

31st of May

10.35

14

10.35

Address

24410

at

the

AMERICAN

and 2nd of June,

1873.

A Pliysirian from the Elastic Truss To. No. 683
Broa 'way, New York, will apply the new Truss at
office prices in New York. This Truss retains the
Rapeure safely with ease and comfort
night and day,
and
soon effects a permanent cure.
Examine this
new Truss while you can Irave this great opportunity.
3t20

3.50
3.52
Bas

A

Rare

Chance !!

4.40

We will pay all Agents $40 per week in CASH who
will engage with us AT ONCE. Bvergtiin furnished
and expenses paid. Address A.
COULTER & CO.,

1713

Charlotte, Mich.

4.35

10.15

mail.

YOUNG & CO., 173

© 5.00

4120

Family

Gen. Supt.

Medicine.

2 Brilliant Books for Canvassers
are Bryant’s Library of Poetry and Song,

—SAN-

Beecher’s New Hous. ”
fast and far. Exclusive

Stomach and

BEWARE

Bowels.

and Miss

’s Manual.
Foth selling
Territory. Liberal terms.

J.B. FURD & CO, 11 Bromfield St., Toston, Mase.

Ask

OF IMITATIONS.

pd
ws

.

y

Ed -

Depot, 226 Pearl Street,

his

.

New

it, send

York.’

Ir

to the Depot.
187

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably cure the following complaints :—
Dyspe
, Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Loss of
Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation
cured at once.
Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities
of the blood, bursting through
e skin or otherwise,
gured readily by following the directions om the
ottle.

For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements
it, hase equal; one bottle: will conyince the most
skept

AGENTS

everywhere to sell our new and novel
Embroidering Machine. Send for Il
w AN TED!ustrated circular, to the McKee Manufacturing Company, 309 Broadway. »
lyeow21
New York.

2 yr

JEFFERSON Q. M. will hold ita next session a {'|
Little York, St. Lawrence Co.,N. Y. June 18. Teams
Churches will make their
this session.

6.45

M.

WAGES

dent member to moet the incidental expenses of the
Wu. WHITFIELD, Clerk.

-

© 11.10

ALL WHO ARE WILLING TO WORK
person, old er young, of either sex, can
.
n
er week, at home, day or
make from $10 to $50
evening. Wanted by all. Suitableto either City or
Country, and any season of the year. This is a rare
opportiini; for those who are out of Works hull out
0! money, to make an independent living.
0 © apiampblet, © HOW TO
tal bein,
uired.
Our
MAKE A LIVING,” giving
full instructions, sent og 1
receipt
of 10 cents. Address, A, BURTON & CO hy
Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y.
1yeow21

may come to the meeting by rail that teams will be at

‘gor

920

free by

The New Method of Curing Rupture

Rp

OF

the Moira depot, at | aud 6 o’¢lock, P. M., on Thurs
day, and on Friday at 11 A. M.; and 2, P. M.

to each

P.M.
3»
*10.

full instructions and valu-

Delapierre’s White Soap

ble.

hold its next session
at Dickenson Center,
P. M.,on Friday. 1am
give notice to all who

per resi

sent

stamp,

Greenwich 8t , N. Y. City.

Bay.

T. FURBER,

your Groeer don’t keep
Orders promptly filled.

Cars leave on B. N.Y. & Phila.R. R. for Arcade at §,
P.M. Daily Btages from Aftcade to Springville.

five cents

return

is the Best and Cheapest for all Family uses.
It is perfectly pure, fragrant and very dura-

punctual in forwarding

reque-t the Q. M, to forward

6 cent

skin medicine. Prepared on y by Dr. B.C. PERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond st., N.Y. Sold by DIugsists
everywhere.
33t1

their delegat-s.
their 2 cent tax per member b
Stages leave Buffalo daily, for Soringville at 2, Pr. Mm.

Y. M, a sum equal to

with

Blackheads and Flesh-worms, use PERRY’S
Improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great

HOLLAND PURCHASE Y. M. will hold its next ses. M., comsion with the Springville church, Krie
It is earnestly
méncing Friday, June.d3, at 10, A. ».

voted

required;

able package of goods

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

WINONA & HousTON Q.M. will be held with the.
Utica church, commencing
his ‘ay, June
6, at 3
o'clock, P. M.
. 3. BRANN, Clerk.

session of

ing; no capital

Fir MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

J. W.H.

M.

Street, NEW YORK
St., CHICAGO.

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is RELIABLE and HARMLESS. Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

Those attending the Mich, Y. M.

last Y

& MAIN,

East Ninth
No. 145 State

MALE or FEMALE
WORKING CLAS
$60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, day or even-

R.

0.50

7.45

76

lyeowl3

ASHLEY.

takonotice, the

Song

stop, but at times not precisely fixed.

your Druggist for it.

will come by way of the Grand Rapids, Newaygo
& Lake Shore
R. R. from Grand Rapids. . Trains
leave Pearl St. depot at 9:15; A. M.; and 4:30, P. M.

Quarterly Meetings plewse

R.

»er

7.20

derangements of Liver,

ST JosEPH’S VALLEY Y. M. will convene at Mason
church, Friday, May 23, at 1 o’clock. Teams will be
agsopolis, early Friday morning, for
at Elkhart &
delegates to Y. M.' Mason is midway between the
two stations. The cars arrive about 5 o’clock, A. M.,

ST. LAWRENOR Y. M. will
with the Free Baptist church
June 27—20. Conference at I,
instructed by the pastor to

Sunday School

DIADEM

BIGLOW

FORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all

B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

will be

£

725

Dover,

Best

WALNUT CREEK Q. M. will meet with Kewanee
church, Friday, June 20, at 21-2, P. Mm.

desired that Q. M’s

:

JAMES

the Y. M. Assignments as follows:
Sermon on Christian Union,—Chas. Payne. Essay,
Sanctification. W. Hayden, Eseay, Our denominassay, Design of
tional Mission,—J. 8. Staples.
. Smith,
Christian
Baptism,—H.
Exposition,
Rev. 4:4—10,—A. G. Brann. Question Drawer, subject, Harvest Field, Are we properly oseupying it?
atson.
Essay, Intermediate State of the
ead,—J.D.
Essay. Law of Retribution,—C. L. Russell.
It 18 earnestly requested that all the ministers of
the Y.M.be present and present skeletons of sermons
for criticism,
J.D. BATSON, Sec.

MICHIGAN Y. M,

6.35
6.4
ss

Boston,

¢

.... Trains

MINISTFRS’ CONFRRENCE of the Minnesota Y.M,
will convene July 10, at 2, P. M., at the same place as

JAMES

School,

and W. H. DOANE,

Book ever issued.
The large orders already received ave being filled

ROYAL

Bay.

X

Rochester,
Farmington,
New Durham,
Alton
Alton
Bay,

MINNESOTA Y. M. will convene with the church at | Arr.

on both roads.

Sunday

as rapidly as possible.
Examine

Port-

#*Qr on arrival of Trains from Boston and Portand.
Trains for Dever.
AM
P.M

Clerk

=r

,

:

No.
16tf

oe

Gonic,

¢¢
¢“
¢
“
Arr.

Diamond Bluff, St. Croix Q. M, Wis., Julv1l,at2
o’clock, P. M.
J, D. BATSON, Clerk.
3t21
:

i

for

A.M.

-

over,

ister, and we

8. Wo/COWELL,

it does it so quickly an

Is the best and most attractive

M.

Alton

trust that statistics correct and definite. also our | Leave Alton Bay,
-annual dues, will be forthcoming. And now, brethAlton,
h
ren, let us prepare for a strong and vital effort for
hi am:
God

Dover for S. B.

WINNIPISEOGEE

Leave Foson,

A good.attendance together with a

annual

5.15 5.42 B

Trains

full report by letter and delegation is earnestly soBigibed. It will be youd abeted Jat als is the sesgion

a, that

DIADEM

For the

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.

LAWRENCE Q. M, will hold its next session with
the Burke church, June 13—15. Conference Friday,
atl clocks.

leaves

at 10.15 A. M.

Trains leave for Alton
9.90 10.50 A. M., and 6.25 P. M.

Clerk.

Toledo.

does, and

ROYAL

1873.

CONFERENCE

OHTO CENTRAL Y.M. will hold its next session
with the V enice church. within the bounds of the
Seneca & Huron Q, M., commencing on Friday,June
to

Dys

The New Song Book,

Trammsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,

will hold its next session with the West Lebanon
church, Tuesday, May 27, at 10 o’clock,

Mansfield

ofula

3.30 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Porti
land at 6.17 P. M1.
if you want the brightest and best, for évery Song in
5.00 P. a. train from Boston leaves Dover for Great
ROYAL DIADEM is worth the price charged for
Falls at 7.45 p. M.
the book.
6.00 P. M, train from Boston leaves Dover for PortPrice 35 cents, retail ; $30 per 100 copies, in
and at 8,15 P. M.
board covers.
One Copy (paper cover) sent on receipt of 35 cents.
5.50 7.50 10.58 A. M.

from

S

and
itic diseases,

NOW READY!!

RAILROAD

ARRANGEMENT,

12.30 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover
land at 3.05 P. M.

A.B, WiLsox, Clerk,
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ROYAL DIADEM
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830 A. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Portland at 10.45 A. M.

to their People,~Dr. E.

L. P. BICKFORD,

premature graves;

By Rev, ROB'T LOWRY

G. Morgan, Dut: of a Church to its Pastor,—Mrs.
ode of Baptism in the Christian
M. C.
Brown.
Churches for the first three hundred Years,—J. M.
Crandall. The Reformation under Martin Luther,—
L A Crand all .—~Life and Times of John Huss,—J. H.
Walrath, Church Histo:
first two hundred Years,
—J. B. Randall. Spiritual
Mindedness,—J. West.
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W F Behel,
Me, per R Pease,
Smith,
Mich, per A J Davis,

Concord, N. H.

Alternate,

—Miss M. E.
Stewart: Fraver ~—Mre. J M. Langworthy. What Kind of Trnoth does the present Age
require from the Pulpit ?—H . Belden. The Intermediate State of the Dead,—A. ¥.
Wilson. What is the
t Want of the Churches ?—W. R. Stone. Divine
uthenticity of the Scriptures,—Mrs. V. G. Ramsey.
Are the Truths of the Bible any more sacred than
the truths of Nature,—M: C. Brown. Will all Souls
be assembled at once for General Judgment ?—@G. P.
7» The Work of the Laity
. Hoxie. The
best Method of Sonducting Sabbath = Schools,~J.
Duty of Pastors

Mass, per Mrs W W

;

Brown,

The Power of

Lawrence,

Hateh,
Chicago ch. Il, per
«ast
Livermore ch,
Laconia oh. Dee A D
‘Grand Rapids Q M,

P. Ramsey.
Essays
indrances of Denomina«
tional Advancement, —J. M ¥
orthy. Is Man
totally Depraved ?—S. 8. Cady.
hat is the Nature
of true Repentance ?—J. W.Barr . Was it the Amount
of Suffering Christ endured that gave Meritto the
tonement,—C. L.
Vail.
Home Influence,—Mrs.
C. L. Vail. The Unity of true Believers,—E. Crowell. The Grandeur of Moral and Spirindal Pregress,

Huxtable.

.M: Rev G H Howaxgd, M H Fill-

ard, 2 50; Goodrich ¢h; J Vanbushirk, $5, other, $1; Richfield eh; I, Mathews, Methodist
ch; Dayton oh, $4; Birch Run, $3; Gaines, $4;
54.50
Bethlehem, 3 Rich ), $4; Davidson, $7,
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.
(The
with the Central New York Y,

tothe influence

This 18 a tormudable list of human ailments for any
single medicine to successfully attack,
and it is not
robable that any one article
before
public has
he power to cure the quarter of them excepting the
VEGETINE. It lays the axe at the root of the tree of
disease by first ehminating every impurity
from the
blood, promoting the secretions, opening
the pores—
the
t escape valves of the system—invigorating
the liver to its full and natural action, cleansing the
stomach and strengthening digestion. This much
accomplished, the speedy and
the
cure of |
not only the diseases we have enumerated, but likewise the whole train of chronic and constitutional
disorders, is certain to follow. This is Prutisel

ch; A Bridgham, $5; others, $2. per GH How-

the 27th, at 2, P.M. Church letters forwarded 0
this Q. M. should contain church statistics.
D, C. WHEELER, Clerk,
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and impure blood.
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universal curse of
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r
ney,
Melrose,
Min,
Naney E Potter, North Scituate, R I.
Grafton Norris, St Francis, Min.

WESTERN R. I. Q.M. will hold its session with
the church in Chepachet, May 28, 29, commencing at
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-
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could not save him, as he had not vigor ough to
endure the operation. Just then we commen
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Notices and Appointments,

recovery

J. F. TUF18.

will be at Goverveur on Friday, » M., and

is mor@'than a substitute tor Castor

far

& Wiley-iiseT. 1) W ie Witcher
| Wrigh
Wyatt—Mrs Mary E Willey) E Will lams—J M Wright

will'have conveyances present, to carry delegates
and others to the meeting.
Trains go east at 10:30,
A. M., and 2, P. M. ; west;at 10:30,A. M , and 2 o’clock,
8. D. BATES, Clerk.
P.M.
221

keep and to use in every family. It is recommended
by physicians and persons of all classes, and to-day,
after a public trial of thirty years—the average lite
of man—it stands unrivaled and vnexcelled, spreading its uséfuluess over the wide world. Its large
and increasing sale affords
positive evidence of 16s
enduring fame. We do net deem it necessary to say
much in its favor as one small bottle will do more to
convince you of its efficacy than all the advertisements in the world. Give it one-fair trial and you
would not be without it for ten times its cost.
It 18 an External and Internal Remedy. For Summer Complaint, or any other form of bowel disease
in chitdren or adults, it is an almost certain cure, and
has, without doubt, Been more successful in curing
the various kinds of CHOLERA than any other
known remedy, or the most skillful physician. In
India, Africa and China, where this dreadful disease
is more or less prevalent, the Pain Killer is consid-

The twenty-eighth anniversary of the Boston
Baptist Bethel Society was celebrated
SunThe
day evening, April 27, in Tremont Temple.
report of the treasurer showed that the total

Ministers and Churches.

a great host ofF', Baptists

made

$18,428.83.

—

The F. Baptist church
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!
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5 NATICK, Mass., Jan, 1, 1873.
ear Bir—~We have
good reason fe
our
VEGETINE a medioind of the onto vaduer We fool
assured that it han ‘been the means of
our
son’s life. He is now sevente
8 of age: for
the last two years
he has aad Nom necrosis of
his leg, caused by serofulous affection,
and was so

deem

0. W. YouUxg, Clerk.

R.,

RHODE ISLAND.

It has

lb

New Washington, on.the Toledo, Tiffin & Eastern R.

dy, from the fact that it gives immediate and permaneut relief. It is a purely vegetable
preparation,

$2,470.85 ; the home expenses of the year have
been $876.02; the amount sent to Burmah,

Canada ‘West, Rev. J. Ingram
recently,
baptized fourteen converts, some of the r
sults of a precious revival enjoyed in March.
;
H.P:

BosTON, MASS.

server of health.

The second annual meeting of the Woman's
Baptist Missionary Society was held at the
Shawmut Avenue Baptist church, Boston, April

J. F. Tu¥rs.

CANADA.

ley—Mrs J

x

ence Friday at 1 o’clock, P, M.

6, at 2 o’clock, P. M.

This celebrated medicine has won a deservedly
high reputation as an alleviator of pain aud a pre-

The Bible and Publication Society, Thursday
afternoon and evening and Friday morning.

WrignaT's CORNERS, IND. A good work
of grace has been enjoyed by the Providence church at “Wright's Corners,” Ind.
the past winter. Rev. E. 8S. Gibson assist
ed in preaching and labor, and the blessing
of God attended the word and the prayers
.of his people. Apr. 6, T baptized ten happy

679

PROVIDENCE,

anniversaries in Albany the present year,proffering hospitality to such as come expressly to attend the meetings, it has been arranged that the
Societies meet in the following order:—The
Missionary Union on Tuesday morning, May
20th, to continue its sessions till Wednesday
noon. The Home Mission Society, Wednesday

our Zion would be accomplished.
Please,
brethren, send us their names, and aid us in

Buffalo, N. Y.,

PAIN - KILLER.

The churches at Albany, N. Y., having invited
the Baptist Missionary Societies to hold their

charge of the churches in their vicinity,
they would be cared for, and much good to

St,,

your, case.

large expense, and yet he can not rejoice in the
conversion of a single Israelite to Christianity.

the

W. Seneca

for a printed list of questions, to assist in describing

‘notwithstanding the crowds they mingle 884 visits, officiated on 264 occasions, presdched
with, and so shifting “is the population that 76 times, distributed 22,000 pages of tracts at a

they are easily overlooked. But if pastors
from whose churches persons remove

3mi8

The “Centaur Liniment,” “ Quuker Bitters,” and
“ Yegetine,” ‘advertised in another column of this
paper, are for sale by Wm. H. Vickery, whelesale
and retail druggist, Central street, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully
executed.
6m17

with a view of obtaining assistance in establishing a theological institution
in Manchester,
where Baptist principles and practices will be
his

For terms, write to

Those who have once used the Eureka Machine
twist, will use no other. It is warranted in every respect, Sold by dealers everywhere.

Cheshire,

of

Plows.

Steel

Couns & Co., 212 Wate street, New York.

clearly taught.

”

E. 8. Best. No person can doubt this testimony, and
there is no doubt about the curative powers of VEG-

J
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ELLsworTH Q. M. will hold its next session with

connected

a farmenin every town as agent for

Solid

the Collins

brethren,

The fidelity of the Jew to the faith

Brentwood, N. H.

Wanted,

churches into cities, are lost to us, and often to the cause of Christ, by not being

7.)

“

n

the 2d Hancock church, June 20—22,1n the union
meeting-house at the Corner (so called).
Confer-

pe

Lancashire,

Lymm;

(free)

throughout the land,

Congregational
Jones of Philato the Baptist
and recently at

of Waterbarn,

Seeds
N. H.,
of the

Made by Walter Baker & Col, Boston, and for sale

deputies te the Baptist churches of this country

our work.

)

.

of letters from | box—

tion will ever wish to resume the interdictéd articles.

Those unacquainted with the facts, have
but a very incorrect idea of how many of
our members moving from the country

having

Ph

.

\¥. avis
dresses by Revs.
f
i
THURSDAY, June 5. 812,A. M.,prayer meeting conducted by Rev. J.N. Rich. 10,
ham Institute’s re.
ort of managers; 10 3-4, educational addresses by
,J. J 8. Perkins and ‘M. Phillips. 2,p.M.,
ve. J. Mar)
mission addresses by Revs.0.R.Bacheler,R. Cameron,
J.W.Dunjee and A. Freeman; 8 1-4,P.M., sermon b,
7 1
Rev. 8.
G. Wood row; 4, communion service;
Sabbath School Union business meeting; 8, addresees by Revs. J. Boyd, G. W. Wallace, 5. D. Church
and8. 8. Pi
| Pérsons ok
to be in attendance and desir:
to communicate
nest
entertainment are
ith Rev. &. M. Brewster,
orth
Scituate, R. I.
ges leave
© ange Hotel 1 Providence, for
North Scituate, daily, a 1 o'clock , A.M. and 4, P
M. Churches are requested to
forward their
rogular
annual contributions for Association purposes,
Per Order of Ex. Com.
J. M. BREWSTER, Clerk.

Hom@orATHIC COCOA, prepared under the mest

ithe foreign field? Shall we bear the 'disgraee of this imputation, or the more than
equally damaging one that we are indifferent on this important subject ? Let us as a
denomination ‘bring all the tithes into the Southington, Conn., Dea, Holmes, of N. J., perstorehouse,” and prove if the Lord ‘‘will formed a similar service.
The Baptists of England who adhere to the
not pour us out a blessing.”
May the inclosed be accepted as my mite close or scriptural order in respect to terms of
VESTA,
communion, both as to the Lord's Table and
for this good cause.
church Membership,

Bo, d,

able homeeopathio chemical advice, is freely allowed
by physicians of that school when a
t embargo
is laid upon tea and coffee. Few wid dave tested
the purity and exquisite aroma of this choice prepara-

Is it bovause the denomination is g0 “poor |. Laymen have been introduced in the ordina-

Send ue Their Names.

A,

and D A

spring up into a loveliness that will gratify the eye
and a usefulness that will gladden the heart.
Address
Messrs. J.T. SMITH & SONS,
8t20

2, P.M,

Ho
.
H
a

Rev.

from which to select the seeds which will ere long

duty

tion services of Baptist and
churches. Not long since N. G.
delphia delivered the charge
chureh at Lower Meriden, Pa.,

:

The new Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable
of Messrs. J. T. Smith & Sons, of Brentwood,
is suggestive of the beauty and the fragrance
approaching summer.
Now is the time to send for the Catalogue

$700 because he had raised. some 130 chickens
and 80 bushels of potatoes during the yé&ar,

means

Atwood’s

with

that can compete
BITTERS.

lies to the See of Peter.”

thatit can sustain only five missionaries in

pastors

wl

ry

perance meeting; ad

Missionary Stations, not only

to counteract the climatic influences on the families

¥

request, on Prof. Tyndall’s ‘proposed prayerdn this matter, and realize the hope he has gauge. The doctor thinks that what we don’t
$0 long cherished, and be able to enter ‘into know about nature should make us very modest
lio} field where he has so long desired to in denying, and what we de kmow about grace
should make us very bold in believing.
abor,

to the

a,

Bonon ndand business. Dunas;

For the past twenty yearsithas been extensively
used by Missionaries in’ India, China, Turkey, in

.necessary to grant his request. And while
The Episcopalians of New York city run a
attempting to decide: how much this shall charitable society, St. Johw’s Guild, which
be, let him read the story of the ‘‘poor wid- spends no money in salaries or office rent.
ow'’s mite,” and the statement of facts in the Those connected with it give their services.
Morning Star of Apr, 30th, under the head- The Guild'looks after the wretechedly poor in
ing, The Foreign
Mission Work, Ministers one section of the city, and sends them clothing
should awake to this subject and teach their
people practical beuneyolence. And may and provisions as they may need.
we all be able to ‘‘offer willingly,” rememOf all the churches gathered in Boston prior
bering that we are only
doing, what it is to the year 1700, the King's Chapel is the only
our duty to do, fer, as the Psalmist expresses one whose place of worship is on the original
it, “all things come of thee; and of thine site, Some of the early Boston churches have
own have we given thee.”
moved three or four times to suit the convenWe hope “J. L. P." will not grow ience of the worshipers.
“weary,” but will by his ‘‘continual coms
Dr.
Mark
Hopkins
has
preach
a
sermon,
by
ing” be able, with the blessing of God, to

write

|
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WEDNESDAY, June 4. 8 1-2/4. 3; Ministers’
Con- | JW Etealent
ence continued;
10, A. M,, organization of associa: | Myyd H

‘bly and 80 widely known as DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER.

“that the Mission is not forgotten: =
If you consult our leading medical ‘men, they will
Tu the [ee of the importunate widow
tell you that for the cure of Dyspepsia, Heartburn,
we find the unjust ey
hr
that he
The Roman Catholic laymen of Boston have
Costiveness, Headache, Dewill aven
er, lest
by her ‘‘continual formed a Cathglic Union for the purpose of Acidity of the Stomach,
la
Vertigo,
comingh
e weary him. I am reminded showing sympathy with the Pope * in his afflic- pression 3 Spirits, Flatulency, Languor,
is no remedy
of this by reading J. L. P.’s letters pleadin tions and expressing the fealty of Boston Catho- and Enervated Digestive Organs, there
QUININE TONIC

would

church,

Rev. M. W. Burlingame,

There 18, probably, no family Medicine so favora.

i

Bishop Haven (Methodist) has returned to
Boston from his sojourn in Mexico, and announces that he has secured for missionary. use
in Puebla one ofghe buildings of the Convent of
San Domingo. & |

The Foreign Mission Secretary lately re-

rouse the churches to a sense of their
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the son of the Rev,
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from the same

-
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The Great Family Medicine of the Age.
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‘churches reported revivals during the ‘winter,
Preaching
by Rev. R. J. Poston, lately coming
from Southern Ohio,
to labor with the Larue,

Let them speak.

say in unmistakable

Cor-

D. PEASE, Clerk.

hearty, and effectual.
Nor, ghould the
churches alone speak. There are some
who have their fifties and their hundreds
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expelled from the system without the

least difficulty; a few
most obstinate case.

hottles

are

}

sufficient for the

Piles; one bottle has cured the most difionlt case

MARRIED

when all other remedies failed.
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headnche, &¢.,
In Pierpont, N. Yi; May 11, at the ‘residence of the
eased immediately.
bride’s mother, by Rev. W. Whitfield, Mr, John €
Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and alr Sorofular
Fuller and Miss
Emma Shaw.
\
Afftictions remoyed or greatly relieved by this invalIn Litchfield, Me., April 23, by Rev, Wm. -Cuninguable
medicine.
.
ham, Mr. Joseph Ctirtis, of Bowdoin, and Miss RoBronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysterics
sella Danham, of L.
cured or much relieved.
:
In Lebanon, Me. by Rev. E, Tuttle.
0.Kossuth
Cowell and Miss Hatiie A. Smith, both of L.
Difficult Breathing, Pain in the I nngs, Side and
Chest almost invariably cured by
ugh few bot
tles of the Quaker Bitters.
HORACE WATERS & SON
Female Difficulties, so prevaleat among Ameriv Yu W
oan ladies, yield readily to this inwaluable medicine,
dispose of 100 Pianos, ly Melodeons and oO Te | the Quaker
Bitters.
guns, of first-class makers, including Waters”, at
Bilious, Remittant and Iutésmittant Fevers, so,
very low prices for cash, or part cash, and
prevalent
in
many
parts of oup- country, completely
balance in small monthly installments. New F-octave
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
modern improvements, for
first class
FHPlanos,
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the ar275 cash. The Waters Concerto Parlor
tiele they stand in need of im their declining years.
rans are the most beautiful in style ind perfect
It quickens the blood and
cheers the mind, and paves
+ 1yss
tone ever made. Illustrated Catalogue mai
the passage down the plane inclined.

A Great Offer! iM edn,

i

CAUSEand
CURE of DISEASE.
Every afflicted person will be deeply interested ir

No

\

the perusal of a pamphlet Just published by Dr. R
Greene, who has
been Physician of the Boston Med
ical Institute for twenty-five years. It described va[mous diseases and their prop r treatment, and should
be in every family. Price fty cents; but it will be
sent hy mail, free,to invalids, to any part of the)
Address, Dr. R. GREENE, 34 ol mple Place ’
country.
4419
Boston, Mass:
.
wAddress
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oan remain long unwell

Sold by all Pruggists

(unless

afllicked

and Dealers in

Medicines.
For sale by LOTHROPS & PINKHAM, wholesale
and retail druggists, Franklin
Square, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail promptly and
faithfully executed,
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GE NTS. New York, for less selling book pub!
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THE

ped, and he fell again, down, down,against
something soft and warm.
A delicious think of the English language ?”
‘| sense of comfort stole over him, and he re-’
Maurice replied, “It is good enough for
membered nothing more.
anybody to speak.”
“For the jolly boys and all? he asked
“ An awful storm, wife,” Mr. Gary said,
coming in from the barn. ** I almost Tailed again.
"uh
to get here. Th2 horses—wheres Dick?”
“Yes, sir!” said many voices.
“Then why do they alter it as many boys
looking around the room.
pe
« He went over to Aunt '"Manda’s better'n do? When foreigners come to settle among

Left Alone at Eighty.
u

——

:

What did you say, dear, breakfast?
Somehow I’ve slept too late;

You are
Go-tell
I'll dress
My old

very kind, dear Effie,
them not to wait.
as quick as ever I cap,
hands tremble sore,

an hour ago,” replied his wife,looking wor-

ried. ** I wish you and Sam would go after
him.”
‘“ Pooh! he’s all right: Probably Aunt
‘Manda wouldn't let him come home, it

And Polly, who used to help, dear heart!

¢ + Lies © other side o’ the door.
Put up the old pipe, deary, A
1 couldn’t smoke to-day;

| I'm sort o’ dazed and frightened,
And don’t know what to say.

!

re-

could

that

not

was

anxious

did

not

deter

wi. ry from going straight across to
Aunt
Manda’s the next morning,after him.
Great was the consférnation when it was,
found that Dick bad not been there at all.
Mr. Gary at once instituted a search, in
which all the neighbors joined. High and
low they looked.but no trace of the missing

And the first June rose has blown,

O heart of love! so still and colds
O precious lips, so white !—
For the first sad hours in sixty years,
J
You were out of my reach, last night.

| boy could be found.

:

At

last Mr. Gary

spied what appeared to be a little hummock
of snow just at the edge of the woods.

You'vé cut the flower.
You're very kind.
She rooted it, last may ;
It was only a slip; I pulled the rose,
And threw the stem away;
But she, sweet, thrifty soul, bent down,
And planted it where she stood,
“ Dear, may be the flowers are living,” she said,
“ Asleep, in this bit of wood.”

*¢ Frye’s old root cellar,”

said

a man

to

| whom he pointed it out. ‘* Like's not the
| b'ye got in there.”
Mr. Gary shook his head sadly, going
{ toward the mound.
Stoopinglow, he peer4 ed into the darkness, and his
{ white as death.

I can’t rest, deary—I can not rest;
Let the old man have his will,
And wander from porch to garden post—

face

became

¢¢ Sh-sh,” he said, holding vp his hand
and motioning back the men
following

The house is so deathly still;

" Wander, and long for a sight of the gate

| him.

|

She has left ajar for me— .
‘We had got so used to each other, dear,
So used to each other, you see.

+ What's the

matter,

Gary?

as if you'd seen a ghost,”

\

You

said

look

Mr.

Baker,

leaning forward.

Sixty years, and so wise and good,
She made me a better man
From the moment I kissed her fair young face,
And our lover's life began.
And seven fine boys she has given me,
And out of the seven, not one
But the noblest father in all the land

““ Oh,

my!”

he exclaimed...

Dick, his head resting on the
of a huge black bear, fast

Baker's ery woke him,

‘Would be proud to call his son.

and

There

was

shaggy
asleep.

coat
Mr.

with a shout

So winsome, and good, and sweet !
She had roses twined in her sunny hair,
White shoes on her dainty feet;
And I held her hand—Was it yesterday
That we stood up to be wed?
And—No, I remember, I’m eighty to-day,
And my dear wife, Polly, is dead.

of the
but

Mr.

Gary

and

kissed,

But be always

declared

been there, you would have frozen surely.”
“ Well, father, I spose God
put him
there, and sent his angel to push me right

against him.”

{

—
The Anti-Slang

for Papa.

Society.

«“ T don’t like Lucius Weed, for he is such

£

She always stood apon the steps,
Just by the cottage door,
‘Waiting to kiss me, when T came

Each night home from the store.

Ni.

Her eyes were like two glorious stars,
Dancing in beaven’s own blue;
“ Papa,” she’d call, like a wee bird,
“ Is lootin’ out for you.”

a slangy boy,” said Maurice Nelson to a
group of boys who had just come out of
one ofthe high-schools of New York.
¢ I wonder what Mr. Bentley would say
about that word ¢ slangy,’ * cunningly said

‘Alas! how sadly do our lives
.
Change as we onward roam;
For now no birdie voice calls out

Arthur Phillips.
« I did not know what other word
so well describe him,” said Maurice.

would

¢ Are you-talking about the new

fellow

who came to-day ?” asked Charles Brooke.
*¢ Didn't Mr, Bentley tell us not to say
¢ fellow ?—say, now,” asked a small boy,
named Willie Spencer.
¢ And wouldn't he ask you this minute,

To bid me welcome home.
littl e arms stretch out to me,

No blue eyes, dancing bright,
Are peeping from the cottage door,
When I come home at night.

if he were

here,

what

you

mean

by

¢ say

now’ ?” asked Arthur.
‘* Oh, dear! I ain’ going to talk like an

And yet, it comforts me to think
That, when I'm called away
From scenes below, to those of bright
And everlasting day,
A little angel at the gate,
With eyes divinely blue,
Will call with birdie voice, ¢“ Papa,
P’s lootin’ out for you.”

old man,” said Willie.

Now came Lucius, pell-mell down the
stairs, shoutingto a boy who was behind
him, ¢ Bully for you! you ain’t tied, to

your mammy’s apron-string !”
They had agreed to try a race with

The Family Circle

their

velocipedes, and Horace Little, the boy
who came out with him, had consented to

conceal the fact from his mother,

who

had

forbidden him to ride recklessly on the side-

X

Dick’s Prayer.
BY

Dick

stood

ADDIE

in

CARLETON.

the

|

door-way,

the

chill

breeze lifting his hair.
“ Looks like a storm,” he soliloquized.
‘‘ I've a mind to carry Aunt ’Manda’s basket over now 'fore supper.”
“ Perhaps you'd better,” his mother said,

cuiting the pie in nine pieces for the nine

little Garys, and giving Dick his; * betier
start right off. Them cloud banks over
there looks like snow.”

g

‘“ Aunt 'Manda,” as Dick had called

her,

although she bore no kind of relationship to
the Garys, lived about two miles distant.
That is, two miles by the main road. But
Dick, when he saw how black and thick
the storm was gathering around him, re-

solved to cut across, thus

shortening "the

distance considerably.

Bultoning his jacket tight aboufhim, and

tying his purple

comforter

over

his

ears,

the brave little fellow started out. The
wind whistled and sore away with all its
strength at his wrappings, but he kept

manfully on his way.

At last the storm

came.’

.

+ ** Whew,” thought Dick, as

he

plunged

along, ‘this isn’t as comfortable as it
might be.” The driving particles of sleet,
sharp as needles, stung his face ; the snow,

. coming

blinded

still thicker
him,

filling

and
his

faster, almost
eyes,

among the folds of his muffler.
“Pears

to me

I

ought

to

sifting

in

be 'most

there,” he said at last, straining his eyes in
vain to discover some old land-mark.
Everything
was
so
strange.” Chilled
through and through, he wandered on, now
stumbling, falling among the drifts of snow,
| Dick was lost.
And Dick knew he was lost. He thought

~ he was goingto freeze, and, falling on his

"Mr. Bentley then asked, “Do you suppose
any better French ?”
sir—a great deal worse!" said the
may bet on that!” shouted Lucius.
of the boys noticed him. Mr. Bent-

ley did not seem to hear what he said, but
continued : **Yes, I spoke very bad French,

I know ; but not willingly.”
“Oh ! no, sir!” said the boys,
what

“Then

think

we

must

of

some

Americans who use their ingenuity to spoil
2
iB”
Most of the boys looked puzzled.
But
“I know what he is coming to,” thought
:
Maurice.
“Is *lick-a-to-split’ scholarly ?*’ asked Mr.

Bentley.

Is ‘bully for you’ classic?”

**Not much,” said Lucius,

walk.
The group of boys looked at each other
meaning! y when they heard what Lucius
said, but he looked around with a bright
glance, and added, ‘“ What a gang! what a
hard-leoking lot!” But they did not resent it, for they knew he meant it playfully, aud they only wished Mr. Bentley had

heard it so that he could correct Lucius for
using slung.
:
Lucius was not altogether a bad boy—
only jolly, as he said of himself. He was
too.fond of fun and frolic, and eagerly
caught up slang phrases. He had a luxurious home and kind, indulgent parents,
and he thought Horace’s mother was too

strict with him, and so persuaded

him to

evade the rule about racing with velocipedes. This was not right ; and if he had
given himself time to think, he would have
known that it was not.

Bat, Heigho! for a

good time was the word with

him, and eo

the two velocipedes,
were soon side by side,

and the two gleeful boys ready to knock
everybody down who was coming along, as
they said.
:
‘* I'll beat you, Luche !” said Horace.
*¢ Not much,” said Lucius.
This was a new and very captivating expression, and he gave it great effect, as he
thought, by his tanner of speaking it.
He reached the goal fist, and so-called
back to Horace, ** Acknowledge the corn!’
My. Bentley reached the cormer of this
street in time to hear one of the boys of
his school making use of such a low expresgion. The boys did not see him as they

quickly turned to ride back, Lucius

shout-

ing, ** Now go it, lick-a-to-split !”
Mr.
Bentley nodded meaningly, and
walked on.
1t was one of the exercises of the school
to correct, on the blackboard, ungrammatical phrases. Lucius was much interested
in this exercise. He liked to be the first to

knees, he asked God to guide him, and, if call out corrections. As Mr. Bentley relaxit should be his will that he should never ed his disciplire a little at such times,
see his dear home again, to take him to the boys quite enjoyed it, and cheered
himself
in heaven. Then he got up and the greatest blunderers.
When the next time came for this exerstaggered forward. His shoulder came in
contact with a sharp corner, his foot trip- cise, Mr. Bentley surprised the school by

¢

a

there's no use of trying.

Every time

have tried I have fallen,”
!
“Well, why do you try to tug up that bit
of straw? That's what tumbles you down.
It's too beavy.”

The boys
blunderer.

cheered

him

as the

**Is ‘not much’ a proper

greatest

expression,

less applied to quantity?” asked
ley.
;
“No, sir,” said the boys.

Mr.

un-

Bent-

should

ask

‘“No, sir; but he would think you fanny,”

said Lucius.’

J

, *‘Should it be our greatest ambition to he
thought funny ?” asked Mr. Beutley,
‘No, sir, but it comes up

as

one

of the

little ambitions.”
“Then we must make it keep its own
place. Tt is good for us to be sportive at
times, but not

he came whirling down.
“Why, my good fellow, do

you

Don't you see the wind

it and

try to

at

all

times;

strikes

towards a

Arneld,
D. C. L., formerly Professor of Poet~
Bi the Univelsity of xford, and Fellow of
el College.
: James
R.
&

tion to his

words, and especially

when

he gives

for

up-

polities. For he has always a definite end in
view, and itis plain that there are deep and
that strong and vital convictions lying behind his ut-

sets you, and tumbles you off ?”
“Red feather, you call it!

is not its name.

No,

It is called

sir,

fashion,

among us ants, and the longer

sir,

such a feather

as

that!

Oh,

sir,

think of going and leaving my

I ean't

red feather

himself ap, and what do you think he had

as his load?

It was a grain of hard, yellow

sand !

y

“Well, Mr.
what kept you
see the use of
|. “Sand, sir,

Ant, you are here, and 1 see
from going up; but I can't
that grain of sand I”
sand! No, that is pure gold!
in

all ant-

had

one of his claws !

a

fiddle

in

:

“Ob, dear! I fear I shall never get up!
How many times I have fallen! But I can’t
go, and leave my fiddle! I must have my
amusements or I can’t live; .and if I can’t

carry them with me, there bs no use in my

Among them was a

curious,

sly

fellow,

examination I noticed that he had

a

small,

right words!” Have we not words enough -secret phial, in which was a drop of somein our grand language to express witty thing very black. -He tried to hide it, but
thoughts, without adopting slang? Is not I caught a glimpse of it, and saw it labelHe toiled and tugged
‘well done for you’ quite as lively as ’bully ed “secret sin.”
hard, but the phial was too much—he could
for you’?
“How many of my

not get up !

scholars

will

range

themselves on the side of Job did good

Dear reader, this tree is the Tree of Life;
this river is the River of Life; this fruit is
communion with God, and the faith that

language ?” asked Mr. Bentley, very pleaslifts us to heaven. You see the things that
antly.
The school rose in a body, Lucius appear- keep us from going up and taking of the
ing quite charmed with himself for beiag fruits! ‘We try to carry too heavy burdens.
willing to give up all his pet slang phrases. We are not willing to leave the follies and
Mr. Bentley looked highly delighted, too; the things of this world behind us! Poor
How
and after saying, ‘You may be seated,” he little ants! Poor human beings!
asked: “What plan will you adopt for form- much alike !
ing an anti-siang society ?”
Arthur Phillips said:

each take one

and

“Suppose,

reform

sir,

him.

we

Mr. Bentley then asked, “Do you all approve of Arthur's plan ?”
“Yes, sir!” came forth with a great shout.
‘Having formed this society, we shall
expect each member to be very strict with
himself, as it appears he will be accountable only to that person,” said Mr. Bentley,
cunningly.
‘‘As the doings of this society
will occupy the time out of school more
than in, my vigilance must cease
when
yours begins.”
i
“We will be vigilant, sir,” said the boys.
school was dismissed,

Lucius

hur-

ried home to tell his mother what a wonderful teacher Mr. Bentley was.

“We've form-

ed a society, ma, not to talk slang any
more; so I shall not call pa ‘governor,’ nor
the minister ‘an old fogy,’ or talk of ‘mammy’s apron-string’ any more,

you

see;

but:

I shall talk as good English as Job, and like
as not grow up to be as good a man."—
Methodist.

and

Falling.

little fellow on the head, and

ask him, jok-

ingly, to come over
to his place

and

learn

how to be a farmer.
The lad believed that business was business, and turned the offer over and over
in his mind. At length he decided to take
up with it, and getting ccusent at home,

be walked away to the farm-house

in per-

fect confidence in the farmer's word. Mr.
T——,though a good deal surprised, set
the boy to work, expecting that he would
give out before night, and trot off home.
But the child performed faithfully his tasks,

and

was delighted with alt “aroand him,

especially a pet lamb named Dolly, which
he took a great fancy to. Dolly would fol
Jow him about his work, and the boy had
Finally, when Sat-

gest that they should make

some arrange-

On the banks of a beautiful river stood a ment about his wages, The farmer, with
large, wide spreading, and yet loity tree. a merry twinkle in his eye, asked the child
The waters that flowedggast it were so pure, his terms. The boy had his mind made
and the stream always so full, that the tree up. He offered to work for him six months
was always, green, full of leaves, and if he would give him Dolly at the end of
was
abounding in fruit. At all times it had fra- that time. This moderate demand
grant blossoms, whose sweetness filled the accepted, and the boy worked faithfully
“finally a trouble
air, and at the same time was loaded with for his beloved pet. But
fruit that delighted the eye.
;
arose in his mind. He would be like the
--At the foot of this tree there lived many man who won an elephant in’ the lottery,
nimble, active, and intelligent ants. They What could he do with it? How could he
were told that the fruit on this tree was feed it after he took it away from the farm P
most delicious for foos!, -most satisfying to It gave the child many anxious hours, and
the appetite,and most nourishing to the eater. the workmen on the place rather enjoyed
All around the tree looked poor in compar- increasing his perplexity. Finally, the
that

golden

fruit.

They

knew,

friends and neighbors té

hasien up.

they
they
- and
their

By

looking upward, they could see the golden
sunbeams dancing among the green foliage,

and the fair fruit hanging on every
At last they

determined

that

bough.

they would

usually

understood.

The doctrine of

eousness in character und life is the one great
thing to be sought, and which the Bible ever in-

stress is laid by

much

thinks too

He

sists on.

theologians on the special attributes of a person

al God, on the sacrifice of Christ, on the

agency

of the Spirit, and on the phases of inward experience. On all these points he tells us that theologians and preachers are dogmatic where they
ought to be teachably modest, that
they are

high region of pra er immortal
life. shines.

the thought

summil and they are warmed oe
roots,
Summer
galés come sweeptropical land of
ind
A

to the very

ing over the

farmer suggested that he should
Dolly and take a stout
boots, and shéep's gray

in place of her.

The

give up

pair of cowhide
cloth for a su,

little

fellow

wisely

accepted the proposal, though not without
many a tug at ‘his heart-strings, After his
six months were up he had proved so useful that he was hired over for the season at
a dollar ‘a week and board. The farmer
gave

him, besides,

a bright silver

dollar

leave their old home, . and.go
and live’ when he left him, and these first earnings
were the foundation stone of a great foramong this beautiful fruit. So they began
tune he was afterwards able to amass, It
to climb up, some going straight upward,
and some in a zigzag course. But it was: was fairly laid by honest, faithful indussoon found that they keptslipping and fall- try, and this is a capital any boy may have
.
ing down again, Some hardly got started ; to begin life with.— Presbyterian,
some got up a few feet, and some a Tittle
higher ; but the result was the same. So I
Always avoid the company in which
set myself to watch them, and seb what the you are willing to tell a coarse jest, because
reason could be, that they so soon fell back for you it is a demoralizing company,
to the place of starting.
The first one Grossness is never humorous profanity
which I noticed was an old ant, whose 18 never admirable; and if your manner
joints seemed somewhat stiffened by age, and’ speech once begin to ravel out upon
and who cam? tumbling and rolling down that edge, all their manliness and charm are
in a hurry.
in danger.—G. W.” Qurtis.
[]

the val
all
Then
he seems
riers that wall
down into the

ng

alone, and the world
is sunless.
to come and
ever the bar‘bim off from our spirits,and leaps
heart of our |
0, Selling

ah

Wf er A

pair in
fresh i
of his
nee. Prayer then
becomes a tra
that converts
even
death into a revelation. The vale of durkness
becomes a Tabor,
the
oof the grave
an ascension |
"
8
have eme
from their prisons singing,C and gone up withrged
ra-

in chariots of

flume. Thus it was

with Christ when he strengthened himself for
his hour. His soul was in t
rations while
a world puag won him, In that night of darkness
God tented,
and a glory was lit there from
beyond all veils.
The bobdk is richly worth reading through, and

they who read will almost surely ponder to their
gratification and profit,

This new exposition of the Apocalypse is like
many others that

have

preceded.

it,~somewhas,

ingenious, instructive, suggestive, and
means destitute of interest.
in its main views that is new
large part even of its theory
been brought out by previous

by mo

There is not much
or striking, and a
in the details has
expounders.
We

frankly confess that it does not strike us as pod-

sessing any remarkable value, and it will not be
likely to lessen the speculation which* has so
often busied itself over that remarkable portion of

the New

Testament, -

RRA

AMONG THE ISLES OF SHOALS. By Celia Thaxter. With Dilustrations,
on: James R.
Osgood & Co. 1873. 16mo. pp. 184! Sold by
E. J. Lane & Co.

Most of what is found in this charming little
volume has
magazives,

appeared in ome of our monthly
It was delightful reading there,
It

is still more so in the present fitting and tasteful
shape.
The dainty little volume, just large
enough for convenient handling, the cream-laid

paper, the clear type, and-especially the very ad-

mirably designed and finely executed illustrations, all help in making it a special luxury to sit
in companionship with the author,while she supplies

history,

biography, legend,

incident, and
thoroughly

especially

artistic a way, all

simpler features

of

narrative and

while she paints, in so
the

grander and

the scenery, photographs

putting weapons into the hands of their hearers

| each phase of life, and charms us now and then
with what seems half reverie and half sugges.

He says that three-fourths of life is conduet, that
the remaining fourth is culture, and that one
great reason why the conduet is so poor is found

tels at the islands during the summer months,

to be used against both the Bible and the church.

in the fact that the culture is so defective. Hence

his urgent call for a broader and truer culture,
that

we

may

conduct.

have

a wiser

creed

and a better

Literature is thus to be the rectifier of

tion. It is one of the finest asit is the earliest
specimen of the vacation literature for 1873, and
we fancy it will do not

and add much to the

a little-to

pleasure of the great com-

FARM BALLADS.

Well, Prof. Arnold may be right, as he is €yjdently honest and
forcible.
But we
doubt

tavo. pp. 108,
Miss BEECHER’S HOUSEKEEPER

ly improved life.

whether, with all bis vigor and positiveness, he
will make many converts.

are not such as conciliate
better defense for his own

His method and tone
and win. He makesa

opinions

than some

other men have done, but we suspect that very
few if any evangelical readers will be convinced
that his scheme is more biblical than theirs, or

in any

way

better.

It is another of the many

new and professedly reasonable and easy ways
to solve the great moral problem of life, which

this century is multiplying, and it wears a plausible aspect. Bat, inasmuch as it takes away the

We can

thank

heartily

Prof. A. for this noble

and not untimely plea in bebalf of a broad
thorough literary cultare for the ministry;
weare far (rom sympathizing with him in
belief that this is to rationalize the epistle to

and
but
the
the

Romans or take the soul out of Johw's gospel. By

all means let us have knowledge,
be suffered to belittle faith or
The more practical righteousness
it won’t do to cut off its tap-root
:
generation.

but it must not
discrown love.
the better: but
by ignoring re-

Tips & TENDENCIES OF RELIGIOUS THOUGHT.
By J. L. Dudley. Phila.: Claxton, Remsen &
Haffelfinger. 1878. 12mo. pp. 807.
AN EXPOSITION OF THE PROPHECIES OF THE
APOCALYPSE. By the Rev. James De Pai, A.
M.. Chaplain in the U. 8,

Army.

Same

lishers, &c. 1878. '12mo. pp. 296.

Pub-

‘We know little of Mr. Dudley, whose volume.of
spoken and phonogruphically reported sermons is

mentioned above by its somewhat striking title.
But he shows himself here a fresh and forcible
thinker and a most affective rhetorician, even

though there seems to be now and then a little
straining after originality in statement, and his

style ocea~ionally runs to the very verge of turgicity. The fact that the discourses are presented as spoken to the audience in extemporaneous
address, is one, however,

and even commend

that goes far to Justify

what might

be open to just

criticism if primarily prepared for the deliberate
reader. But, taken as they are, they have much
more than ordinary merit. They seem saturat-

ed with the evangelical

spirit, they

:1e full of

fervor, they throb with intense life, tucy earry a

large amount

of magnetism,

they

exalt aim,

they wing aspiration, and tend to lift Christian
experience into a higher realm, as they serve to

invest old truths with a deeper and richer meaning. There is nothing techuical, and dry, and
hackneyed, and rigidly dogmatic in his method of
treating religious themes, and he

is r.ever ambi-

tious to follow the beaten track or the prevalent
teaching.
page the

methods of pulpit
showing on every

his mind and the constant
inative apd

poetic

urge home those

And yet, though
philosophic bent of

activity of the imagi-

faculties, he

never

very views of God and

fails

to

Christ

and duty in which are found the very
pith and,
marrow of the gospel.
It is, in the main, a
style of preaching that is just mow really de-

crowd the ho-

pany of visitors there,by helping them to see the
glory to which they would otherwise have remained blind.

dogma, and so we are to have a plain Bible, an
instructive pulpit, a manlier churehand a grent-

been and still is held by the great mass of Christian believers, and as this is just what the soul
feels that it can not afford to lose, most readers

urday night came, the boy ventured to sug-

too, that by climbing up into the tree,
could have just as much of the fruit as
wanted. Many ants had gone up
reached it, and sent wordhack for

terms are

There was once a New England lad
named Erastus B. Bigelow, who began life will probably shut the book with a sigh when the
very poor. But the boy had a talent for last page has been read, and turn back with eagerness and joy as they hear the old voice calling
work, and was ingenious and industri- to them
afresh and crying, * Behold the Lamb
ous. A good old farmer used to pat the of God that taketh away the sin of the world!”

always a caress for her.

Climbing

He rejects almost
verything that 18 accounted
vital in the evangelical creed, and gives us, in
place of it, something not very much better than
a rationalistic religion; though he makes much
more account of the Bible than most rationalists
It is the method of interpretation upon
do.
which he lays the great stress. He admits no
trinity, or atonement, or regeneration, as those

very heart and inspiration of the gospel,as it has

Small Beginnings.

I'H take

this one,” and he pointed to himself.

mental action be wholesome, and his theology
rational, self-consistent and truly biblical.
Secondly,he labors to prove that the prevailing meth-

going.”
seemingly wise far above what is written, and
Then I saw another tryjng to carry up a that they are constantly perverting the Bible
little demijohn of brandy-—just to give him which they profess to expound. and enforce. In
strength, and to enable him to climb the spite of their honesty, he thinks they are thus
faster. But he hardly began to ascend be- inviting impeachments, and while bewailing
and protesting against skepticisare
m themselves
fore he fell to the ground.

Scriptire which says, ‘How

“Its, sir,” said the boys.

First, he is intent on showing that
a broad and generous literary culture is of great
importance to the theologian, in order that his

dom! And would you have me go_up, if I Justification by faith, as protestants usually hold
can’t carry my gold?" I had rather never it, is such an offense to him that he seems never
weary of protesting against it in set forms of artaste the fruit on this tree.”
gument, or ‘of hitting it a blow by an episode
Down came another, and as he fell I when primarily dealing with other and different
heard a sort of ringing sound. And would topics. He assures us, over and over, that right-

who seemed to have nothing to hinder him,
and yet he could not get up. But on close

are

Two things seem to be especially aimed at in

behiud.”
>
od of interpreting
The next one that came roiling down fell ures is defective, Christianity out of the Seriptand that the dogmas affirmed
so hard ahd kicked so feebly that 1 really in its name are untrustworthy and can not long
thought he was killed.” But he soon picked command the assgut of candid anf thinking men.

it shows

forcible

i

terance.

the feather this volume.

the more fashionable is the owner, apd’ 1
assure you there is no one who can show

weakness of ‘mind to be always turning
things into sport. There is a passage of

ison with

An essay

better apprehension of the Bible. By Matthew

impending
The next ant bad got up a little higher, forcible in his statements. Moreover, his perwoe, that prayer has Its greatest
is most to us when gost
ed,
when a light puff of wind blew him off, and sonal character and his social and literary posi- Joliet.1e8 of heart
break, ion we go down into
tion are such as are almost sure to gain atten-

you believe it? the fellow.

“Suppose a particular friend

- When

LITERATURE AND DOGMA.

course,
ws be intensely. wakeful, living and richly
er, of course, can not paint a
| | Prcture; but the soulof geniu
uflame by inspirations from bao ved N04 wil
in the best condition to do
anything. Up in the

den life blooms out of it. Bternity sin pe hid
James
R. Osgood
“Straw! Sir;~do you call that straw?
go. 1878. 1
« PP. 816. Sold by E. J. Lave & heart, und new-born
blushes on all the face
Jo,
of life, and man is one when he prays,
Why, it's the*property have been all my
¥
.
0.
[)
-.
*
Prof.
Arnold is a vigorous thinker and a foreiNM
life earning! There is not another ant unBut to
the
power of
ble writer. Everything coming from his pen
er, it must be
remarked
der the tree who owns such a property, I suggests real robustness of
it isin the on
hours of the
mind. He is logical soul, when it is in
when a world hangs
must carry that, at all events.”
in his methods of thought, and clear, exact and upoh Land it is pressed
by some mighty urgency

“There is not another such lamp

innocently.

he think me gentlemanly in saying so?”

Some

it wasvhis prayer that did it all; for if he
hadn’t stopped to pray, he should have gone
right away from the cellar. “ But, Dick,”
his father would say, ¢ if the bear hadn't

My litfle Polly, so bright and fair;

to

‘Go

stairs,

men

again and again.

But a hundred sons couldn’t be to me
Like the woman I made my bride.

to them from the foot of the
bed a little more I’ ”

I spoke
“No,
boys.
‘You
Noue

“What's the matter with you, friend ?”
“Matter enough! [ can’t get up, and

One morning, when the little carry that bit of red feather in your mouth ? himself to the discussion of the higher themes of
morality, religion, and ecclesiastical creeds and

children rose very early, their mother called

making no resistance.

and cried over, and made to tell his story

And four good men beside, /

In eur endeavors, we‘hade many

bear

Qf course Dick was scolded,

At eighty years it’s an awesome thing
To drain such a bitter cup.
I know there’s Joseph, and John, and Hal,

English.

he bounded into his father’s arms, the

would not allow it. He had saved Dick’s
life, and should not lose his own.

Ta

to-day,’ ete. “1 once boarded with a French
family, in orderto learn to speak that language, and they were as anxious to learn

me if I were going to a certain lecture tonight, and I should say, ‘Not much,’ would

wanted to kill the creature,

Oh, well, dear Lord, I’ll be patient,

us, how anxious they are to learn it, beg-

ging us to correct them when they make
such mistakes as this: ‘It shall be very cold

blunders.

Dick

prevent

feelinggon his account, and

And I am eighty, dear Lord, to-day,—
Too old to be left alone!

No

I'll

‘“ all right,”

"The bees go humming, the whole day long,

Watching

stormed so. He'll do well enough.

risk him.” And with this comforting
flection, Mr, Gary posted off to bed.
However, the conviction

It’s lonesome in the house, here,
And lonesome out 0’ doer—
I never knew what lonesome meant,
In all my life, before.

But I feel so broken up;

MORNING "STAR, MAY: 21, 1873.
pleasantly asking, ‘Boys, what do you
Witerary Review.

By Will

Carleton.

Illustrat-

ed. New York: Harper & Brothers. 1873. oc-
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OLD KENSINGTON. A Novels By

ae
Miss Thack-

eray, author of *“ The Village on the Cliff,” &ec.

Wustrated:
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182,
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Publishers.

1873.

power of the pulpit is in no smull degree depen-

dent on its ability. to meet this demand,
We
have no space to speak of - the topics and of the
treatment accorded to them in detail, but we select a purdgraph or two from the sermon dealing
with the dominion of spirit over matter, and
with that portion of it which treats of prayer,
80 a8 10 afford a specimen of the author’s glowing
He says:
and fervid style.
The power of prayer as an intellectual stimuIt will not soive problems in
lant is very great.
geometry, or give the sluggard daily bread with
But the very act of prayer, if it be
oul work.

true prayer, vhrows the mind into the highest 1u-

tellectunl state us well as the deepest emotional,

ception or were complimented with a wider copy
ing by
tied, *“
author
young

the periodical press than the poem entiBetsey and I are Out.” - The name of the
was generally a strange one.
He was
and modest; he had made no mmnbitious

or risky ventures;

and

probably

no one

was

more suprised than he at the strength and sweep
of the wave of public opinion which
ed both

his

production

and popularity.

and himself

Indeed, the

at onee liftinto notice

merit of the poem

was such that another person,—and a woman at
that,—claimed the authorfhip of the production,

and asserted

the claim ‘with emphasis

through

the papers! But that is all past. This poem was
followed, after a time, by another, entitled,
* How Betsey and I made Up,”—a production
every way equal to its predecessor.
And then
came others of a similar sort, dealing with the

simple

domestic

life of the country, and with

such admirable insight, and original genius as to

disarm

criticism

and

call out a consentaneous

burst of symputhy and

compliment.

These po-

ems are here brought togetherin a rich and well
illustrated volume, and we do not hesitate to
predict for them a wide and creditable popularity.
:
“Miss Beecher” is a sigmflicant part of the title

of the second volume mentioned above, It means
Miss Catherine E. the only maiden member of the
great preacher’s ample family for many years. If
she is self-conscious and dogmatic, she has more
to offer in the way of apology for it than many or
even most women. She is thoroughly familiar
with the subjects here treated ; she has dealt with
them often and variedly in other volumes heretofore issued; and she has here brought together
the substance of several books, and the matured
results of many years’ thinking and experience.
The result is a volume crowded with just sucty
information as
to possess and

women, young and older, ought
apply.
We commend the work

with a glad emphasis,
Old

Kensington

has been

running as a serial

through one of our magazines. It bas met murked favor, and deserves the commendation which
has

been

generally

ay’s productions.
which she bears,

accordedto Miss Tnucker-

She

honors the great name
>
—

Ups AND DOWNS. An Eve id
Novel. By
Edward E. Hale, author of
e man without
a Country,” ete. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
1873. 16mo. pp. 319. Sold by E..J. Lane & Co.
Those who have read the greater portion of
this latest of Mr, Hale’s literary productions, as
it bas run through the magazine which be edits,
will be especialy glad to see it in this permanent
form. Those who have not read it will find reason enough in the simple authorship to assure
them of a most entertaining and suggestive book.
And the reading will not disappoint them. Tt

“has character, art, stimulus, and an object, and
none of these are doubtful.
~

Oliver Ditson& Co. keep up their well-earned
reputation in the ‘musical line, For proof, examine either of the following pieces which Liave just
come to hand
Brigar

lard.

J osephing

Pol-

Music by H. P. Banks.——Ygs,

Me's

CoMiNG.

Hore.

Song.

Words

by

By M. W. Hackelton,=——MyY

Sour WALI RTH FOR GOD, Reeitative and Aria
from the 180th Psalm. By Isaae Goodell,——OH,
FROM MY TENDER LOVE.
Music by Stradelln.
——DRIFTING INTO HARBOR.
Words "by Rev.

J. W. Carhart. Music by J. P. Webster.—I'URTER Dove. Polka, By Franz Behr.——LuT ME
KI88 HIM ERE I GO. Bong and chorus, Words
by Sum’! N, Witchell. Music by Wm. A. Huntley. ~—~MARCH of the Boston Schovl Regime ut,

If you put the battery of the infinite brain to
yours, why shouldw’t it wake? The best prayers
ure niw ays the best thinkers. For an intelieet

By W. A. French, —LAILA.

all ahve with the Divine, Infinite

Lineback,~~EVENING.

mind, will, of

octavo.

Few things in their line have appeared during
the past few years, that met a more cordial re-

manded ; the demand seems to us indicative of a

wholesome tendency of mind ; and the continued

Same

:

Waltz, By BW.

For the piano.

|

a

.

an

vi

:

of the

prelates in their rich sacerdotal robes

a scene of indescribable splendor.

de ]

formed

At the farther end of the meadow or val-

ley an altar ‘had been erected. Here the
panners drew up ina vast semicircle enclosing the great audience, and vespers

Oakes Ames.
——

yd

—

ba.

.

9

slid along the beam until he reached the
water-tank, His friends explained the object of their visit, and
presented him with
a very handsome gold-headed butcher, who
grabbed him by
the tail, swung him
around, slit his throat from ear to ear, and
in less than a minute the
earcass was in

and the painp

banners

the grandeur of the

—

a

wil

3

:

7

=

i

rr

Fi 7

H

Obituaries,

18H

—

an official

t disganoe b

were linked in

Te anitives for

of

Rho

uaries published in the Morning Star, who do

out along

had been a manufacturer

the

up'a

politics not for political | lighted

using

he wap the chief and central figure of our
current political history—winning a bad
eminence, anc covering

his name

with

an

The Habit of Fretting.

gation withdrew, and descended the mount-

Frettingis both useless and unnecessary; it does no good and a’ great deal of
harm; yet it is almost a universal sin,
More or less we are all given to it. We
fret over almost everything. In summer

Nobody who gver saw this grim gaunt. un,

ain in the light of bonfires that burned
upon numerous cliffs,
A spectacle of equal brilliancy, though
less
pompous, was presevted by the grand
torchlight procession which formed one
evening In the Square ol Lourdes, where
all were provided
with candles.” Thirty

gainly
man-—with his low,
broad forehead
and
heavy eyebrows, his bony and roughhewn frame, and his twinkling eyes—could
fail to note that he was a marked man,and

might either be animated by a good or
evil
genius, Perhaps he was equally inspired by both. Certainly he had generous
and honest traits in no ordinary
degree;
and yet these were overslaughed
at times
a

thousand

conscience-

or “treacherons;

gentle or implacable.

were in this

up, across the meadow

and

opinion.

because

‘ticular

whose

nature

bas

Johnson pursued the same

always

shown many sweet, wild roses growing
among his prickly thorns—this, of course,
we render with a willingness far move
hearty than that which animates our eriti-

sinuous

An

Extraordinary

great

Spectacle.

nouncing that fifty thou
then journeying through

fancies,

we

have

one

my

fair

sisters, if it

resources,

but

the

little wants

live among us, and her voice

not

much

ofa

mark,

but

they

the

that we

give

way,

seal upon her, and would not

and

the great breach once made in the wall
soon grows larger,
. I don’t believe in the cant that a woman
must always, under all and any circumstances, wear a smiling face when her husband comes home, or that she needs to
take her hands out of the dough or drop
the baby on the floor to run and meet him
at the

door.

~But

I do

believe,—nay,

The
mence

knowing

all this, my

and brothers, too, if they need it,—I know
that we ought to set our faces like a flint
against this useless, sinful, peace-destroying and home disturbing habit of fretting.

The

Skull
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of Shakespeare.
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his wonderful
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the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

Special

COLLEGE,

students

4

13 and

ness m doing their work is sec
from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography: Ancient History, Algebra an
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
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cious hog was seized by the hind legsi-and

or rooms may be

begin

The special werk of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school

attention
given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in
Music.
For further particulars, address the Principal.
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Calendar:

WINTER TERM, 12 weeks.

INSTITUTE.

The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday,
April 14, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
3. H. RICKER, Prin.
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New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1873.

E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

S4 Shod,

sustain the mourning

* English Note-Book :
“Vive la France!” resounded from rock | with Dr, Samuel Johnson, who. wrote his | Hawthorne's

and valley.

German.

Sec. ¢ Treas.

I. D. Smith, Principal Commercial

FALL TERM, 13 weeks.

February 3, 1873.

Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
Summer Term begins April 28, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
| For further particulars, apply to the Principal; or
E.C,
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
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NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight

CALENDAR, 1873.

SALMON died of consumption at
North-east, Pa., March 26th, 1873, aged 38 years.s|
the
Sister Salmon experienced
husband
and her about
“ish "and shereligion

without | 6d; then explaived, with vivacity,—

and

“Rev. G.S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

March 19—Spring Term begins.
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SEMINARY.

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,~continuing 13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—~continuing 13 weeks,
, closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address.

8. COPP, Instructor in Theological De-

MRS. ALMA

a number of years. I hud conversation with
him often a few weeks before his death. He

the drapery which concealed his own Stogu.

at Notre

it may

Tudeed,
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and Vocal Music.

stimulated himself by opium, The | ** Your father,” said the baron, in a mild | grace.
portion of the pilgrims came from Paris, | Shadwell
where their journey had been inaugurated | 50h impostor Pialmanaazar, Colbridze apd’| tone; ** he sold it to me about twenty-nine | ORINDA

by
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geo. B. GARDNER, Instructor in Painting and
rawing.
MELVI LLE W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental

Bro. D. lias been. a sufferer for:

to its support.
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operacion for three years. The coming year promises more enlarged usefulness.
The Village of
Evansville is finely located, and few Rlacos
the
West surpass it in point of moraland religious influences.
:
Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. Jacoss will have.charge of the Music Department.
:

Department.

WARREN A. DRAKE,
Penmanship
.

office was an honor to the cause of God and to
himselfas a Christian. He has buried one companion, an only son, and one dau
convenience our brother left the F.
and united with the Methodists, but always sal
he was a F. Baptist. He felt an interest in the
F. Mission, and manifested it by contributions

*¢ Impossible I”

is

This institution 18 under the control of the Wisconsgin Yearly Meeting,

will com-
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Blackstone wrote | lat collection,
I already possess that skull.” | gig hq way was clear, and he longed to depart
°° He must have been a rogue who sold | nq pe with Christ. He leaves a companion,

gone.”

institution

REv. DANIEL M.GRAHAM, D. D., President, and
Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.
REV. RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Burr Prof. Systematic
and Pastoral aneojory
REV. SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Fitiosephy.
GEORGE MCMILLAN,
A. M., Prof. of the Greek
and Latin Lan,
es.
ANIEL M.: FISK,
B. P., Prof. Nat, Science.
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M,, Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres.
Miss H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. of the Ladies’

ago moved with his family to this country.
Bro. Dutton was one of 7 or 8 organized into a
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a carefully enveloped package.
¢ The skull of Shakespeare.”
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HILLSDALE

cient but pleasant home, three parents, and seven childien, among them one minister of Jesus
and one lawyer, have been borne to the little
family burying place in stillness and retirement,

A certain French baron, whose scientific
tastes led him to collect the skulls of cele:

on

SuMMER TERM
March 24th,
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Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 19, 1873,

her only surviving daughter, (the younger
daughter Fanny having died about two years
gince) and other near relatives. From this an-
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versally admired
hill
donville station, on the
ten minutes walk trom

very

The wi
is fully completed, at an expense
of over $50,000; and the facilities of a first class institution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.

century, trusting, loving, submissive, and happy
in Christ. Her remains were brought to her old
home in New Gloucester for burial, attended by

and ruin the comiort of another family eirAnd

J

recently lings. upp)

EVANSVILLE

d her life invaluable in its purity,
consisteney, and benevolent activity.

like herself, who, in her turn, would wreck
cle.

J
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Miss MARY A. STRATTON, Asst. Prin. in Ladies’
Department.

She died, as she had lived for more
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the wife of Eld. Wi
with whom she lived
of 86 she married
she lived 41 years.
C. moved to Auburn
the 1st F'. B. church
communion she re-

a mother has
a daughter just
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College | ofSchoolsLyndonsi Center, onand gentle
is in eminenoe
the midst in ofthethevillage
uni-

Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under

WHITESTOWN

know, for 1 have seen it with my own eyes
mained until death. But few persons in any
among my friends,—that many a woman church
have left more pleasant recollections «of
has driven a kind husband away from her, moral excellence and Coristian worth than Mrs.
away from his home and its sacred influ- Cushman. In ber several respolonsible relations
ences,and caused him to spend his time at to the family, church, and mini stry, : she filled0
satisfaction but in
a billiard table or in a drinking saloon, and them all, not only with entire
which evinced superior discrimination
their profane influences, by ceaseless fret- aandmanner
and the most
heart,
judgment, the kindest
ting over trifles, which were not worth a loving nature. Her spirit,even down to old age,
word, much less the peace and happiness was so sweet and gentle, as to win the confidence of all who knew her, Such was her high
of a home.
church and ministry, her passionI know that many a mother has turned esteem ofof the
Jesus, and desire for the salvation of
love
her son against her own sex, and made ate
rendered her home exceedingly
they
souls, that
him. I know that many
brought up and developed

1.0

of the

ALEXANDER C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Pepatiment.

him dread and dislike the society of woman, by her example, constantly set before
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so rich a prize. She was not afraid of the death
messenger, and after having kissed her loved
ones a final good-by, she crossed the dark river,
which she said was not * very dark,
ed ovér to the beautiful land.
of Samuel
B. L. CusHMAN, widow
Mes.
Cushman, Esq., of New Gloucester, Me., died
April 21st, at Williamsport, Pa., aged 79 years,

age, and soon after became
Locke, of Chesterville, Me.,
At the age
some 12 years.
Mr. Cushman, with whom
Some 24 years since, Mrs.
and became connected with
of Lewiston Me:, in which

le
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Miss ELLEN BARNES died in Davenport, N.
All who knew her
Y., May 2, aged 22 years.
loved her. She was a dutiful child, a loving
She had fitted herself
sister, and a true friend.
to become a teacher of children, and we hoped
for her a long, useful and happ.
failed to keep the dear one wit! us longer, for
the cruel death angel had seen her and set bis

edges terribly. I think if we look
upon all
the little worries of one day as a great
united worry,, self-control to meet it would
be developed) But as they generally come
one or two little things at a time, they
seem so very little

whispers

hundreds left behind, ¢“ Meet me up bighsr

an

turn

now

Lessons

Musi15

rn

still

for Jesus

Her faithful testimonies

death.

worries are hardly provided for,and like the
nail that strikes against the saw, they make

Ben Johnson wrote best under the influence
of canary ; Sharidan prepared his marvelous speech on the Oude
Charge in a tavern
after swallowing tumbler after tumbler of
brandy. The younger Pitt was often under
the influence of port when he spoke, and
Dundas, if we may believe one of Porson's
epigrams on the subject, could never speak

Early in October, 1872, a cable despatch
from
Paris appeared in all the dailies, an-
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THHODATE TASKER died at her son-in-laws
J. G. Cummings, of Saco, of lung fever. an
heart disease, Mareh 23, aged 76 years and 6
When twenty years of age she expemonths.
rienced religion at Ossipee, N. H., under the
She united with
preaching of Rev. J. Buazell.
the F. B. church of Biddeford, of which she remained a faithful member until her decease.
circle of friends to mourn her
She leaves a large

isn’t altogether pleasant. Perhaps it is
because the little worries and cares and
vexations of our daily life harass our sensitive nerves more than the more extensive enterprises which generally take the
attention of men. Great wants develo

his nail any face that struck him, and in this

galleries of portraits.
stroke | ti credit Elian. could

cism on a public life which a sudden

sketch

whims

as well own the truth,

course for his

“Rambler,” and Hogarth would

bas seen fit to take her from our sight to her bet-

mber 3. 1872.
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[Primary
Eoglish,
Common Stadies,

pleasant circumstances, Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
‘and Downey, Miss Hoyt. and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results al-

in

ste? 1878.

begins

Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 11, 1873.

The Spring Session of the above mstitution; located

ter home above, leaving her kind husband with
a sorrowful heart to care for 4 little children,
one of whom is only a few days old. May God
sanctify this affliction to the salvation of mourn-

grand general refuge,—to fret over it. 1
am afraid fretting is much more common
among women than among men. We may

the blow which smote him. It was like artless child, unencouraged and alone, to
the stroke of a hammer on the head of a have been an impostor.
Such would have
bullock.
It sent a shock of paralysis been a role thoroughly foreign to her charthrough his body and brain. It termina- acter.—Lippincoll’s Magazine.
Aa
ted his career.
The banquet given to Oakes Ames.on his
Genius and Method.
return from Congress to his constituents
——
—
was an equal disgrace to themselves and
to him.
He had dishonored his constituThe methods of composition employed by
ency. In return for which they flaunted authors have been as various and interesttheir partizanship of a rich man in the face ing as the lives of the authors themselves,
of the higher ethics, and toasted him at a and the history of these methods is one of
feast when they should rather have frown- the most entertaining and important pased on him in the street.
sages in literary biography. Old Burton
And yet, on the other hand, he was the kept a commonplace book, the contents of
most open and frank of all the principal which he poured
into his ‘‘Anatomy of Melrogues that vobbed the treasury in the ancholy.” Thomas Fuller, who advises
name
of the Credit Mobilier. Give the everybody to follow his example, did the
devil his due. This shaggy old man sat same. Barthius, Tarnebus, Scaliger, most
like a bear and grewled out the rugged of the medigeval scholars, and notably Buttruth, even to his shame. He went home ler, who by that means enriched his *‘Hudiless utterly damned than Colfax or Patter- bras” with such an amopnt of learning,
son—less ndiguantly despised then Pome- adopted a like method.
So did Southey,
roy and Caldwell. There’was a brawny roy- and’ the “Doctor” is the produce. Bentley
alty in all the operations of this King of bought all his books with wide margins and
the Congressional Ring which gave solid jotted on the side whatever struck him in
meaning to the proverb that proclaims the reading, and thus supplied the defects
honor among thieves.
If this seems a of a memory exceptionably imperfect. Poe
harsh judgment
at this present time, we and Gilbert Wakefield did the same, and so
confess it; but if the truth is not to be told did Coleridge. Pope was forever collectofsuch a congressman, the function of ing materials, and at once noted down a
public criticism may as well be abolished, thonght which struck him even in converand journalism
given over to lacqueys.
sation in a crowded room,
He would ring
‘The tribute which is due
to Oakes Ames his servants up at all hours of the night to
as a man full of neighborly acts, of help- get him writing material for the
purpose.
ful services to his friends and co-workers, Sheridan and Foote were ever on
the alert
of social - warm-heartedness—the
tribute for wit. Addison took notes for his essays.
man

ed with the church

!

150

near

precious jewel of the Master, and though greatly
belovedin the household and in the church, he

it

because

retired. But a goodly company still remained in the crypt of the church at prayer,
in some instances fighting off sleep by
marching up and down
in companies,
chanting night-prayers.
Thus a nation’s ardent worshipers assembled in devotion at the spot sanctified b
the visions of Bernadette
Soubirons. And
what shall we say of her? Her professed
visions can not be set aside as impostures
against the voice of thousands whose skepticism, as great as ours, has -been abashed.
It could not have been in the nature of this

They

because

fret when it rains

With a of the lights had died out and their bearers

ing this man’s stolidity, he could not bear

to a

iy

Winter Term of 13 weeks,

pene

W. Horr, A. M., Agricultural
Miss0.; JANE
Center Co., Pa, .

January, 1872, and on the 4th Sabbath df
following, was baptized by the writer, and unit-

it is dry; when we are sick or when anybody else is sick. In short, if anything or
everything
doesn’t go just
to suit our par-

procession.

up the

in winter

it is wet, and when it doesn’t rain

ed until midnight,when the greater number

are oftentimes the most intense sufferers
from its adverse verdict. Notwithstand-

due
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LYDIA A., wife of Georze F. Rogers, died in
Norwich, Vt., April 26, 1873 , aged 24 years und
eceased embraced religion
in

——

hot,

is too cold; we

mountain-path. This impressive display last-

kind

Yankee yunding which not seldom overreaches itself,
he appealed to the selfish
interests of the men on whom he wrought
his spells, and was at last, to his surprise
and dismay and discomfiture, the victim of
an aroused
moral sentiment in the community such as ‘he had never felt within
himself.
It is a mistaketo subjoge that such men

are indifferent to public

persons

because it is too

They marched to the grotto of Massabielle
and to the church upon the rock, moving
slowly and singing hymns.
As they moved they formed a great stream of glittering
light, which rolled on and on and up and

less disregard of truth, He inherited two
natures: one of a humane Christian, and
the~ other of .a raw-poned prize-fighter.
And he was true to
“both endowments,
honest

rr

.

pity
CAD
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Ten Professors and Instructors, Not sectarian,but
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ingin the blaze of wax tapers, was one
grand glow of Jttering splendor After
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| of a federal republican form of government for |
Great Britain,

Europe

on

Saturday.

- The American and British claims

commission

has adjourned, and will meet again
June 3.
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against the Erie Company to recover $5000 for
injuries sustained in consequence of defective
bumpers while shackling cars.

It is said that all the gambling-houses
York were closed on Sunday

in New

night.
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Ex-Commissioner
Vana Buren
home from Vienna this week.

is

expected

All is quiet at the scene of the late conflict in
Louisiana, and the troops are returning to New
. Orleans.
:

D1

-

a

hens.
apt

A naturalization treaty has been concluded between the United States and Denmark.
Jackson Schultz of New York has been
appointed United States commissioner to the Vienna Exposition in the place of Mr. Van Buren,
, suspended.
;
The Hon. N. A. Farwe!l has written a letter in which he says that he will not he a candidate for governor of Maine in opposition to
Judge Kent.
The expense account of the
tion amounted to $144,000.

Geneva

arbitra-

Tt is unofficially reported that the Russian mission hus been tendered to the Hon. Edwards
Pierrepont of New York.
A decision has been rendered to the effect that
after the 1st of July letters containing fractional
.or other -eurrency, sent through the mails, to or
from the treasurer of the United States, may be
registered without charge; but the postage on
them must be paid as on all other like mailable
matter.
?
Tuesday, the 13th, an explosion took place in
the. Drummond coal mine in Pictou county,

Nova

Scotia,

by

which

sixty-three

lives

are

lost. The manager and assistant manager and
about the number of workmen named were in
the pit when it occurred.
The Modocs have been driven from the lava
beds, and our troops are in hot pursuit.
Thirtythree of them attacked a scouting-party, but
"were
repulsed and driven into the timber.
Their horses and all their reserve ammunition
were captured.
About half a dozen on each
side were killed when the attack was made.
Admiral Winslow is thought to be
from the recent attack of paralysis.

recovering

The KnightfTemplars of Maryland
erect a grand mausoleum over the
‘Washington at Mount Vernon.

propose
remains

to
of

Lusignani was hanged in Morristown, N. J.,
Thursday, and John Devine in San Francisco on
‘Wednesday.
The funeral of General Canby. took place
San Francisco on Wednesday afternoon.

in

The large stables in the rear of the Phenix
Hotel in Concord, N. H., and several other
buildings were burned
Thursday
afternoon,

causing a loss of about $30,000.

:

The Modocs sre found to be intrenched in
another part of the lava beds, and at last accounts preparations were being made to ‘attack
them.
Warlike demonstrations have been made
by Sioux Indians at Fort Abraham Lincoln.
Tweed and his eight lawyers occupied considerable time in court Friday in entering pleas of
not guilty
to the fifteen indictments found
against him in February.
Michael Nixon, the murderer of C. H. Pfeiffer,
was hanged at New York, and Joseph O’Neal,
for the murder of Hiram Rexford, at Mount
Carroll, Ilineis, Friday.
General Van Buren, the suspended United
States commissiomer to Vienna, has written a
letter in which he says that any person who
charges that he had attempted to gain auy per. sonal advantages from his position is *‘ a coward-

ly knave and liar.”

The striking mill operatives in Rhode Island
are comparatively passive, but it is said that exciting times may be expected this week, growing

out of the anticipated withdrawal of thirty
lions from the savings banks by

laboring

mil-

depos-

itors.
A brutal murdep-was committed in the negro
quarter.of New York on Friday night, a young
white woman being beaten to death by a negro

with whom she lived.

A homicide

is also

re-

ported at Nashua, N. H., Robert E. Blair of that

eity being fatally shot by a Pegnsylvanian named Jesse Diehl. In Warren, Me., on Friday
night, Dr. P. R, Baker was shot dead in the
house of Miss Luey Mink, who has been arrested for the crime.

The Itaest despatches

from

the Modoc

expe-

detion report thatthe Tadians béive abandoned
their last stronghold, and.are encamped on Snow

Mountain, whither

Hasbrouck’s

command

was

despatched on the 26th, while Masen’s remained

at the lava beds.
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Owing to its recent

misfortunes, the

White

Star line has failed several times to fulfil its mail
contraet and is liable to lose it.

FOREIGN.

has given birth to a boy.

ch

Kong, China, and at Oska, Japan.

;

The German government has resolved to expel the members of certain Roman Catholic
orders from the'country. © =o io
ol,
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of Kbivajs
yd; and the ste-

is’

The Sovereignty
of Samana
mally-ceded
to the company,

considered certain.
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Turkey
has
a new minister of foreign affairs.
The
Japunese embassy has arrived at

Rome,

. The Rev. Thomas Robinson, the eminent
* English divine, canon of Rochester and author
of several theological works,

83yearsold.

Is dead.

He

was

Terms for the annexation of Prince Edward
Island to Canada have been finally arranged.

The coronation
Wilhelmine
as

Norway

to

of Oscar II. and Sophie
d
n of Bweden und

iy

;

"

A fossil specimenrof the extinet dodo, a bird
of immense size and peculiar formation,has been
found in the gypsum mines at Fort Dodge.
It,
has been bought by an Englishman as a gift to
the British Museum.
>
Silicate of soda has been discovered to exert a
very decided chemical action in checking alcobolic fermentation, in this respect being somewhat gimilar to borax, although much more energetic, A small quantity of the silicate will arrest the fermentation of wine, as also of milk.
Among the philosophical apparatas at Dartmouth is a battery of thirty-six cells which was
once used by Franklin.
It has quite a history,
having been brought to America by Dr. Priestly,
at the time of the Irish mets.
After Franklin
owned it, it fell into the hands of Dr. Prince of
Salem, Mass., and finally was obtained by the
grandfather of Professor Young, who at present
has it in possession.
If fine chalk be well stirred in soluble glass, a
cement may be produced, which will harden in
the course of six or eight hours.
The addition
of powdered sulphvret of antimony will give rise
to a black mass, susceptible of a high polish, and
capable of receiving a fine luster. Fine irondust gives a gray-black mass of great hardness.
Zinc castings can, it is, said, be readily repaired
by a paste of soluble glass und zine dust.
Lieut, John L. Worden, U. 8. A., a son of Admirsl Worden, of Monitor fame, committed.
suicide on the 4th inst., at Madison Barracks, Sackett’s Harbor.
The cause of the sad act is supposed to have been mental derangement, resulting from grief at the death of his wife a few
months sined.
Almest everybody doubted beforehand whether an illustrated daily paper could succeed. But

Graphic

has

fairly

and fully

achieved success, and illustrated
dailies will
doubtless soon be as common
as illustrated
weeklies now are. And illustrations are likely
to be a more common feature in weekly papers
now that new processes of emgraving produce

pictures so cheaply.

=

An Oregon correspondent of a New York journal says that Joaquin Miller, the * Poet of the
Sierras,” at one time lived among the Modoc Indians, and that the Indian bride to whom he refers in the poem of “ Even So” was a Modoc
girl who “ kept house” for him during his two
years’ sojourn with the savages.
The actual sit-

uation is represented by a schoolmate who visited him as considerably less romantic than the
poet’s * fine frenzy” reports it to an admiring
world.
A method of treating animal hair for the hatter. which has been kept secret for a long time,
is now known to consist in the application of a
solution of the nitrateof mercury for the purpose of preventing the putrefaction of the fiber.
This substance, however, is known tobe very
deleterious both to the health of the workmen
and to the implements of trade: and, quite recently, earbolic acid or creosote has been used

to great advantage as a substitute.”

Phis has the

property not only of preserving the animal matter but of causing the hairs to contract, thus rendering them more apt to felt. The subsequent
treatment of the fiber is according to the usual
process, and the carbolic -acid {or the carbolates,
if preferred) may be added to the oleaginous or
astringent elements used by hatters.
P. T. Barnum has recently imported, through
Messrs. Reiche Bros., dealers in animals at No.
55 Chatham 8t., a saddle tapir or hippopotamus.
Phis animal is the first of the
species ever
brought to this country, is seven feet long, four
feet in hight, weighs 1,500 pounds, is a native, of
Sumatra, and was obtained at a cost of $11,000.
Mr. Barnum has just made another valuable acquisition to hi§ museum in a pair of crown pigeous, which, like the tapir, are the first of their
species ever brought to America.
They are
about the size of a large guinea fowl, weighing
ten pounds each; are of a beautiful lavender col~
or throughout, and their heads are surmounted
by a row of fine, soft feathers, from which they
derive their names.
The birds are natives of
Java, and are valued at $500.
Phe success of the Mormons in maintaining
peace with the Indians has often been noted.
In conversation with a newspaper reporter recently, Brigham Young stated that the secret of

this success

was that they had

won the friend-

ship of the Indians by dealing honestly with
them~—a secret which. our government has been
long in finding out. The fact that by strictly carrying out the much derided “Quaker policy,”the
Mormons have escaped all difficulties with their
Indian’ neighbors, efiectually explodes the whole

theory of the * treacherous

savage”

the advocates of extermination
ment,

on

which

base their argu.

Lydia Becker has started a ¢ Woman-Suffrage
Journal” in London:

s

recent fancy

Paris; Mdme. Thiers

fair at the

made

New Opera in

great

profits by the

sale of photographs of her husband.

Since the opening of the
the number of visitors has

Vienna Exposition
been from 12,000 to

16,000 daily.
The King of the Belgians has engaged the
whole.of the principal floor in the Grand Hotel

at Vienna for the duration of his visit to the exhibition.

:

While the Quebec gates were being removed a
looker-on suggested that the nails should be preserved for sule to American tourists, and they
were brought up at once.
Some curious old

musical

manuscript, appar-

ently of the fourteenth century, has been found

in good preservation at Harderwick

in Holland,

1t includes the Crospel of St. John set to music,

Kight poems of George

Herbert, hitherto un-

. The published, have been discovered and will be

in 8
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and a Boston publishing house now announces a
volume made up of her admirable apothegms,
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seed is planted.
Thorough
pulverization bas
far more effect upon the growing crop than one
wouldbe led to suppose by the little attention
given it. Especially is this the case with grain
crops when no after cultivation is given. . If
one
plowing
does not
leave the
soil sufficiently mellow, plow again; and
continue to
work it till its condition is such as you desire.
Light lands of course need less working to render them mellow and fine, than do heavy soils.
Every time you plow and every time you stir
with cultivator, or harrow such land, you increase their productive
capacity.
By stirring
and mellowing the soil the inorganic plant food
in the soil is rendered soluble and available,
This plant food is made available chiefly through
the influence of the atmosphere.
In a soil finely
pulverized, every particle of that soil is brought
under the influence of the atmosphere,
since
air permeates the whole mass; while in
that
remaining in clods, only the external surface is
affected.
A pulverized soil will also if its needs
demand it, absorb more moisture from the air,
and with it of course a proportionate amount

begin to

of ammonia always

existing

there.
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Crushed barley for dry food, and barley-

meal with a little bran mixed dry and crumbly,
are the standard dishes for chickens. Give éach
brood daily an egg boiled hard, and chopped
fine, and mixed with crumbled bread and
the shell broken up quite fine. Young chickens
have the requirements of old fowls; they must
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By Julia McNair Wright:
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Lecture Extra,

It is said that an Italian
nobleman, in a paroxysm of passion, slew his only brother,
The
church condemned him to pass three years in a
monastery in prayer and penitence, and
to eat
grass like Nebuchadnezzar, for his food was to
consist of weeds which grew in a cloistered garden.
Here he found celety, blanched in the
shady beds, and it became his favorite food.
When the time of his confinement had elapsed,
he transplanted the weed to his garden,—planted it in trenches to bleach it crisp and tender,
He stood high among the nobility of the land,
and, at his entertainments, introduced this edible, which became very
fashionable, and has
ever since been esteemed
a luxury.
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by pulverization and by liberally fertilizing,
every acre of land under cultivation before the

attract far larger quantities of water from the
reservoirs below for the use of the
growing
plant. Another important advantage not
to be
overlooked is the mellow
bed on
which the
numberless fine rootlets may easily ramify and
extend without obstruction through the whole
soil. - In the wheat growing
sections of New
York and Canada; several plowings are considered essential to the success of the wheat crop.
May it not be introduced to advantage among
us? The low price of land here has a tendency
to encourage farmers to hold and cultivate extensive farms; and to apply their limited quantities of manure
over large
fields. This is
wrong.
If the manure
can not be increased
to meet the demands of ‘the land, then reduce
the cultivated acres to the supply of the manures.
Liberal manuring
alone is profitable.
We hardiy know the productive capacity of a
good strong soil well worked and excessively
maftured. This same liberal treatment applies
to stock with equal force and with like results.
The returns are greater from two good animals
well fed and cared for, than from twice that
number scantily fed and
neglected; and the
actual profits are not to be compared, for from
the latter no profits accrue.
Success in farming,
if achieved at all, will come,~does come,~from
good lands well kept, and good stoek well fed.
This is high farming; and to it we are all being
inevitably driven by the tendency of the times.
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upon the Milwaukee Division,
Rapids to
Postville, on the Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, a
distance of 110 miles,
As an independent Shien
this line would be
equally remunerative with
the
innésota Division;
but, in. addition to their being a mortgage
on the Mil
waukee Line, these Bonds ‘are a lien also upon the
Minnesota Division, and are thus even a better security than the Bonds sold in the past.
A small portion only: of the entire mortgage
remaing unsold, and as soon as they
are closed out,”
these Bonds must advance in like manner with those
of the Minnesota Division.
Parties exchanging Government Bonds at present
exceptionally hugh prices will realize an increase of
their principal of about one-third, and of income
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cheese cures too rapidly, and the texture will
be tender, soft, and salyey.—Such cheese is ripe
early, and must be consumed soon, or it will
depreciate in flavor, and is liuble to be lost from
too rapid decomposition.
It will be seen from
this, that discretion and judgment must be used
by the cheese-maker in the employment of rennet according to the quality of milk he has to
manufacture.
To what extent cheese may be
improved, by the use of the exact proportion of
rennet required, is not generally understood;
but our best cheese-makers have
learned the
fact that an improper use of rennet causes the
cheese to turn out a very inferior product.
says Herr Marting, in a
Every one knows,
recent number of ‘the Milch “Zeitung, that ren-
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command, at the New

that to make

money obtained in a business they know how
to manage, than with practical experience on net is an essential in the
préparation of cheese
the farm.
Bountiful crops and paying profits of from sweet‘ milk.
But its mode of action is one
course are what all farmers who are dependent of the observant
points in dairy work.
We use
upon the farm for an income are striving to obit empirically, with a sort of blind relianceon
tain; and every year as it passes is reconfirming its unknown
agency, and always with
a degree
the opinion that the profits are small, and will
of uncertainty as to the precise results obtaingrow ‘* beautifully less,” where high farming
able in éach individual operition. A near acis not practiced.
The short season given us in
put us ina position
quaintance with it might
the spring of the year in which to prepare the to employ it rationally,
instead of empirically.
land and plant our seed, increases the difficulty
Almost all we know concerning rennet, as yet,
of making that thorough
preparation without is that its efficiency depends
upon a peculiar
which the best results can not be realized. *‘I active power, which is destroyed at a temperacan’t stop” has been the chief cause of many
ture of about 50 degrees C (122 degrees Fuhr.',
a miserable failure, when harvest proved the is most energetic
at blood heat, and gradually

thrown away.
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milk the buttery particles induce a more rapid
action of the rennet. ‘When too small a quanti.
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strength,~must vary according to the quality
of the milk. Thus, for instance, when milk is
thin and impoverished, more rennet should be
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an important purpose in promoting improve-

and final failure. This is all an error. High farming simply moans thorough cultivation, liberal
manuring, bountiful crops; good stoek,good feed,
and paying profits therefrom.
It is not strange
that misconceptions have arisen in the minds
of doubting farmers who have been eye-witnesses to some of the spread-eagle experiments

better

f

concerning the na-

learned a few ‘things of much

oo]

farmers,

time to.

good cheese,

who

and

have all queries

some

a prominent agricultural writer, in summing up
the impressions brought home from a recent trip
to Europe,
says: * I am thoroughly confirmed
in my old faith that the only good farmer of
our future is to be the *‘ high farmer.”
There
‘is a widely prevailing
antipathy
among
the
common farmers of our State against not only
the practice of high farming but against the use
of the phrase by agricultural
writers.
This
is all wrong and should at once be corrected.
Through some misconception of the meaning of
the phrase and also of its application, they have
come to believe it synonymous with theoretical
““ bookfarming,” ** new-fangled notions,” boasted

of enthusiastic

of rennet,

is so mucly difficulty

planting ou that,

England

grains

tigation of this subject, that we are not likely

Farming.

“A noted farmer in New

York

ture

rotten; cover with earth 1 1-2 inches,

Congressman J. H. Sloss of Alabama has devoted his extra back pay to the poor people of

other

which its virtue in cheese-thaking depends;
ut it is a question whether any of the
heories are strictly correct. Indeed, there

be well plowed,

as for corn.

or

There are several theories

dressing rich as you ‘like, leaving space for roots
to pass between.
A little leached ashes around
the hills hoed in will add to the growth; keep
bugs off, and do not hoe the melon-vines when
wet.
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commissioner at the Vienna gleaners so any wise sayings as George Eliot,

exhibition,

weak and

Yale College has received u present of a petri-
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The Pope's health is improving.
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spade down as hear as possible without disturbing
the bill on three sides, put in a shovel full of the

George Eliot got $40,000 for writing ¢ Middlemareh.”’
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Senor Sagasta
has disappeared from Madrid.
Madame’ Loyson, the wife of, Pere Hyacinthe,

cess of pus edn

the United

‘

boiled
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82 Wall
New York,
| like. ‘When in moult give them honey, wheat, | OFFER FOR SALE St.,
A LIMITED NUMBER OF THE
coarse-ground beans and oats, with fresh water.”

shovel full of privy or hennery compost very

his district,

John G. Dalton has been arrested in St. Louis,
charged with murder in July, 1871.
The New

furrowed

visitors is represent.

been 986 railway accidents, involving
850 killed and 1164 wounded.

has

Jersey,

not very rich.
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4 | will keep a place clear of frogs, lizards and the

method of raising water-melons, which he has
never known to fuil. He says:
oe
. T-would choosea light loam, or sandy soil,

ed to be very small.
e panic on the bourse
has taken all the enthusiasm oft of the Viennese,

Stokes is reported to have said that he neither
expected, nor would accept, any commutation of

V

——

21, 1873"
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sort, They ave voraciously fond of reptiles, and | FENRY
ou

A correspondent who has had practical experience
in the matler, sends us the following

the Camada and Pacific Railroad contract by expending $360,000 in carrying the elections. The
affair will be investigated at once.

broken in one'ffont of the exhibition building at
The figures ave published showing ¥fiat the. +Vienna
V damaged a large quantity of

Brooklyn department of the city works. paid to
lawyers from February, 1860, to May, 1872, nearly thirty-one thousand dollars in fees.
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To Grow Water-melons.

na and there is great alarm iy the city.
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